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New Horizons in Education No.36,1995

From the Editor
New Horizons in Education :s a bilingual journal primarily

for educators from kindergarten to the tertiary sector. Its role is to

serve as a forum for teachers, school adminIstratots, counsellors, edu-

cators and researchers to exchange insights and discoveries derived

from their professional practices and inquiries. The journal has gradu-

ally developed from serving the local educational sector only to one

recognized by the broader international educational community. For

convenience, advisers and reviewers are drawn mainly from Hong

Kong. However, in order to ensure the quality of the contributions.

reviewers are also elicited from Australia, Canada, China, Macau.

Singapore. Taiwan and the U.S.A. We are especially pleased to an-

nounce that the ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center)

has also included our journal in their data base., indicating the in-

creased importance and standing of the journal internationally.

For each manuscript, two reviewers are invited to review it

anonymously. On some occasions, a third reviewer is asked to judge

the quality of the manuscript. The reviewing process usually takes

about two months. Suggestions from the reviewers are then sent back

to the authors for modifications or resubmissions. We hope you con-

tinue to support this very worthwhile journal.
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Micropolitics in Managing Bi-sessional Primary Schools:

A Case Study of the Interactions between Partner School Heads

Cheung Wing-ming
The Hong Kong Institute of Education

13i-sessional schooling is as a temporary administrative measure launched to relies e the acute need for

more primar5 school places some thirty years ago rCheng & Cheung. 1994, . Despite the prominence of hi-

sessional primary schooling in Hong Kong. vet) little study has been conducted to ins estigate their management

and operations (Chin. 1990) . Responding to this, the present stud) explored the interactions hetsseen the heads of

a hi-sessional primary school in the context of their is ork in managingthe school within stfingent resource realities

to achieic the school mission and a sense of school minx. Results of the ins estigation suggested that the micropolitical

d.snamics hem Cell the heads nen: different at iii o stages starting Iron.' the day when the afternoon head joined the

school. The tss o stages of micropoln ies identi lied were the Assimilation Stage and the Partnership Stage. In the

Assimilat'on Stage, the heads worked in a "master-apprentice" dependence relationship. Transition to the Partner-

ship Stage is as a hitter experience for the heads. ) et healthy for the school as a whole.
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Introduction

Background. Bi-sessional schooling was a tempo-

rary administrative measure launched to relieve the acute need

for more primary school places some thirty years ago (Cheng

& Cheung. 1994 At present. the majority of Hong Kong's

primary school% are still operated bi-sessionally. Despite the

usual practice of appointing two school heads to manage the

two separate sessions, a hi-sessional primary school is classi-

fied administratively by the Education Department as one

school. These heads, working independently under the same

school supervisor, devise measures, such as pre-printed exer-

cise books, school badge, school regulations and open day, to

promote the sense of unity so that pupils and staff will not

feel dissociated (Chin. I 99W. On top of these, the formula-

tion of a shared school mission is crucial for effective func-

tioning of the school as a whole (Beare. Caldwell & Millikan.

1989: Caldwell & Spinks. 1988.1992: Cheng, 993a: Cheung

& Cheng. 1995 in press). It is through working towards this

mission that staff front both sessions may identify themselves

as members of the same institution under the leadership of

the supervisor. With the mission reinforced by the school su-

pervisor. the two school heads work separately with their own

teams of professional staff and the common team of support

staff towards achieving the set mission. The school mission

generates a 'binding' force for the two heads to work coopera-

tively.

One phenomenon that is worth noting is the popular-

ity among parents of morning sessions over afternoon ses-

sions (Chiu. 1990). It is generally inferred that this popularity

may be built on parents' preference of availability of time for

parent-children interactions at home. Another factor might

be the timing of operations. Normally. when the afternoon

session comes to operation, the morning session has already

operated for one or more years. This lead time might provide

7



the morning session the necessary opportunity to lay a firm

foundation and reputation in the district. Combining this lead

time with parental considerations of the 'availability of time'.

we may see that an advantageous position for the morning

session over the afternoon session is developed I 1 I. In this

way. afternoon sessions are relatively unpopular with parents.

This perception also appears to extend to teacher recruitment.

Difficulties in recruitment and unfavorable perceptions among

parents can hinder afternoon heads in achieving the mission.

Neither do the morning session heads earn full au-

tonomy in working independently towards achieving the

school mission since they are normally bounded by the em-

phasis of school unity. They do not always have a free hand

in managing their sessions since they need to seek coopera-

tion from their counter-parts in the afternoon sessions on de-

cisions that might jeopardize school unity. This is always

viewed as an additional constraint for managing their sessions

when compared to their total governance at the initial opera-

tion stage without the afternoon sessions.

Resources scarcity always exists in schools (Caldwell

& Spinks. 1992; Cheng. 1993a; Cheung & Cheng. 1995 in

press; David. 1989). This fUrther bounds the heads in man-

aging their sessions. Since the two sessions are treated as one

school, all resources allocated by the Education Department

are not provided separately. Apart from teaching staff, many

other resources are shared between the two sessions, such as

support staff, accommodation and teaching resources. Very

often, competition for resources between the two se:.sions is

manifested.

From the above, it seems that behind the emphasis of

school unity and common mission. internal competition may

exist between the two sessions for parental popularity. con-

trol of resource and management. Within this working envi-

ronment, the heads may face dilemmas in which they need to

work as partners for the betterment of the whole school but

sometimes as competitors for the effective management of

their own sessions. Thus, it is interesting to examine the

micropolitics between the heads when they manage the school

within stringent resource realities to achieve the school mis-

sion and sense of school unity.

Mkropolitics in school. Indeed, schools are gener-

ally conceived as political systems within which members of

MIcropolitka In Managing Bitamisionai Primary Schools

the staff with their own needs and interests are political actors

(Bacharach, 1983; Sergiovanni, Burlingame, Coombs &

Thurston, 1992). Within this political arena, participants use

different strategies to achieve their own interests and goals in

schools. Normally, this is achieved through the exercise of

various forms of powers (Ball. 1987; Blase, 1991. 1993;

Bacharach, 1983; Hoyle. 1986). Thus, micropolitics in schools

is the use of power by individuals to achieve their goals in

schools.

Bacharach & Mundell (1993) further classified power

into authority power and influence power. Authority power

's the legitimate right to make final decisions. Thus, authority

er conies with one's position in the formal organizational

hierarchy. On the other hand, influence power rests with one's

expertise, possession of valuable information or other entities

that can be used to exchange with the legitimate decision

makers. Thus, interest groups or individuals with influence

power will attempt to persuade those with authority power in

the process of decision making in schools (Bacharach &

Lawler. 1980).

Within the world of bounded rationality and embed-

ded interests in schools. the existence of interplay between

parties with authority power and parties with influence power

is inevitable. Focusing on the micropolitics dynamics in
schools, Bacharach & Mundell (1993) proposed that the fol-

lowing four different scenarios are possible.

(a) individuals/interest groups empowered with formal au-

thority try to impose their logics of action on individuals/

interest groups with influence power (micropolitics of

domination)
(b) individuals/interest groUps with influence power try to

persuade those in authority (micropolitics of participa-

tion)

(c) two groups with authority try to impose influence on each

other (micropolitics of bureaucracy)

(d) two groups with influence power try to impose influence

on each other (micropolitics of the grass roots)

Linking the outlined bi-sessional primary school man-

agement to the above, the focus of this study will be on sce-

narios (a) and (c ). When both school heads are exercising

their legitimate powers in managing their own sessions while

attempting to achieve the sense of school unity and mission,

2
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micropolitics of bureaucracy may be vivid. On the other hand,

when certain areas of administrative work (say. finance con-

trol of the school) is dedicated only to one of the school head

(most likely to the morning head) by the school supervisor.

the interactions between the two heads will easily fail into

scenario (a) in which the morning head is the key actor of the

micropolitics of domination.

Despite the prominence of bi-sessional primary
schooling in Hong Kong. very little study has been conducted

to investigate their management and operation (Chiu, 1990).

After conducting a quantitative survey of the administration

and operation of bi-sessional primary schools, Chiu (1990)

proposed to further explore the management of bi-sessional

primary schools. Responding to these, the focus of the present

study is set to investigate the working relationship of the morn-

ing and afternoon session heads; specially the negotiation, con-

flict and competition, it' any, that takes place between them in

managing their own sessions separately while attempting to

achieve the school mission and unity.

Methodology

Method Used. When addressing the new revolution

in administrative and organizational theories, Owens &
Shakeshaft (1992) indicated that owing to the complexity of

the school organization. qualitative methods which lead to

the development of grounded theories and complement the

traditional hypothetical-deductive approach should be used.

They stressed that qualitative methods are very appropriate

as a well-founded means for investigating systematically ad-

ministrative practices. Their view of using qualitative meth-

ods to gain an in-depth understanding of organizational be-

havior is also shared by other theorists like Downey & Ire-

land (1979) and Fry. Chantavanich & Chantavanich (1981).

Following this, the present study is a preliminary study on the

administrative practices of bi-sessional primary school heads

through in-depth interview method which is one of the most

important sources of case study information (Yin. 1984).

Selection of the case . Due to the preliminary nature

of this study. only one school was studied. The school chosen

was ABC Primary School. an aided school in the New Terri-

tories, operated by a big school sponsoring body. XYZ Asso-

ciation 121. The following table summarizes the basic charac-

teristics of the key actors and the school.

Characteristics of

the School

Personal Data of the

Morning Session

Head, Mr. Chan

Personal Data of the

Afternoon Session

Head, Mr. Wong

The school, located in Male, in his late 40s. He Male, in his late 30s. Prior

the New Territories. It is has been school head for to his present appoint-

sponsored by XYZ As- I I years. He was ap- ment three years ago as

sociation. The school pointed head 5 years ago afternoon session head.

was established 5 years to start the operation of he was a senior teacher

ago and is popular ABC Primary School. for 6 years in another

among parents. At Prior to this appoint- school sponsored by the

present, there are 24 ment. he was the after- same school sponsoring

classes in AM session noon session head of an- btxly.

and 13 classes in the PM other school sponsored

session, by the same school spon-

soring body.
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When selecting the case, it was noted that the after-

noon session head is junior to the morning head in terms of

the seniority of being a school head. This phenomenon was

first confirmed by a very senior school head, Mr. Lee, of the

same school sponsoring body. The researcher further con-

firmed the phenomenon with other senior school heads of two

different large school sponsoring bodies. According to the

heads, it is generally true that the afternoon school.head is

junior to his/her partner in the morning session. In view of the

result of this verification process. the selected case is believed

to be rather typical.

Pilot Study Interview. Since the present study
adopted a semi-structured in-depth interview approach. the

researcher conducted a pilot study to fine tune the pre-set di-

rections for exploration in later interviews. Another morning

session head of same the school sponsoring body was inter-

viewed. The directions of exploration were (1) the school con-

text; (2) the experience of being an afternoon session head;

and (3) the working relationship between the two heads. Based

on the results and experience obtained from the interview. the

.esearchci fine tuned the approach and direction of explora-

tion in the main study interview.

Main Study Interview. A total of 4 interviews were

conducted. Among which two were follow up interviews.

They were not planned at first. It was only alit the initial

interviews, that researchers decided to interview the two heads

again. This was due to the fact that some of the categories

which emerged during the initial interview were not noted by



the researcher. These categories were identified when the
researcher later analyzed the transcripts.

In order to create a natural atmosphere. the researcher

did not takc any notes during all interviews. Yet, with the

consent of the interviewees, the interviews were recorded by

tape in the heads offices. The recorded interviews were then

verbatim transcribed from the tape for analysis.

Findings and Analysis

In order to understand the dynamics of micropolitics

that exist in the working relationship of bi-sessional primary

school heads, it is necessary to first provide an overall picture

of the school under examination. To achieve this, general

descriptions about the school context and the heads are out-

lined below prior to presenting the major findings of the study.

The School Context. The data collected from both

the heads and the observation of the researcher indicated that

ABC Primary School was popular among parents. especially

the morning session. The school has a very simple mission

first shared in the morning session to become the most popu-

lar primary school in the district. This mission was later com-

municated to the afternoon head and his staff. It was noted

that both heads shared this mission and indicated that they

were working towards it.

The afternoon session currently had 13 classes. Mr.

Wong, the afternoon head stressed that three years ago when

his session started operations. there were only 8 classes, and

10 classes in the year before and this year the figure grew to

13. He was satisfied with the growth. Yet, he had a sense of

inferiority when compared to his partner who had already 24

classes.

Another observation was that the working environ-

ment of the morning session was rather tense while that of the

afternoon session was relaxed. This can be illustrated by the

different dress style of teaching staff in the two sessions. Al-

though, the mean age of teaching staff was approximately the

same, it was noted that afternoon session teachers dressed more

casually, some of them even wore jeans. It was later found

that both heads had different dress requirements of teachers.

The morning head had a rather strict requirement whereas the

afternoon head was very free in this respect.
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The deviation in working environment was further

verified when "le researcher communicated with support staff

members. This was possible because the scheduled four in-

terviews allowed the researcher to be more associated with

the support staff - the workmen and the clerical officers. They

revealed that when the m :ming head was absent, they felt

relaxed and they loved to work under the supervision of the.

afternoon session head. It wq..s noted that the school climate

in the presence of the morning head was totally different from

that of his absence.

The Heads. Mr. Chan. the morning head, worked for

the XYZ Association for more than 20 years. He was ap-

pointed head II years ago. Since then he was the afternoon

session head of two primary schools in the same school spon-

soring body. ABC Primary School was the third school he

served as head and his first as morning head. According to

Mr. Chan. it was a very special and yet "bitter" experience for

him since he believed that his first service as afternoon head

was not recognized and resulted in staying in the afternoon

session for some 6 years. In the eyes of the researcher, Mr.

Chan had a very negative feeling about being an afternoon

head. The following transcription was quoted to support this

observation:

Researcher :

Chan :

Researcher :

Chan :

Researcher :

Chan :

What is your feeling of being a morning ses-

sion head in comparing to your previous post

as an afternoon session head ?

Oh ! It is totally wonderful. Finally, my work

is recognized. I love to be a morning session

head.

How did you feel when being an afternoon ses-

sion head ?

Awful! a second class head. Oh ! not even a

head.

What makes you have this feeling ?

People might think that being a head is won-

derful. I would say being an afternoon ses-

sion head is not so. You will surely have bad

feelings when you find that all your work as a

school leader is controlled by the more senior

morning session head. At that time. I found

myself not a leader hut an executive officer of

the morning session head.
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Apart from the above view of being a head, Mr. Chan

was very structural a J task oriented in his work. In his words,

he created a very systematic filing system for the school. To

illustrate this point, he presented a three-page list of file clas-

sification to the researcher. Moreover, he fixed quite a num-

ber of rules to control staff members. For example. he de-

signed a work schedule for every workman to observe. By

referring to the schedule, he know the whereabouts of any

workman at any time during school hours. Another example

was the control of staff dress style. He did not allow female

staff to wear trousers of any kind, even in winter.

Mr. Wong, the afternoon session head, was appointed

head three years ago. ABC Primary School was the first school

he worked as head. He revealed that he was not totally famil-

iar with the work of a school head at the beginning. He as-

serted that he was lucky to have the experienced Mr. Chan as

his partner in the morning session. He seemed happy about

the arrangement to be an afternoon head. He admitted that at

the time of first appointment, he did need Mr. Chan's help.

However, he was currently unhappy with the working rela-

tionship between him and his partner. The following transcrip-

tion illustrates this point:

Researcher :

Wong :

Researcher :

Wong :

Researcher :

Chan :

How do you see his help (Mr. Chan) now ?

I don't think I need his help now. I have my

way of doing things. But (he sighed) some-

times. I can't help his interfering into my

business.(paused ). He is too dominant.

Can you give me an example?

There are numerous examples. For instance.

he instructed me to be strict in managing the

support staff. I just can't. Because I believe

that when people work happily in harmony,

their output will be maximized. I just can't

buy his philosophy of managing people. I treat

my staff as partners not slaves.

So what did you do ?

I just did not follow. I have my own way of

doing things.

The above also demonstrates how Mr. Wong put his

own beliefs in work. He did not give way easily. Moreover.

very different from Mr. Chan, he was very relationship ori-

ented. These differences in management philosophy intensi-

fied the conflict of the heads in the institutional context out-

lined above.

Wodking Relationship of Heads. The working rela-

tionship of the two heads could be traced back to the day when

the afternoon head reported for duty. That was the first stage

of encounter for the two heads. For the morning session head,

the afternoon head was an invader of his sole governance of

the school. Prior to the afternoon head's assumption of duty,

the morning school head was the only boss in the school who

controlled all the administrative matters including the man-

agement of support staff, school building and other related

resources. However, when the "invader" came, the manage-

ment of all these entities was officially cut into two halves;

with one half given to the less experienced afternoon head.

That was considered a trim down of authority and power for

the morning head. He thus developed a sense of bad feeling

towards the new comer - the afternoon head. The following

illustrates how Mr. Chan felt when Mr. Wong reported for

duty.

Researcher :

Chan :

Researcher :

Chan :

Researcher :

Chan :

How do you feel when Mr. Wong reported for

duties to take up part of your administrative

duties '?

I v .as happy to have him working with me. But.

I felt uneasy to hand over some of my respon-

sibilities and decision making power to an in-

experienced person.

How was your work changed '?

It didn't change much when he first came. You

know, he was so inexperienced. I just can't

pass all administrative work to him because

this will surely put him to a very difficult po-

sition.

So what did you do '?

I just kept on working. Ah ! I taught him while

controlling the outcome. I just wanted things

to be in order.

The above suggests that although Mr. Chan consci-

entiously accepted Mr. Wong's existence - he indicated that

he was happy. However, his reaction to this change was to

"keep on working" and "control the outcome". When ad-

dressed to the present situation, he firmly replied that he was

unhappy because Mr. Wong was moving too far from his !Ask

oriented practice.



All the above findings suggested that there were dif-

ferent stages in which the two heads interacted differently.

They seemed to be working happily together before Mr. Wong

was competent enough to handle all the administrative issues

by himself in his session. This may be classified as the initial

stage or the Assimilation Stage. In this stage, the heads were

in their "honey moon" working relationship, in which con-

frontations seldom occurred. When the afternoon session head

was competent in his own session's administration, the work-

ing relationship drastically moved to the second stage or the

Partnership Stage. The emergence of these two stages can

also be supported by Mr. Wong's leeli cited in the last sec-

tion, regarding his acceptance of Mr. ,nan's help when he

first reported for duty and later rejection of the interference

from Mr. Chan into his work. The forthcoming discussion

will focus on the micropolitical dynamics of the two heads in

these two stages.

The Assimilation Stage. On entering this stage. the

afternoon head was formally empowered to manage hi; own

session. This was important for him to gain the passage from

the status of teacher to headship. In order to allow the headship

status to take shape, he had to take up administrative work.

However, due to his inexperience in administration, his ex-

pert power in school administration was limited. That formed

a dilemma in the process of passage to headship. Firstly, he

was empowered with formal authority to perform his admin-

istrative duties, yet his incompetence in administration inhib-

ited him to work competently. On the other hand. he needed

to enable his passage to headship to take effect. If he insisted

on exercising his authority and power to perform administra-

tive duties at this stage, he %.vould normally experience diffi-

culties or even failures. Those failures would in turn trim

down his remaining expert power and result in a further re-

duction of his competence in administrative work.

On the other hand, the formal empowerment of the

afternoon head signified the formal "trim down" of authority

from the morning head, who originally held the sole gover-

nance of the school. The morning head at that moment had to

share his formal authority with the inexperienced new

comer". That again formed a dilemma for him. On one hand,

he did not want the administration of the already smoothly

run school affairs to fall partly into the control of an inexperi-

enced head who might possibly ruin the business and yet un-

der the formal hierarchy he had to accept the existence of the
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afternoon head.

The above description paints a picture full of dilem-

mas at the appointment of.the afternoon head. In order to

resolve these dilemmas, the afternoon head chose to be sub-

missive in working to his experienced partner. By being sub-

missive, the working relationship was in harmony. That was

the survival strategy of the afternoon head and welcomed by

his counterpart in the morning session. The following illus-

trates this point.

Wong : It was really a hard time (at my initial appoint-

ment). I have no way out. I have to survive. I

don't want to be the one to be blamed because

of my incompetence and spoil the already es-

tablished reputation of the school The only

thing I could do is to be cooperative with the

morning head in order to get things done.

Researcher : You mean you followed the morning head's

instruction.

Wong : Not exactly. I only followed his recommenda-

tions, he respected me. I also treasured this

practice in order for me to learn the adminis-

trative aspect of my work for my future.

Researcher : How would you describe your working rela-

tionship with him at that time ?

Wong : Wonderful. Because I folios% cd what he said.

lie always claimed that he was my master and

I was his apprentice. I think I was.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Researcher : How do you compare your previous work as

an afternoon head to that of Mr. Wong. your

present partner

Chan : Oh! he was very nice at the time of first ap-

pointment as head in my school. He was very

cooperative and listened to what were recom-

mended. I therefore gave him a place to stand

in the team of successful school administra-

tors. I trained him. He was luckier than me

when I was an afternoon head.

From the above, we see that apart from being submis-

sive in working to the morning head, the afternoon head also

put himself at a position to learn from his more experienced

partner. A master-apprentice relationship was formed in this

stage. Thus, the submissive behavior and learning-training
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element of the relationship resolved the originally acute con-

flicting nature of their relationship and thus rounded up the

dilemma described above.

The above strategies of submissive behavior and mas-

ter-apprentice relationship catered for the survival needs of

the afternoon head. Yet, the newly appointed afternoon head

needed to gain passage to his headship. The following areas

of work were done in order to signify his acquirement of the

headship status without provoking the morning head who at

this stage rendered help for his survival as head:

(a) to get access to confidential staff records and other records

related to the administration of his own session: and

( I to be the instructional and educational leader of his own

session. Since he was previously a senior teacher, he

was very competent in taking up that role.

By achieving the above two areas of work, the after-

noon head strengthened his information power and expert

power in educational aspects. Symbolically, the access to con-

fidential records provided a labeling effect to the afternoon

head in acquiring headship. That was extremely important for

his accumulation of power and eompetence in managing his

session. Indeed the credibility of new school heads depends

largely on his/her competence to manage (Harvey. 1991). To

illustrate this, the following is quoted.

Researcher : What did you do in order to allow your
headship status to take shape while learning

from your partner ?

Wong : It was really difficult to find a place to "stand"

%%hen I first arrived. You see I couldn't do

things thin would threaten the authority of my

partner. My living space at that time was work-

ing hard as an instructional leader in my own

session. I initiated new instructional innova-

tions and tried to help my teaching staf f to en-

hance the academic standard of pupils.

Researcher : What else did you do ?

Wong : Yes. I showed to every staff members of my

session that I have the right to access all confi-

dential records, such as personal files and fi-

nancial reports. etc. I think that practice was

very effective in achieving my status in the eyes

of my staff.

Outlined above are the strategies that the afternoon

head adopted in working with his partner in the morning.

However, that does not mean that the morning head did not

change his way of managing the school. The reality was that

there was a new comer in his governance of the school. He

had to share resources that were formerly solely controlled

by him with the afternoon head. In order to maintain his con-

trol and influence over the management of the whole school,

he adopted the following strategies:

(a) worked in extended hours and screened all incoming cor-

respondence. The working hours were extended to the

school hours of the afternoon session. That measure was

important symbolically to signify that he still oversaw

the whole school.

(b) kept tight control of all agenda items ot' the school man-

agement committee as well as other important issues that

needed the endorsement from the school managers, such

as the promotion of senior teachers.

(c) chaired all important meetings, such as consultation

meetim.:3 of support staff and professional staff with the

afternoon head attending the meetings.

(d) used the resources allocated to the afternoon session.

That symbolically signified his possession of the right to

meess the resources of the whole school. Such practice

was possible since he worked in extended hours in the

afternoon and the afternoon session did not fully utilize

all resources. He might assign work to the support staff

in the afternoon and arrange make up lessons/activities

for his pupils in the afternoon.

(e) be the chairperson of teacher recruitment hoard, even

though the vacancy was in the afternoon session.

01 made final decisions on alijoint activities, such as the

organization of open day. game day and other inter-school

activities.

The above were only some of the ways that the morn-

ing head exerted his control over the afternoon session head

who. in turmworked submissi ely to gain a state of harmony

as well as to learn ffom his "master'. When there were signs

that the afternoon head would not follow his recommenda-

tions. the morning head would sh w his unpleasant feeling

and warned his partner of the consequences of not following

the advice. Upon received the threatened fililure signal. the

afternoon head submitted again to the decision of the morn-

ing head. A high degree of dependence of the afternoon head
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on the morning head was thus formed These arguments are

supported by the following views of the heads:

Researcher : I fully understand you need to keep the school

running smoothly. What did you do to ensure

this ?

Chan : I have mentioned that I trained Mr. Wong. In

effect. I made all the important decisions re-

garding the management of the school. I help

him to make decision in order to achieve a

sense of unity of the whole school.

Researcher : How do you work with Mr. Wong to achieve a

sense of unity ?

Chan : We discuss all important matters before imple-

mentation. I respected him. I consulted him

before I made decisions. He usually agreed

with me.

Researcher : Were there any occasions that you two did not

have a common understanding ?

Chan : Yes. In this case. I will explain to him the jus-

tifications of my decision and warn him of the

bad consequence of his moves. Mr. Wong was

very understanding. He always understood my

point and agreed readily.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Researcher : You said you have to find a living place in your

career as head. Please give me some examples

that you do not find living space.

He worked in extended hours from 6:45 am to

6:45 pm every day. He also attended school at

6:45 am in his short weekend. I felt frustrated.

You know I live far away and cannot attend

school on Saturday earlier than 7:00 am.

Researcher : When did school for pupils begin and end '?

Wong : It began at 7:45 am and ended at 5:45 pm.

Researcher : How do you feel about that ?

Wong : I treated that as a challenge to my audit trity. I

think that he wanted to show to others that he

was still overseeing the whole school. What

was more ridiculous was that sometimes he

came to my office at 6:30 pm to "release" me

in the presence of the workmen.

Researcher : Why do you use the word "release" ?

Wong : Oh! (he sighed). He said, "Mr. Wong, it's late.

You can leave the school now". How stupid

would I be it' I left the school at once. He just

Wong
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wanted to show that he was the overall in-

charge of the school.

Researcher : Please give me more examples of this.

Wong : There are numerous. For instance, he once told

me that it was he who gave me a living place

in this school. Atal he controlled all important

agenda of the school's management commit-

tee He controlled all matters related

to teacher recruitment and promotion as well

as other matter related to the Management of

the school.

Researcher : How did you deal with him when you had dif-

ferent opinions in achieving a sense of school

unity ?

Wong : I attempted to voice out my opinions. He acted

as if he respected my views. However, upon

receiving some warnings from hien that my

views are not workable. I submitted to his pro-

posal.

Researcher : Were there any occasions he followed your

recommendations ?

Wong : Not at all. Not in major and important issues....

(he paused for a while). Yes. there were some

occasions but those were minor issues. For

example. he once followed my advice to buy a

certain kind of teaching aids for the school.

But. I considered this very tri%

Researcher : Let's us go back a little. How did you feel

about Mr. Chan's extended hours of work ?

Wong : I found it an invisible controi of my work.

Sometimes. I found myself very relieved when

he was absent from school. He gave me a sense

of tight control.... (he paused again). But I felt

also at lost and incompetent when he was not

with me. Oh! I realized that I was at that time

very dependent on him.

The Partnership Stage. Transition from the Assimi-

lation Stage to the Partnership Stage depended on the ability

of the afternoon head to attain competence in managing his

own session and to reduce the dominance of the morning head.

One of the important indicators for passage to (his stage was

the afternoon head's resistance to follow the advice of the

morning head on issues related to the management of his own

session. In other words, an increasing degree of independence

was evident. The following quotations reflect this point:
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Researcher : You expressed that you didn't want his help

now. When did this come to being ? How did

it take shape ?

Frankly speaking. I did not want his interfer-

ence into the management (f my own session

from the first day of my appointment as head.

the then reiterated his survival needs). I de-

termined to have a new beginning this school

year after I assessed my own competence in

managing my session. You may note that he

stressed strict control of staff while I have a

different philosophy. I want a harmonious

working environment. Therefore. I started to

change the policy of the strict requirement on

dress style of my teaching staff this year. I

allowed them to wear whatever they deemed

appropriate. I trusted their professionalism and

wanted to create a relaxed work atmosphere

in my session.

Researcher : What was then the reaction of Mr. Chan ?

Wong :

Wong : He was very shocked by my action at the be-

ginning of this school term. He came into my

office and talked to tne in a warning and blam-

ing tone that my action broke the consistency

in the two sessions and that the control was

too loose.

The passage to this stage needed courage of the after-

noon head. This courage was needed for him to face the pos-

sible confrontation with the morning head. However, pass-

ing through this point meant a breakthrough and the relation-

ship between the two changed swiftly from that of the "mas-

ter-apprentice" to "partnership". This view was supported by

Mr. Wong. He agreed that breaking down the dependence

bond of "master-apprentice" was difficult and yet he felt re-

lieved after Mr. Chan warned him in the "dress style" issue.

When the same issue was referred in the interview to Mr. Chan.

he was rather unhappy and remarked that he could do nothing

since he had no formal authority to interfere into the decision

of the afternoon head in issues related to his own staff.

The working relationship at this stage shifted to that

of partners. It should be noted that the initial relationship was

%cry tense since the morning head was unhappy about the

change. At this moment, the afternoon head kePt strict con-

trol of his boundary and invited no helping hands from his

previous "master". Thus, both heads were now independent

in managing their own team of teaching staff, even though

the fit:rning head was not quite happy about some decisions

that the afternoon head had made. He kept on warning his

partner who insisted on his decisions which were normally

supported by his crew of senior teachers.

Regarding the ways to achieve school mission and

promote the sense of unity. the two heads need to cooperate.

at least in the eyes of the school supervisor. In the first place,

both heads did not agree readily with each other on the ways

to achieve the shared mission. Thus, a negotiation process

occurred in every aspect that was related to the common in-

terests of both sessions. .Since negotiations were at the orga-

nization level, the school supervisor was the final resort for

decisions. According to Mr. Chan and Mr. Wong. the nego-

tiation process was rational and at times sharpened their un-

derstanding of the issue. If they did not agree with each other

after the negotiation process. a joint senior teacher meeting

would be held to resolve the problem. Such meeting was very

political since senior teachers from each session supported

their own head readily and the number of senior teachers in'

each session was not the same f 31. The afternoon head who

had a smaller number of senior teachers was often defeated.

However, according to Mr. Wong such failure was accept-

able since the policies to be discussed in this meeting con-

cerned both sessions. Thus. rule by majority vote was ac-

ceptable. He remarked that at least the adaptation of the poli-

cies was not based on his submissiveness. However, for poli-

cies that the heads were confident of their applicability, the

heads would appeal to the school supervisor for over-ruling

the decisions made in the senior teachers meeting. Both heads

accepted and placed credits to this mechanism. It should be

noted that this mechanism was the result of the political ne-

gotiation between the two heads. The negotiation was pos-

sible because both of them were empowered to manage their

own session and to cooperate with each other in achieving the

school mission through the promotion of a sense of school

unity. Without this binding flirce of maintaining consistency

in school policies and the equal formal authority vested in

both heads, such mechanisms could not he achieved.

Within the context of comparable authority and the

use of the mechanism above. management issues could nor-

mally be solved. However, this did not stop the morning head

front imposing symbolic control of the whole school. He kept
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on screening incoming correspondence, controlling the agenda

of important meetings, using the spare capacity of the

afternoon's resources and working extended hours. Accord-

ing to Mr. Chan. these acts were essential to keep the school

running smoothly since the afternoon head was still junior.

Regarding this, the afternoon head did not confront his part-

ner since he knew clearly that his partner held more expert

power in school administration than him. To tackle this, the

afternoon head usually focused his effort on areas that were

not controlled by his partner. For example, Mr. Wong noted

that his partner was not keen in managing human resources.

especially in taking care of the needs of staff through creating

a pleasant working environment. Seeing this living space.

Mr. Wong started to take the lead to create pleasant working

environment for his teaching staff then for the support staff in

the afternoon. This attracted his parker's protest which did

not earn Mr. Wong's attention. On this. Mr. Wong was de-

termined to build up his human resource leadership in school.

He aimed at creating a strong and clear leadership image in

this respect. Indeed, human resource leadership can be one of

the effective force in managing schools (Bolman & Deal, 1991:

('heng, 1993b). The following quotations illustntte his deter-

mination.

Researcher :

Wong :

How did you respond to your partner's protest ?

1 did not care. I explained to him that I wanted

people work under me to work happily and 1

respected his requirements from the support

staff and assured him that the support staff

would compile with his requirements in the

morning session.

This explained why support staff and teachers loved

to work under his leadership. He believed he was successful

in creating his image as a human resource leader.

Looking into the present micropolitical dymimics be-

tween the heads, it seems that hour of them had created for

themselves a clear and vivid leadership in respective areas

complementing each other. Though they did not agree with

each other's leadership orientation, theY still could not inter-

fere into their counterpart's style of management. In the con-

text of having the mechanism to solve major and common

management issues, their present relationship was rather stable,

though with hidden crisis. The most likely area that might

trigger crisis would he the control of recruitment and promo-

Micropolitics in Managing 8i-sessional Primary Schools

tion of staff in the coming years since the anticipated vacan-

cies would most likely in the expanding afternoon session.

Clearly, this conflict could not be solved in the senior teach-

ers meeting. Higher authority, that is the school supervisor.

might be soue,ht. Thus, this higher authority was taken to be

the mechanism for dealing with contingent crises arisen from

the two heads micropolitical interactions.

Summing Up. Investigation of the present case sug-

gests tfiat the micropolitical dynamics in the working rela-

tionship of the two heads were different at two stages stalling

from the day when the afternoon head joined the school. The

two stages identified were the Assimilation Stage and the

Partnership Stage -

The major characteristics of the interactions between

the two heads at the Assimilation Stage are summarized as

follows:

In order to survive, the afternoon head chose to he sub-

missive to the morning head to attain a sense of school

unity and create a harmonious working environment.

The working relationship betweet; the two heads took the

form of a "master-apprentice" dependence. The degree

of dependence was rather high. This relationship is simi-

lar to the one-way dependence proposed by Robbins

(1989). Indeed, within this context, power stayed firmly

in the hands of the morning head.

The afternoon head tried hard to attain his passage to

headship by sustaining his (iss n leadership in the after-

noon session without ruining the already built harmony

in working with his partner. Symbolically, he also at-

tempted to build up his status by accessing the confiden-

tial records of the school.

The morning head also took steps to maintain his control

and influence over the management of the whole school.

The goal of promoting a sense of school unity provided

the morning head a %cry useful instrument to control the

afternoon session. Based on this principle, the morning

head could interkre into the management of the after-

mion session. This was justified by the need to maintain

consistency in policies between the two sessions and he

is more competent in administrative work. Therekre.

higically the morning head became the power centre for

the os erall management of the school.

1(1
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Symbolically. the morning head worked extended

hours and took action, such as the screening of incoming cor-

respondence. to show that he was the overall controller of the

school. Practically, he imposed tight control on all important

management issues, such as the recruitment and promotion

of teachers. It should he noted that all these measures gave

ery little living space for the afternoon head to have control

of the administration even in his own session.

The passage to thc Partnership Stage depended on the

competence of the afternoon head and the degree of his de-

pendence on the morning head. It' the afternoon head was

incompetent and highly dependent. the relationship between

the two heads might stay long at the initial Assimilation Stage.

Passage to the second stage required the afternoon head to

work hard to acquire a status comparable to that of his part-

ner. On successful passage to the Partnership Stage. the roles

of the two heads changed from that of the "master-appren-

tice" to partners. This new relationship was similar to the

mutual task dependence relationship proposed hy Robbins

(1989). Acquiring this kind of task dependence signified the

beginning of a new form of working relationship. The major

characteristics of this stage are summarized as follows:

(a) Each head managed their ossn session independently with-

out interfering into others business. It should he noted

that there was a tendency for the morning head's control

to fade out gradually depending on the tolerance and com-

petence of his partner.

(b) In order to acquire the status of equal partnership, the

afternoon head displayed his leadership in areas that his

partner did not show dominance.

(c) Common major policies related to the maintenance of

consistency in school policies were resolved in the joint

senior teacher meeting. A mechanism of majority rule

was adopted. This mechanism was the result of the two

heads' negotiation.

id) Appeals on the decisions made in the mechanism men-

tioned in lc) above coul(1 he directed to a higher author-

ity. the school supervisor.

Conclusion

Manipukaion of politics is a common activity of Int-

man beings (Freund, 1972) and there is no exception in the

school setting. Addressing to Chas( 1990) concerns, this study

investigated the micropolitical dynamic's in the working rela-

tionship between the two heads of a hi-sessional primary

school and identified two stages of micropolitics.

The heads in this study were working under the inten-

sified conflict and dilemma resulting from internal competi-

tion and overt institutional context shared mission to be-

come the most popular school in the district and a sense of

school unity. In view of the typical demographic characteris

tics of the school and the actors (in terms of working experi-

ence). this kind of conflict and dilemma is thus believed to be

rather common in schools especially in new towns and dis-

tricts. Thinking along this line, the findings of the present

study. though preliminary, might still have implications for

the management of bi-sessional primary schools.

Practically, the understanding of these two stages may

inspire teachers and administrators, including the school su-

pervisor. in their work. For teachers, the understanding of

such dynamics may broaden their awareness of the manage-

ment style of their school heads from a micropolitical point

of view. This may in turn benefit the interactions between

the teachers and their head.

Focused on hi-sessional school heads, the findings

might provide insights for them to reflect on their manage-

ment practices in working with their partners. Through re-

flection. the awareness level of the heads might be raised and

thus benefit their communication and relationship. It is hoped

that they might then he more aware of the impact of the
micropolitics they manipulated on each other and the school

as a whole. In this way. the chance of mis-management due to

manipulation of micropolitics may he reduced. By raising the

awareness level of the school heads, it is further hoped that

bi-sessional primary schools may then be managed more

healthily even in the difficult position mentioned in the 'Back-

ground' section of this paper.

For the school supervisor. the findings may also serve

as a base for understanding the working relationship of the

heads under his supervision. It is hoped that with more un-

derstanding of the workplace mieropolitics, the supervisor may

better supervise the performance of the heads and thus ben-

efit school management.
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Returning to the micropolitics stages identified in this



study, in the Assimilation Stage the working relationship of

the two heads was in harmony: mainly due to the survival

needs of the new head and the training element in the rela-

tionship. In Hong Kong. school heads receive very little man-

agement training prior to their appointment. In many cases.

when senior teachers are appointed heads, they are assumed

to have the competence in perfilrming the managerial duties

without any in-service training except those management train-

ing offered by the Training Unit of the Education Department.

However, this management training program is not intensive

enough and often at inappropriate time. If the training nature

in The Assimilation Stage through the "ma.. --apprentice"

dependence relationship could he established by future stud-

ies, it might be a good on the job training opportunity for new

heads. However, the more effective the training the faster

the new head will strike for transition to the Partnership Stage.

It should he noted that transition to this stage is a bitter expe-

rience for both heads since there w ill he a drastic change in

their relationship. If this transition is well handled by the

school supervisor or the school sponsoring body, the Assimi-

lation Stage will be a wonderful chance for training the nos

head. One of the possible ways to handle the transition is to

re-deploy the trained and competent afternoon head to an-

other school. If he is deployed as a morning head. he may

later take up the role of the "master" or if he is deployed as the

afternoon head of another school, he could then acquire his

Partnership Stage easily since that will be a brand new rela-

tionship with his new partner.

When addressed to the Partnership Stage. we should

not treat it as the terminal stage of the working relationship

between heads. Owing to the limitation of using only one

ease, it is not possible to identify more stages since the after-

noon head in this case has only three years of headship and

presently the two heads are in the initial Partnership Stage.

There might be more stages when the experience of the after-

noon session head increases. More cases should be examined

in order to has e a clearer picture. When such picture of the

micropolitical dynamics is confirmed. more practical impli-

cations could be inspired and thus benefit the management of

bi-sessional schools.

It is evident from this case that the two heads in the

Partnership Stage were actually ssorking on achieving the sante

target the school mission - under the same supervisor as

partners. This triggers the author to propose that the ultimate

Micropoittics In Managing Si-sessional Primary Schools

and ideal state of partnership is the cooperation of two heads

in working towards commonly shared goals. In this state, the

management strength of each head is complementary. Thus.

they are in team work and their eft'orts in managing the school

are mutually strengthening and not weakening. This is in line

of the view of Blase (1991). In this way, the school is treated

as one and a sense of school unity is anticipated without any

trace of any man-made consistency in school policy formula-

tion.

12

In sum, the findings of this study, though with a non-

generalisable nature. may still inspire ( I) bi-sessional school

heads to reflect on their management practices as well as re-

lationships with their partners: (2) school supervisors to un-

derstand the workplace micropolitics of the heads: (3) re-

searchers and administrators to investigate the possibility of

using the concept of the Assimilation Stage to train up newly

appointed heads: and (4) researchers to further the study of

micropolitics in the workplace of bi-sessional school heads.

If the above mentioned implications, especially the

training of new heads at the Assimilation Stage and the ideal

state of the Partnership Stage. could be achieved, the man-

agement of our hi-sessional primary schools, even in present

state of resource se:achy. may he moving towards achieving

excellence.

Endnote

111

121

131

This inference is validated by telephone interviews of 2

morning session school heads. 3 aftenuton session school

heads, 2 parents with children in the morning session and

2 parents with chikdren in the afternoon session. The

interviewees provided quite a number of factors which

were all convergent to the above inference.

On request of the subjects of this study. the original name

of the school and the sponsoring body are not disclosed.

The number of senior teachers is determined b. the num-

ber classes operated.
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On Features of Implementation of the Whole School

Approach to Guidance

Xiaodong Yue
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

This paper discusses four features svhich the author believes are essential toeffectise implementation of

the sv hole school approach to guidance in the Hong Kong school system. which are adoption of a humanistic orien-

tation. cultivation of a collahoratis e school climate, effective consultation sit ith other related professionals, and

congruence among and policies about guidance process. Specificall,, the humanktic orientation advocates a

deep faith in students' potentials to develop in a positive and constructive manner if a climate of respect and trust is

pros ided. The collaborative school climate leads to shared beliefs and increased cooperation in helping suw.ents

gross in all directions. The establishment of a consultation network enables schools ti pros ide to students various

estra-corrieulum activ ities that seek to enhance their self-worth and self-control. The congruence among these

school guidance and management processes helps schools to design gttidance activities at nuduple les els and ssith

greater coheranee. In short, the %%hole school approach to guidance represents a holistic, organizational approach to

delivery of guidance services to students.
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Introduction

In recent years. the notion of whole school approach

(WSA) has been widely used in education, such as in moral

education (Lam. 1992; Lee & Lam, 1991). pastoral care

(Hailes, 1990; MeGuiness, 1989), discipline (Atkinson. 1989;

Burden. 1992; (lynn. 1992). English teaching (Adamson,

1992), and others. A whole school policy may be defined as

"a plan for action that unifies all the different elements of the

school in the move towards a single goal" (Lee & Adamson.

1993, p. 134), advocating that "the whole includes the parts

and is greater than the sum of parts (Wagner & Watkins, 1992).

As such, it represents a holistic. co-ordinated approach to or-

ganizafion of student guidance services at primary and sec-

ondary schools.

Given the increasing number of behavioral and emo-

tional problems among primary and secondary school students

in Hong Kong. the Education Commission of Hong Kong rec-

ommends implementation of a whole school approach to guid-

ance "whereby all teachers in a school actively participate in

assisting students to resolve their developmental problems

(Education Commission Report No.4. 1990, p.29). Thus con-

ceived. it encourages development of various school-based

programmes that help students learn to relate to their peers,

develop a sense of responsibility, achieve academie success.

and enhance their self-worth anti self-confidence. Hence,guid-

ance attempts to provide services to all students rather than a

few.

Furthermore, the Services Division of Hong Kong

Education Department prescribed a set of clearly defined

guidelines for the adoption of whole school approach to guid-

ance as well, of which the major ones include (Guidelines on

Whole School Approach to Guidance, 1993. p. 2-4):

involvement of all teachers and school personnel who.

under the leadership of the School Head, work together

to create a positive school environment and assist all stu-

dents to be aware of their adjustment and developmental

problems;

cultivation of a reward system and a positive, caring, and

14 20
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inviting school environment:

* reinforcement of good students good behaviour through

use of preventive and developmental programmes.

Implicitly. the Guidelines advocate the transition from

a remedial, correctionaJor case-work model of guidance aim-

ing at disciplining individual student's disruptive behaviours

in class to a developmental, proactive model of guidance aim-

ing at enhancing holistic growth of the student as a person.
Such a transition endorses a more positive and integrated ap-

proach to understanding and management of students' frus-

trating and maladapthe behaviours in learning and social in-
teractions.

Since its endorsement, quite a few local educators have

written books, journal articles and newspaper commentaries.

addressing the theoretical as well as the practical issues in

implementing the WSA to guidance in Hong Kong. For in-

stance. Ng (1993 ) calls for the adoption of the invitational

education theory ( Purkey and Novak, 1988) in applying the

whole school approach. Chow (1993) pleas for better integra-

tion of guidance measures with disciplinary measures in re-

solving students' behavioral problems. Hui (1991) points out

that for effective adoption of the WSA to guidance. guidance

activities need to he integrated into instructional programmes

rather than being carried out sporadically. Lam (1995. in ('hi-

nese) emphasizes the importance of enhancing students' posi-

the self-image as the ultimate goal of the WSA to guidance.

She pleads for equal treatment of students and provision of

various opportunities for success so that may feel positive and

confident about themselves regardless of their short-comings

or underachievement in other aspects of school life. She also

calls for increased collaboration among guidance. discipline

and other related committees in developing self-enhancement

programmes for students.

In revien of this perspectives, this paper attempts to

address filur features wlUch the author believes are essential

to effective implementation of the WSA to gu:Jance in Hong

Kong school system.

Adoption of a humanistic orientation

According to the Guidehnes prescribed by the Ser-
vices Dis ision of Hong Kong Education Department, "the

ultimate goal of pow ision of guidance service in schools is

not merely remedial or correctional hut to create a positive,

inviting and caring school environment for the development

of all students as whole persons" (Guidelines on Whole School

Approach to Guidance, 1993. p.2). Such a stat,_.nent is in ac-

cordance with the premise of humanistic psychology, which

advocates a deep faith in the tendency of humans "to develop

in a positive and constructive manner if a climate of respect
and trust is provided" (Corey, 1986, p.101).

So enhancing students' self-esieem by tackling their

disruptive behaviours in a positive manner and with a posi-

tive attitude is the goal of the WSA to guidance (Education

Department. 1993 ). Alternatively speaking, the goals/
programmes of the WSA to guidance ought to be growth-

centred rather than problem-centred. The difference between

the two orientations lies in level of confidence in students'

ability and potential to change for the better. Without such a

premise in mind, the WSA to guidance would become mean-
ingless. In light of the thinking:

encouragement and acceptance are prized to let students

feel being valued and successful:

emphasis is shifted from enhancing school rules and regu-

lations to exploring individual rights and responsibilities:

use of positive rewards through praise, certificates and

other incentives is maximized to help students control

their disruptive and self-defeating behaviours instead of

punishing them through criticisms, detention, and the like.

Central to these efforts is creation of a caring and en-

couraging environment for students to fully develop their po-

tentials in whateer aspects they are good at even though they

may behave improperly in other aspects. As a matter of fact.

this approach has been widel) advocated by many educators

and psychologists around the world as well(e.g.. Anderson.

1982: Brookover et al., 1978: Hamachek. 1987: Lam, 1986.

1989: McGuiness, 1989: Purkey & Novak. 1984: Rogers.

1969: Rosenshine, 1980: Soar & Soar. 1978. Watkins &

Wagner. 1992. etc.). Thus conceived, we should attempt to:

not to regard students' learning frustrating or disruptive

behaviours in class and social interactions as "problems"

per se. but regard them as difficulties or developmental

obstacles in their self-growth:

focus on the constnictive side of students' problem- solv-

ing etThrts. as greater the degree of accepting and valuing
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the client in a non-possessive way. the greater the chance

of success for therapy (Rogers. 1961, 1969);

trust that students, however disruptive behaviours they

may demonstrate, all possess good potentials for proper

change and self-improvement;

try our best to reinforce students attempts to change or

modify their undesirable behaviours in school and else-

where.

As remarked by Hargreaves and Hopkins (1989,

p.186): "the feelings of self-worth and value are likely to be

enhanced more by processes of praise, encouragement and

support. then by punishment. blame and indifference".

To achieve these goals. it is important for us to create

opportunities for success, both within and outside school, tbr

students that would promote their sense of self-worth to them-

selves as well as to their schools (Ng. 1993; Lam. 1995). It is

equally important for us to develop various school-based

programmes that help students learn to relate to their peers.

develop a sense of responsibility and belonging, and achieve

academic success.

We should also be aware that the teacher's use of trust.

respect. understanding. and optimism are most powerful tools

in communicating with students, assuming that they all pos-

sess untapped potential in all areas of human behaviour (Hui.

1991; Lam. 1986. 1995; Ng. 1993. Yue. 1994). Once they are

genuinely felt by the students, they are likely to respond posi-

tively. In other words, no matter what the circumstances are.

teachers ought to let students see themselves as able, valuable

and self-directing individuals and encourage them to act in

accordance with these self-perceptions (Purkey & Novak.

1984).

Finally, we ought to recognize that in most cases, the

students disruptive or self-defeating behaviours in school may

represent their burning desires to L i aim respect. recognition

and self-worth in relation to others. Such desires ought to be

properly attended. As well described by the Guidelines. ttu-

dents often display disruptive behaviour in class or rcsoi to

drugs and gang membership in order to cope with their low

self-esteem in various facets of their lives. Therefore. "an en-

couraging remark or an accepting attitude from people close

to the youngsters will make a big difference and may change

the entire outlook of the youngsters" (Guidelines on Whole

School Approach to Guidance. 1991, p.41.

In short, a humanistic orientation in the WSA to guid-

ance ensures provision of a caring, inviting, and prizing envi-

ronment for the youngsters to grow with more positive atti-

tudes toward themselves as well as towards their schools. It

also attempts to take a developmental or constructive view of

the student's frustrating and self-defeating behaviours in learn-

ing and discipline so as to tackle their problems at their roots.

Cultivation of a collaborative

school climate

Having a team of teachers helping all students rather

than having a fess teachers helping individual students is a

marked feature of the WSA to guidance. To ensure its suc-

cess. cultivation of a collaborative school climate is essential.

In fact, enhanced collaboration among teachers is also an es-

sential feature of school effectiveness and is instrumental in

bringing about the range of changes needed for modern school

management (e.g.. Cheng. 1993; Little. 1982; Purkey & Smith,

1983; Scott & Smith. 1987; West. 1990).

In recent years. numerous calls for increased school

collaboration as the focus of school restructuring have been

voiced by scholars from various disciplines (e.g.. Darling-

Hammond. 1988; Hord. 1986; Jones & Maloy. 1988:
Lieberman & Miller. 1984; Rosenfield. 1988: Schmuck &

Runkel. 1985: West & Idol. 1990). A collaborative climate is

considered as an interactive relationship as well as a tech-

nique or vehicle for educational change (Prywamsky, 1974).

The WSA to guidance represents-a team effort to over-

seeing. planning. coordinating and monitoring the various

school-based programmes for guidance (Hui. 1991). Recog-

nizing that "the whole includes the parts and is greater then

sum of parts "(Wagner & Watkins. 1992), the approach seeks

to mobilize all staff members of a school community to help

students grow from all directions. Its success depends heavily

on the effective communication and cooperation among staff

members of a school commtmity who participate in such guid-

ance programmes.

In this sense, implementation of the WSA to guid-

ance leads to cultivation of a Mre collaborative climate for
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the entire school community of shared beliefs, practices. and

commitments. According to Hui (19911, guidance should be

a concern to all committees in a school and senior teachers in

charge of these committees should all agree on the aims, fo-

cus. and principles of guidance as well. In such a way. guid-

ance activities can be provided to all students with better con-

sistency and co-ordination. Specifically, there ought to be:

increased cooperation among guidance teacher/master.

discipline master in resolving students behavioral, inter-

personal. or learning problems;

* increased cooperation among guidance teacher/master,

discipline master and social worker for developing more

effective and stimulating programmes that seek to enhance

students' self-esteem and self-growth:

increased inteeration of guidance values and principles

into school management process. particularly in carrying

out disciplinary actions to students,

increased awareness Of using guidance techniques in help-

ing students resols;: their learning, emotional or interper-

sonal problems at school and enhance their feeling of self-

ss

Thus, creation of a collaborative school climate is fea-

tured by establishment of a new culture within the school com-

munity characterized by a iot of sharing, joint problem-sols -

ing, and mutual learnint: (Roy and O'Brien. 1989). As stated

by Ng (19931. a school culture will be established when all

people in a school, including teaching staff and non-teaching

staff are involved to give support to education in their speci-

fied services. Therefore, a school culture of enhanced col-

laboration among committees of common values. beliefs. com-

mitments of guidance should he a salient feature for the WSA

to guidance.

In so doing. the school principals play a central role.

Numerous studies have shown the critical role of leadership to

effective schooling, staff development, school improsement.

and educational refOrms (Sergiovanni. 1984; Caldwell & Spinks.

1992; Cheng, 1993: Cheng. 1994; Hallinger & Murphy . 1987).

The administrators can establish the management mechanism

based on the technology of school development planning, stra-

tegic management, and school monitoring (Cheng, 1993:

Hargreaves & Hopkins. 19911, from which the problems and

conflicts in implementing the WSA to guidance may be readily

identified and reduced. In this manner, any effective imple-

mentation of the WSA to guidance needs to be blessed with a

genuine support and commitment to goals of guidance by school

principals. It upgrades the status and significance of guidance

work needed in classroom relationships.

In addition, guidance teachers also play a pivotal role

not only in generating various school-based programmes for

resolution of students' learning or disruptive behaviours, but

also in providing to fellow staff members training in interper-

sonal communication and conflict resolution (West & Idol.

l993). In other words, the school guidance teacher would not

only regard himself or herself as the person to initiate various

programmes to encourage and cultivate good behaviour among

students. but also as the person to offer wisdom in resolving

any conflicts that may arise in ti,e interactive process of imple-

menting particular guidance programmes. Thus, they contrib-

ute to the collaborative team a particular richness in enhanc-

ing or facilitating the group problem-solving precess.

Finally, the traditional tension between discipline and

guidance committees ought to be melted. Specifically, disci-

pline masters should no longer project a stern, tough image in

front of students to force them into abiding school rules and

regulations. They should try to look at their work from the

viewpoint of a guidance master so as to humanize their atti-

tudes to students (see Figure 1 ). They should also learn to

modify students' maladaptive behaviours by appealing to their

needs for self-worth and self-actualization. To achieve these

goals. it is highly recommended that all guidance masters take

courses in guidance before they start to assume their duties.

In brief, to effectisely install the WSA to gilidance.

collaborative school climate needs to he cultivated, charac-

terized by enhanced cooperation between guidance. discipline

and other relevant committees. The school principal's sup-

p)rt to his statT is a pre-requisite to such an effort as "support-

ive and responsive actions were essential to maintain the

morale of the teachers and the momentum of change" (Lain.

1992). After all, a collaborative school ethos is a most valued

feature in modern school management.

Effective Consultation with other re-

lated professionals
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bers within a school community is effective consultation with

experts and specialists in other related professions. In other

words, effective implementation of the WSA to guidance could

absorb help and consultation from people outside the school

community as well to maximize its effectiveness. As a matter

of fact. establishment of an effective school-community con-

sultation network is another trendy movement in modern stu-

dent guidance services.

For instance. Evans (1987) points out that student ser-

vices professionals need to attend to the moral and ethical

dimensions of students learning experiences and seek appro-

priate consultation when necessary. Delworth (1989) devel-

oped the model of Assessment-Intervention of Student Prob-

lems ( AISP) for working with college students in the U.S.,

presenting an integrative approach to management of students'

emotional and behavioral problems. The model assumes that

student services professionals and other related professionals

"must work toeether in an integrated, systematic way to en-

sure effective and just treatment of students who exhibit dys-

functional behaviour (Delworth, 1989. p.1). Specifically. it

calls for close co-ordination among minimally five parties

within a school community:

campus counselling and mental health services:

campus security forces;

the student services administration:

the institution's legal counsellors:

the student services judicial or discipline office.

Taken together, the team may function either as a joint

decision-making body or as an advisory group to relevant

subject and guidance teachers. In the same vain. Idol and Baran

(1992) and West and Idol (1990) outlined the active consulta-

tion or school counsellor with other professionals in the fol-

lowing six areas:

consultation between any two or more individual profes-

sionals:

consultation among members of a child study team:

consultation between parents of students and school pro-

fessionals:

consultation with community agencies and persons out-

side of the school;

consultation with persons responsible for special programs

for the school:

consultation among school professionals responsible for

specified tasks such as behaviour management and disci-

pline programs.

Drawing on these consultation models, the adoption

of the WSA to guidance could seek active consultation and

collaboration from parents. social workers, educational psy-

chologists. child psychologists, police officers, community

workers, legal consultants, journalists and others. After all,

the social and emotional well-being of students is a common

concern for all members of the society. The teachers would

stand lonely and isolated if they try to care for everything of

their students. They need help from all sources so that they

won't be burnt out of the teaching profession.

Thus. creation of an effective consultation network

across a variety of occupations will help schools to provide to

students various extra-curriculum activities that seek to en-

hance their self-worth and life skills, communication skills,

study skills, social skills, and others. Mobilization of such

forces could lead to greater efficiency in designing various

programmes for students as well.

Summing up, enhanced school-community partner-

ship is another essential element for the WSA to guidance. In

this sense, the WSA should mean the Whole Society Approach

to guidance as well. In a fast-changing society like Hong Kong.

cultivation of any positive and healthy sub-cultures among

students is blessed by society's support.

Congruence among values and

policies about guidance process

As the WSA to guidance is a dynamic process to guid-

ance involving students, teachers, and school administrators.

non-teaching staff members and other related professionals.

it could help students grow at the individual level as well as at

the classroom and organizational levels (Watkins & Wagne.

19( I ). It should also integrate guidance activities with disci-

plinary actions to enable students to follow social mks. de-

velop self-control, and acquire appropriate self-directed

behaviours (Hui. 1991). In other words, the whole school ap-

proach represents a system approach to helping students

achieve emotional, intellectual and interpersonal maturity in

various social and educational contexts.

BEST COpY AVAILABLE
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Cheng (1987. 1991. 1993) argues that a-system ap-

proach to management involves congruence across different

domains and processes. There are such inputs as the aims and

content of guidance. human resources. physical resources and

into the school system. The conversion of these inputs into

outcomes of guidance may be achieved through a school pro-

cess including principal/administrators leading and manag-

ing, guidance teachers' counselling, students' changing of

behaviours, and influences from the contexts of teaching.

learning or the whole school organization. The process of

management may influence guidance teachers in terms of clari-

fication of goals and outcomes of guidance programmes, and

process of guidance may influence students in terms of en-

hancing their emotional, intellectual and interpersonal growth.

Thus conceived, there should be congruence among

different types of outcome for guidance activities. Specifi-

cally, there should be congruence across:

different domains of students' self-development (for ex-

ample. affective, behavioral. cognitive domains):

different levels of organization ( for example. the indi-

vidual, class, and whole school levels):

different aspects of guidance (for example. enhancement

of self-control, self-worth, and self-determination):

different parts of school management process (for ex-

ample. teaching. guidance. discipline).

In order to maximize the guidance effectiveness, all

these types of congruence in process ought to he ensured so

that any fragmentation. duplication, and inconsistency in the

process of guidance is to be minimized.

For instance, implementation of the WSA to guidance

needs to address the following two questions: what do we

want students to grow. how do we help them to grow . These

two questions are related to different sets of allies and be-

lief's hekl in the guidance process. The first question addresses

goals of guidance. the second q,wstion relates to the %alues

and beliefs regarding organization or' guidance sers ices.

Seen from a management perspecti% e. the WSA to

guidance aims at maximizing the effectiveness of the guid-

ance process. As such, congruence across the attics and be-

liefs of guidance helps to shape the guidance process in a co-

hest% e and effecti% e pattern. The congruence across diffrrent

domains, aspects and levels of guidance helps to shape the

overt characteristics of guidance as well as the content and

outcomes of guidance.

In Cheng (1987. 1991). there are examples to illus-

trate how consistency of values of management, leadership.

school climate, classroom climate, and teacher-students rela-

tionship determines the level of school effectiveness. These

examples support the validity of the theory of congruence in

the context of educational management and are illustrative to

the effectiveness of uuidance as well. For instance, the guid-

ance values of self-development across affective, behavioral.

and cognitive domains ought to be consistent with overall goals

of guidance to be conveyed at students if the effectiveness of

guidance is to be maximized.

Conclusion
Summarizing the foregoing discussions, the success

of implementation of the WSA to guidance largely depends

on adaptation of a humanistic perspective to human develop-

ment. cultivation of a collaborative school climate, creation

of an effective consultation network and use of a system ap-

proach to organization of student guidance services. 13 e -

sides, the congruence in these processes is essential and ought

to be the focus of research on the WSA to guidance as well.

West and Idol (1993, p.678) remarked that: "the school

counsellor seems to he uniquely positioned to have a signifi-

cant impact on the development or enhancement of collabo-

rative school environments for educating students. This is

primarily because of the nature of the school counsellor's role

as a school-based support staff member and the counsellor's

training and skills in communication, interpersonal relation-

ship development, problem solving, and conflict resolution".

So the challenge for the school counsellor lies not only in

bridging communication between students and teachers, but

in bridging communication between colleagues as well.

Tracing back the development of guidawe services

in Hong Kong, it has evolved from a career guidance approach

in the 1950s to a case-work approach supplemented with vari-

ous group programmes in the I970-80s. and then to the present

whole school approach (Crawford & Hui. 1991). Over the

years. the guidance services have been subsumtially expanded,

as have the visions and missions for guidance and human de-

velopment. The present implementation of the WSA to gutd-
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once poses a new and even greater challenge to school teach-

ers and principals in Hong Kong -- how can we help students

grow in a more self-enhancing manner and how can we make

ourselves more accessible to students? The challenge is long-

lasting and is manifested in every aspect of education and

teacher/student relationship.

To conclude this paper. I would also like to quote a

statement made by Ng (1993. p.5 I ): "a whole school approach

is not an unattainable ideal. It is a vision, ready to be realized.

tested, tried, failed and tried again, all dependent on ourselves".

The success of implementation of the WSA to guidance will

ultimately depend on how much we are committed to its goals

and missions, and hos% much determined we are about our-

selves.
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Introduction

Hong Kong has earned a world-wide reputation for

its business acunlen and entrepreneurship. By adopting a non-

interventionist policy toward business affairs, the Hong Kong

Government has allowed a free enterprise system to flourish.

This non-interventionist approach is not only limited to pri-

vate sector business and industrial concerns, it is also adopted

for public sector policies and practices. In education, control

is often left to, or shared with, non-Government institutions.

Open education through the distance learning mode

was formally mentioned by the Hong Kong Government in

the Education Commission Report No. 1 which was published

in October 1984. The Education Commission was established

by the Hong Kong Government on 2 April 1984 in response

to the Report "A Perspective on Education in Hong Kong"

made by the Visiting Panel comprising leading educationists

in Hong Kong and overseas. The report. which was published

in November 1982. was submitted to the Go% ernor of Hong

Kong with the consolidated advice on the education systein

as a whole in the light of the needs of the community.

In Report No. 1 which was published in August 1986.

the Education Commission formally endorsed their views and

submitted their recommendations to the !long Kong Govern-

ment for the establishment of an institution to offer distance

education through an open entry system covering a full range

of possible attainments in further education in Hong Kong,

from sub-degree to second degree level.

11

Distance Education

In the study of education. distance education is con-

sidered a form.of "non-formal education". Non-formal edu-

cation, as defined by Coombs et al (1973). is "any organised

educational activity outside the established formal system -

whether operating separately or as an important feat tire of some

broader activity - that is intended to serve identifiable learn-

ing clienteles and learning objectives". Non-formal educa-

tion shares some of the essential features of formal education

in that it has purposefully organised activities but it also of-

fers flexibility and in some instances learning through experi-

ence.

Distance education has a definite place to play. as

&scribed by Perry and Rumble (1987), because it offers an

alternati e method of meeting increasing demand for educa-

tion. It can complement conventional education by offering

an opportunity for the expansion of educational oppoilunities

at lower cost and at the same time ensuring more equitable

access to education than exists through the conventional sys-

tem.

Definition of Distance Education
Various scholars have attempted It define and describe
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the activities of distance education. l:eegan (1988) has con-

\ eniently summarised that distance educati(in is a form of

education characterised by:

the quasi-permanent separation of teacher and student

throughout the length of the learning process:

the influence of an educational organisation both in the

planning and preparation of learning materials and in

the provision of student support services:

the use or technical media: print, audio, video, or com-

puter to unite the teacher with the student and to carry the

content of the course:

the provision of two-way communication so that the stu-

dent may benefit from or even initiate dialogue: and

the quasi-permanent absence of the learning group
throughout the length of the learning process so that stu-

dents are usually taught as individuals and not in groups.

with the possibility of occasional meetings for both di-

dactic and socialization purposes.

The following diagram briefly describes the role of

distance education as opposed to conventional education and

correspondence programmes:

Conventional education
Institution Teachers/Lecturers Students

( In addition to lace-to-face classroom learning. students will

be provided with other support services, such as library, labo-

ratory. counselling. etc.)

Distance education
Institution Tutors Students

( In addition to face-to-face tutorials, students ss ill be pro-

% ided ss ith other supp(Irt sers ices, such as library . laboratory .

counsel I i ng. etc. )

Correspondence education
Institution students

(Students s% ill not be pros ided ss ith face-to-face tuition or

other support sers ices.)

Very often, people cannot distinguish the main dif-

ferences. features and characteristics between correspondence

education and distance education. They are under the im-

pression that the two forms of education are virtually the same

one. In a typical correspondence education situation, students

are literally left to study on their own. They will not get any

form of student support services to help them overcome diffi-

culties in self-study and progress in their various stages of

learning.

Distance education, on the other hand, offers students

all the necessary assistance they need to strengthen their learn-,

ing process. Unlike conventional education where students

has e to attend regular classes, students embarking on a dis-

tance learning programme can expect to have scheduled con-

tacts with their tutors, either over the telephone or face-to-

face at tutorial sessions. Delivery of distance education will

employ multi-media approach. which is accessible to most of

the students. To support their studies, students can access the

library facilities. counselling service, and meetings with the

subject experts of the institution providing the distance edu-

cation. They will certainly not feel isolated or left entirely on

their own to struggle in their studies.

Benefits of Distance Education
Distance education is becoming increasingly popular

particularly in developing countries where the opportunity for

formal education for adults is limited. Many of the working

adults who miss out on schooling at various levels may seek

to obtain or upgrade their qualifications when conventional

routes are not open to them. Some of the benefits as high-

lighted by Sewart et al (1988) of distance education are:

o It allows access to education for those who are disadvan-

taged in some %say (socially.. economically or geographi-

cally ) and there has the potential to reduce the elitism

inherent in the cons entional system.

O If it is efficiently organised and attracts large numbers of

students, it can be highly cost-effCctive by irtue of the

principle of economies of scale.

o It can often be a cheaper alternatise to conventional edu-

cation, in ss Inch case it represents an efficient use a lim-

ited resources.
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o It has been shown to be particularly suited for all kinds of

protessional uperading. such as in-service teacher edu-

cation.

o It is wry flexible. offering enormous possibilities in terms

of the variety of programmes that can be made available

at different educational levels, and it can easily be adapted

to alleviate the problems of specific regions or groups.

o It allows a shift in emphasis from teaching to learning, in

that the students are made responsible for their own learn-

ing and consequently they have greater choice os er the

content of what is being learnt, the speed and pace of

learning.

The Components of Distance Education
A variety of modes and systems can be used to de-

liver distance learning programmes. Many of these can be

combined into multimedia packages that appeal to students

with different learning styles. The following are the common

modes of ,Ielivery:

Print-based material
Print-based material has always been the dominant

medium not only in distance education, but in all forms of

education. Surveys of distance education show that print-

based material is by far the commonly used medium and it is

also considered the most important medium in the presenta-

tion of learning materials by distance educators. It is famil-

iar. inexpensive, and portable.

Audio-cassette
As with any pre-recorded. learner-controlled media.

audio-cassettes allow students to control the time of day and

week in which they study and the speed with w hich they

progress. Flexibility and ease of manipulatkin may make stu-

dents feel that they are in control of their learning.

Telephone
Telephone communication includes single and mul-

tiple user systems. Monologues. oi one-way recorded mes-

sages. may he accessed by telephone. Dialogues bow een

teacher and student for tutorial, feedback, or other purposes

are the most traditional uses of the telephone in distance edu-

cation.

Quality Distance Education - The OL1Model

Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing combines broadcast lectures, re-

corded audio materials, telephone conversations with the

teacher and other students, and. sometimes. visuals on elec-

tronic blackboards or slow-scan television sent over another

telephone line.

Radio
Radio is used for adult education in many nations and

is still a fast-growing phenomenon in some developing na-

tions. In nations with low literacy rates, radio is an important

adult education medium because it can to sonic extent replace

print-based material.

Television
Television is a video medium with great potential as

a distance learning mode. With the introduction of cable tele-

vision, it can also be used for educational purposes. Interac-

tive cable television allows students access to programmes

and talk with the instructor as do groups in central sites.

Video-cassette
Video-cassettes and video-cassette recorders have

added a new dimension to the development, distribution, and

use of educational television programming. Any programme

developed for one-way broadcast can also be put on a video-

cassette.

Computer
Computers can be used to present educational mate-

rial and to perform many other fitnctions in the process of

iostruction. Most computer applications in distance educa-

tion can he classified as computer assisted instruction, com-

puter managed instruction, or computer conferencing.

The Open Learning
Institute of Hong Kong

Following the adoption of the recommendations con-

tained in the Report No. 2 submitted by the Education Com-

mission. the !long Kong Government decided to set up a Plan-

ning Committee in January 1988 to draw up implementation

plans lOr the establishment of the Open Learning Institute of

!long Kong (OH). The OLI would he a new institution. along
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with the other five conventional tertiary institutions (Univer-

sity of Hong Kong. Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hon

Kong Polytechnic. City Polytechnic of Hong Kong. and Hong

Kong Baptist College), to be established by statute. It was

suggested that the OLI would be a similar set up as the Open

University in the United Kingdom (UKOU).

The programmes offered by the OLI would he sub-

ject to academic accreditation by external bodies and its awards

were expected to be recognised both locally and overseas.

Entry to the study programmes offered by the OLI would be

open. .There were to be no prerequisite academic qualifica-

tions, although students would enrol in foundation courses in

the first instance to ensure that they had mastered the basics

before being allowed to progress further.

The OLI's programmes would be structured on a credit

unit system and students might. within broad limits, proceed

at their own pace. There w as no fixed time for a student to

qualify fiw an academic award. The OL1 would teach through

distance learning methods. These included a basic package

of course materials in the form of printed texts, which might

be supplemented b) audio/video materials and broadcastinil.

Face-to-face tutorials would be provided at stud) centres in

con% enient locations at suitable intervals.

The Planning Committee (1989) estimated that the

student enrolment for the first six years. which was recom-

mended to be the normal planning c)cle. was:

1989/9)) 3.000

1990/91 10,000

1991/92 13.0(X)

I 992/93 16.(XX)

1993/94 18.0(X)

I 994/95 20.(XX)

Funding of the operation of the 01.1 for the first few

years would be financed b:. the Hong Kong Government up

to March 1993. Thereafter. it was expected that the 01.1 would

he self-limmcing.

The Structure of the OD
The policy-making body of the OLI is a Council and

membership of w hich are representatives of the !long Kong

Government. leading business and industrial organisations,

A-

and academic institutions, both local and overseas. The chief

executive of the OLI is a Director, who is assisted by an As-

sistant Director. and his immediate subordinates are the aca-

demic deans and head of the following four schools and the

centre for community and continuing education:

School of Arts and Social Sciences

School of Business and Administration

School of Education

School of Science and Technology

Centre for Community and Continuing Education

Each school offers a number of foundation, middle,

and higher level courses. Courses at higher level will be

grouped in specialist disciplines, or strands, and students can

select the disciplines of their choice.

The Academic Programmes
At present, a student will have to earn 120 credits to

qualify for a Bachelor's degree and 160 credits tbr a Bachelor's

degree with Honours, such as the degree of Bachelor of Busi-

ness Administration mnjoring in Human Resource Manage-

ment. It is expected that an average student will take about

four years to earn a Bachelor's degree and five years t'or a

Bachelor's degree IA ith Honours. Individual courses are ei-

ther developed locally or purchased from overseas institutions.

such as t'rom the UKOU. However, all courses should con-

tain a fair amount of local information, culture, illustrations,

and practices. Literally all of the courses, other than those in

Chinese, are in English. So are the text books and supple-

mentary readings and other reference materials.

Quality Control of the Academic Programmes
A locally developed course is subject to rigourous

quality control. This includes assessment of the academic

content of the course under development by an internal course

re iew group. which w ill comprise the subject experts and

educational technologist. The completed course materials.

including supplementary readings and audio-visual compo-

nents. will have to be assessed and validated by an external

course assessor who must he a senior academic in a leading

tertiary institution. After each presentation, the course mate-

rials and assessment components will have to he Updated in

light of changes that may affect the content and relevance of

the course. A major revision to the course is required once
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every four or five years.

In order to ensure that the standard of assessment is

equivalent to the same level at a local tertiary institution, an

external examiner is appointed for each course. The role of

the external examiner is to advise and report on the quality

and standard of the continuous assessment component and

the final examination of the course.

Ouality Assurance
To ensure that the quality of the OLI courses and

programmes, hence its students and graduates, are comparable

in standard with local tertiary institutions, the quality assur-

ance mechanism includes two major aspects as described he-

lms.

Contribution of External Peers
The contribution of cut:Nal peers invol% es the ap-

pointment of Adviosry Peer Groups. External Assessors, and

External Examiners

Advisory Peer Groups
From the outset. each degree programme has an ad% i-

sory peer group of up to nine people working in Hong Kong

in related areas, drawn from the other tertiary institutions and

from commerce or industry as appropriate. Working with the

01.1 academics, the aims of each pr(Tramme are discussed

and a set of courses to meet these aims is agreed. Where an

existing course is identified for possible presentation, the group

advises on its suitability and any necessary adaptations based

on the Hong Kong context. In the absence of an existing course

being not available. the group assists in preparing a sy Ilabus

so that a special course can be developed. Once a programme

and the constituent courses hax e commenced. the acb,

peer group continues to servc and advise on course or
programme improvements and re% it:v..

External Assessors
If an existing course has not already had an external

assessor, or V1 here there are significant adaptations. and sx hen

a new cinirse is being developed. the 01.1 appoints an aca-

demic person of high standing in the appropriate discipline to

re\ kW, the proposed final xersion. either in the form of blue-

print or draft copy of the course. This rex iew process as-

sesses the structure. balance. telex ance. content lex el. and

Quality Distanca Education - The OU Modal

pedagogy of the course. The external assessor's interim and

final reports must be approved by the Academic Board before

the course can he offered to students.

External Examiners
Experts from outside the OLl. usually from other in-

stitutions of higher education, are appointed as external ex-

aminers. Their task is to ensure the examinations are fairly

set and marked. From their experience of degree level courses

elsewhere, they are able to judge if the quality of student per-

formance or exit standard is comparable to the other institu-

tions. An external examiner is appointed for each course.

After the final examination of the course, the external exam-

iner is required to attend the Award Meeting and comment on

the standard of the examinees. the quality of the course, the

examination paper. and other observations in a report to the

institute for further refinement of the course in future presen-

tations.

Programme Approval
In addition to the scrutiny of indis idual courses, the

introduction and res iew of all degree programmes are subject

to the overall appros al of the OL1 Programme Review and

Validation Committee. This Committee comprises the mem-

bership of deans of the schools and three external pders with

the power to co-opt additional specialists as required. The

main task of the Committee is to ensure that the proposed or

existing degree programme is comparable in standard and

quality with similar programmes offered by local tertiary in-

stitutions. Members of the Committee meet and discuss is-

sues such as the constituent courses making up the degree

programme. the duration and methral of deli% ery of each of

the courses, and the relevant assessment methods.

The Internal Committee Structure
The OLI committee structure seeks to integrate exter-

nal advice and evaluation of its internal quality control mecha-

nism xx hile preset.% ing the integrity of the work of each work-

ing group. The goal is to ensure that the production and de-

livery of courses and programmes. as well as the assessment

and examination on all the students are carried out in a con-

trmil ied and u n i form manner. Eac h proposed deg ree

puTramme has a Programme Team working with the relevant

Ads isory Peer Group. Each i d:vidual course has a Course

Res iess Cominittee consisting ol the academics ins olved in
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the course together with a representutive froin the Education

Technology Centre. School Committees comprising all aca-

demics in each school consider, discuss, and recommend for

the appros al of the Academic B.iard the proposals for nes\ or

res ised courses and programmes. The Ass ard Committee for

each course will recommend the award of results to students.

Official announcement of the examination results will not be

made to the indis idual -students unless and until formal ap-

pros al has been obtained from the Award Committee and the

Academic Board. The Course Results Group at directorate

level, membership of which comprises representatives of the

schools and the director, maintains an overview of the award

process on behalf of Academic Board.

The New Campus

At present. the OLI is located in a goseniment office

building and the monthly rental paid to the tiling Kong (ov-

ernment is based on the going market rate. Through the gen-

erous donations of local charitable and business organisations

as well as land being granted by the Hong Kong Government.

a new campus is under construction and it is expected to he

ready for occupation in late 1995 or early 1996. It vs ill he a

purpose-built structure offerin.2 all the facilities of a proper

(listance education institution. By then. the 01.1 will be able

to operate as a financially viable entit) without the burden of

pa) ing hefty rentals to the Hong Kong Government.

The Future

It is the intention or the 01.1. even at the time of its

establishment. to graduall) upgrade itself to unis ersit) status.

The current 01.1 programmes has e all been validated hi) the

Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation. sshich is a

statutory hod) to validate all academic programmes offered

h) the local tertiar) institutions, other than the three link ersi-

ties, to ensure that the programmes offered h) these institu-

tions meet the desired level of standard and qualit). The up-

grading to universit) status will not require external s alida-

tion of its academic programmes and then the 01 .1 will trul)

en.jo) its academic freedom in common ssith other local utii-

sersities. With the appniach of Hong Kong being returned to

China in 1997, the 011 like other local organisations. is tr)

ing hard to establish close liaison M. ith comparable institu-

tions in China, either in the form of jssint senture or co-opera-

tion in order to market its programmes and qualifications to

the people lis ing and working in the mainland.

Conclusion

It seems that the OLL being a relatively young insti-

tution, has plans to further expand its activities, not only in

developing new programmes to meet the growing demand

for a variety of disciplines and qualifications (such as the in-

troduction of sub-degree and higher degree qualifications),

but to compete for a bigger segment of the current market and

to explore hitherto untapped markets. The Hong Kong Gov-

ernment initialise to regulate the provision of distance educa-

tion. as stressed by Lee & Lam (1993). is a long-awaited move

to protect the interests of the consumers (i.e. the fee-paying

students). Students have the right to expect salue for money

b) wa) of quality education and efficient support services, to

which the) are fully entitled, being offered to them. How-

es er. in order to gain a strong foothold in this competitive

envirimment, the 0E1 has to face and tackle a lot of chal-

lenges in the short and medium term.
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Team Development: A Multidimensional Approach
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The management of education is etirrentl preoccupied %kith the notion of collaboration and co-operation :

people ssorking together for the good of the school. Much of the rib:byte ahout shared eflOrt refers to and promotes

the use of teams. There is a tacit assumption. hom.es cr. that increased performance %sill he an automatic conse-

quence of team formation. Little consideration is gis en to the need for continuous des elopment of teams. Unless

le.1111, arc ilioughtll) constructed and skilfull!, des eloped. collaboration and responsiseness ma !. he simply an

illusion Team des elopment is concerned %kith has nig the right intik iduals %Null appropriate skills. %salt sstematic

approaches to task accomplishment. o.ith el fed se interpersonal and communication processes, and ss ith a high

degree ot support front the st hoof and its management. In other ss ord., it has to he seen from a multidimensional

peispectise .Attei discussing briefl) the research into team development and its associated problems. %se attempt to

demonstrate that such desclopment necessitates a diagnosis of problems affecting performance in set eral areas or

'dimensions'.
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Much has been written about the changing face of the

ens ironment in which modern oNanisations. including

schools, must operate (Caldwell. 1993: Dimmock. 1995).

With such environmental conditions in mind, there is little

dissent in the literature from the view that schools must de-

%clop cultures and accompanying structures that incorporate

change as iiWnstant part of organisational life (Fullan. 1993).

change that can lead to a resitalisation of schools.

Changes in schools reflecting new approaches to gov-

ernance and structure include the decentralisation of certain

managerial function, to schools, a push toss ard greater parent

and community involvement. a growing ass areness of teacher

professionalism. and an insistence that the management of

learning is the touchstone of all policies and practices

(Ashenden & Milligan. 1997). Decentralisation to a school

les el has been accompanies Is) demands for schools to he

more responsi VC and flexible internally as ss ell as externally.

and this. in turn, has spurred a search for snucture, and ide-

ologies which allow such conditions to emerge. Much of the
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current restructuring. such as through the School Management

Initiative (SMI ) in Hong Kong. revolves around a quest for

innovations that meo changing demands. These are, without

doubt, dominated by strategies for increasing teacher partici-

pation.

Otte way of expanding participation is by increasing

the opportunities for teamwork. Multiple forces have gener-

ated an interest in team approaches. and these have been ap-

plied to management, organisation and teaching in schools.

This paper discusses the important participation and restruc-

turing strategy of widening the use of teams (Walker. 1994:

Walker & Stott. 1993. ) a strategy supported by many. In a

report commissioned for the National Industry Forum in Aus-

tralia, Caldwell (1993. p.40) emphasises the importance of

teams to 'self-managed schools:

In exercising authority, the principal should he

guided by the unambiguous findings of research on

leadership and management in virtually every set-
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ling in the public and private sector, namely, there

should be appropriate consultation with stakehold-

ers. and much planning should be carried out in

teams, at the management level and among staff in

their areas of interest and expertise.

Teams are being promoted. in many cases, as a way

to make our schools 'collaborative' and 'responsive'. That

may he an over-simplistic view. Unless such groups are
thoughtfully constructed and developed, collaboration and

responsiveness may be an illusion.

In this article, it is the development aspect te which

we address our attention, for it is our contention that, if teams

really are part of a vital organisational strategy. they need also

to be part of a coherent development process. There has been

little coherence to date. Even the literature on team building

and team development has been constrained by an over-em-

phasis on single effectiveness foci: our argument is that there

are several areas of effectiveness and that these are interre-

lated.

Thus, we present a model that includes all these areas

- what we call 'dimensions' of team development and one

that explains how the various pieces of the jigsaw puzzle fit

together. These pieces - our model has four represent the

different foci that development efforts might address. Before

we outline this multidimensional approach. we discuss sev-

eral issues that relate to teams and their development. We

examine first some of the problems with the research that has

been conducted in an attempt to determine the effectiveness

of teambuilding strategies and interventions. Such research

should give us clues into what should be the focus of our at-

tention in terms of development. As we shall see, what lim-

ited researc:l has taken place has been problematic. We also

examine some pressing difficulties with team development

itself. 11 has, for example, become associated with single in-

terventions, not all of which are related to real needs. Finally.

we consider the widely neglected issue of the target of devel-

opment efforts. Should it be a building of performance within

the team or between organisational teams? While consider-

able attention has been afforded to the former, the way that

teams collaborate in predominantly competitive environments

has received comparatively limited treatment.

Team Development: A Multidimensional Approach

Research into team development

If considerable resources are to be channelled into

organisational teambuilding efforts, what evidence is there to

confirm they really work? It is surprising to discover that, in

some cases, vast amounts of money are pumped into
teambuilding activities, but without any commensurate attempt

to establish the true extent of effectiveness.

It is difficult to make assertions about the link be-

tween development activities and performance for two key

reasons. First, there is no universally accepted definition of

teams, much less teambuilding or team development. It is

not possible. at present levels of understanding. therefore, to

refer to teambuilding as if it were a standardised activity.

Second, what research has been conducted is methodologi-

cally weak, a situation exacerbated by the absence of a satis-

factory definition.

One of the few exceptions to this criticism may be

Eden's (1985) field experiment, in which experimental and

control groups were used to test a team development inter-

vention, but even that had a serious flaw by not employing

any rigorous criterion of objective performance data. The

predominant way of documenting interventions has been in

the form of anecdotal evidence and simple reaction measures.

For example. the success of team development episodes has

been, and still is to a large degree, judged on the basis of par-

ticipants remarks (invariably supportive) following the inter-

vention. Such remarks are powerful: they confirm decision

makers' wisdom in choosing the intervention. Whether it leads

to performance improvements over time is an entirely differ-

ent matter.

Another problem has been the context in which re-

search has been conducted. Experimental work with hetero-

geneous groups working under laboratory conditions (Wynn

and Guditus. 1984. p.1 12) is usually far removed from the

real context. For example. we may wish to understand the

relationship between co-operation in teams and performance

amongst groups of school administrators (the Senior Man-

agement Team) who are dealing with complex managerial

problems. Under these conditions, it may be difficult to trans-

pow. the findings of empirical research to the complexities of

the actual context.
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Yet Another problem evident from the research is the

prevalence of vague reporting (De Meuse and Leibowitz, 1981.

p.3591. Details about the precise activities implemented are

not given, and, often, other important items of information,

such as sample size, personnel involved, and the time frame

of the research, are not recorded. This last weakness is an

important one since little research is available into the long

term effectiveness of team building interventions (Horak et

al., 1991, p. 70).

Returning to our first point, it may be argued that a

critical factor in improving the state of research into team de-

velopment is arriving at an as!reeJdefinition of the interven-

tion with standardised activities. This, however, is unlikely

to happen and it may be inadvisable anyway, since the diver-

sit) of arproach is both its strength and its attraction to those

who demand its benefits. We now look more closely at prob-

lems Ncith team development.

Problems With Team Development

There are several problems that Use emerged from

the practice of planned team development. The first concerns

the 'events' that take place. In some ways, the word 'interven-

tion when applied to teambuilding can imply a misleading

note of finality. It should be seen as a process rather than an

isolated activity (Huszczo. p. 1990).

A second problem is the nature of the event. Games

and exercises feature prominently in teambuilding training

programmes. and people often remember these vividly. Teire

(1')82) sees advantages in moving away from the
organisational problem context. because members often 'can't

see the wood for the trees.' But exercises soon become the

prime focus and an end in themselves. Surely, they should

supplement. rather than replace. realistic development activi-

ties.

A further problem relates to the consultants and fa-

cilitators who generally lead training events. Adair (1986.

p.139) observes. somewhat alarmingly, that teambuilding may

have more to do with their (the facilitators') needs and values.

rather than with an analysis of what the team really needs.

From this, it is obvious that a rigorous assessment is needed

of whether team deselopment is necessary and, if so. in what

areas it is needed.

This is an important point, for, not only should team

development ensure an adequate level of all round perfor-

mance, but should also concentrate attention on the particu-

larly weak areas. For example. if relationships are good but

the team never completes tasks on schedule, what is the point

of spending time and effort on enhancing interpersonal har-

mony. Our model below addresses ihis very issue.

Yet another problem is that team development is of-

ten treated as if all teams were the same and with the same

les el of experience. We see this as a serious flaw and argue

that team maturity must he a factor to consider in planning

development. Again, this appears as a feature of the model.

Intra- And Inter-Team Development

The emphasis in teambuilding is generally directed at

improvements within the team: improvements in relationships.

in conflict resolution, in decision making and so forth. What

about the way the team operates IA ith other teams? Barner

(1989, p.471 appropriately distinguishes between 'intra-team

building' and 'inter-team building'. Inter-team building ef-

forts concentrate on the interface issues between teams, the

problems that they might face in relations because of interde-

pendent functions and responsibilities. Such issues might in-

clude the need to increase the understanding amongst teams

of their respective missions, priorities and roles: of the ways

in which they might service and support each other: of their

interactions in working with external customers and suppli-

ers: and of the application of common work procedures across

interdependent functions.

Many organisations are now making advances in this

area Some schools have brought teams of administrators to-

gether with teams of teaching staff to plan ways in which they

can co-ordinate their efforts more effectively and utilise their

respective skills. Similarly, curriculum teams are working

with other teams to avoid duplication of effort and to seek

ways of optimising resource provision.



A Broad-Based Approach

to Development

So far, we have observed only a confused picture of

team development. The research has yielded little of value

and there are serious problems with the way teambuilding is

seen by school leaders. This is.due largely to an undue em-

phasis being placed on single effectiveness emphases of teams.

In particular, there has been a distinct preference for improv-

ing the personal relationships amongst members of teams. Yet,

where does this get us? What evidence is there to suggest

that engendering cordial relationships automatically leads to

improvements in task performance? It is obviously impor-

tant to ensure a satisfitctory level of harmony, hut there are

other factors to consider. For example. even the highest level

of friendliness is of little consequence if the organisation has

an intensely competitive reward system that pitches individual

against individual. Thus, development has to be more than

the simple extension of entente cordiale. The complexity of

teams is such that a broader approach to development is needed

and that is why we advocate the adoption of strategies that

incorporate several dimensions or areas of development. The

approach we describe explains it is possible to effect integra-

tion amongst the different dimensions.

The basis of the model described below stems from a

distillation of the available literature on team development in

organisations. with an attempt to integrate various foci or

emphases: from several episodes of small-scale research in

the field: and from intuition and experience of both individual

and team development.

The model has five major propositions:

Team development is best seen as a multidimensional

construct, where the conditions in one dimension criti-

cally affect the conditions in other dimensions.

2. For effective team development to take place. attempts

must be made to consciously optimise the conditions in

each dimension.

3. Teams need to identify those dimensions that are in need

of attention and to employ appropriate development strat-

egies. Performance will depend on accurate diagnosis.

4. Relative emphases in dimensional development will be

determined in part by the development level of the team.

5. Responsibilit) for team development should lie largely
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with the team itself.

Before these propositions are explained, an explana-

tiln of some of the terms used will be helpful. We have used

the word 'dimension': this refers to an area or focus of devel-

opment. For example, developing interpersonal relationships

would fall in one dimension, whereas attempts to improve

decision making skills would fall in another. We have cho-

sen to call these dimensions: 'individual'. 'task'. 'team'. and

'organisation'.

The first proposition suggests that these dimensions

are inextricably linked and that it is unrealistic to see them as

discrete teambuilding foci. They each have a significant im-

pact on the other. If. for example. interpersonal relations are

unsatisfactory, it is argued that this might have an important

effect on task performance and accomplishment. Conversely,

if the team is unsystematic in its efforts to process tasks and

thereby experiences little success, team morale and relation-

ships amongst members may suffer. Again, if the school prin-

cipal commends one team member on success and not others,

showing no organisational support for collective effort. this

will inevitably impact on cohesion, task performance and re-

lationships.

The second proposition states that teams need to have

satisfactory conditions in each of the dimensions. This is sup-

ported by Buller (1986, p.156): "Teams that address multiple

forces (that is. task. interpersonal. organintional, and so on)

may outperform teams that address only one set of forces such

as task or interpersonal." The argument here is that an ac-

ceptable level must be reached in each dimension. If rela-

tionships are good. task performance of a high order, and the

skill mix in the team right, there may be impending problems

if the school has no processes in place for supporting team-

work. There must be at least a threshold level of support.

The third proposition, which is closely linked to the previous

one, implies that teams must give attention to dimensions 'se-

lectively'. In other words, it is inadvisable to employ devel-

opment strategies across the board. Some dimensions will

no:A more attention than others. The team's success. there-

titre. may hinge in part on identifying needs accurately and

applying development efforts to the right dimensions.

The fourth proposition is that the variations in devel-

opment needs may be attributed partly to the level of devel-
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opment (or maturity) of the team. Team membership compo-

sition obviously has an impact on team development needs,

but the degree of maturity of the team as a group is a factor

that is often overlooked.

The final proposition assumes that the team itself is

often in the best position to identify and decide upon its own

developmental focus. Although this does not exclude outside

assistance, advice or analysis. we hold that if teams are to

develop on a continuous basis and are to be responsive to an

unpredictable environment, they should be encouraged to take

charge of their own development. We now return to the con-

cept of dimensions.

The Four Dimensions

Using four categories of development areas is only a

consenient way of directing our thoughts. The dimensions

are not mutually exclusive and, indeed, we have found no

framework of team des elopment in the literature that satis-

factorily separates areas. This is because the activities that

contribute to a particular aspect of development within any

given area are often related to improvements in other dimen-

sions. For e sample, if attempts are made to elevate the moti-

vation levels of individuals (we have included that actis ity in

the 'in4;viduar dimension), the effects may be felt in the team

(the 'team dimension) and there can be a considerable impact

on the quality of task accomplishment (the 'task' dimension).

It is necessary. therefore, to accept large areas of overlap

amongst the dimensions. The model, therefore, is a holistic.

integrated one.

Despite the inter-relatedness, the activities within di-

mensions are more likely to have a major impact on their own

dimensions. For example. by concentrating on development

in a number of task dimension activities, the greatest effect

will be on improvements in the way the task is carried out -

the 'task' dimension.

Buller (1986, p.157) produced a fimr-factor model that

describes the relation of team building to task performance.

We have extended the model to incorporate more items within

each factor area. Some of these items may be critical to suc-

cess. We have also added a temporal or maturity dimension.

Teams nlay be thought to progress through a series of stages of

development. The start off as relatively incohesive and

immature(in team terms). Some teams, however, progress to

the point of being outstanding in their work. A team that is

mature and effective will require different development em-
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Figure 1. An Extended Model of Team development

(Source: Adapted from Buller, 1986)
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these differences and suggests those areas that might need most

attention at any given stage. The list of dimensions and items

is shown in Figure 1 and the model is shown in Figure 2.

The multidimensional model vve present. by taking a

holistic view of team development, follows the approach

adopted by Buller (1986, p.156) and "enhances the likeli-

hood that the team will identify and solve critical debilitating

problems. and thereby function more effectively. Moreover,

by developing a general problem solving capacity within the

team, the problem solving approach may foster continued

pertbrmance effectiveness after the formal team building in-

tervention is concluded."

You will recall that our final proposition in the model

was that teams should be responsible. in large part. for their

own development. Whilst consultants have played a promi-

nent part in diagnosing problems. we are advocating a broader

approach in which teams diagnose their own needs and then

plan strategies to improve performance. Arguably. the most

worthwhile development comes from the team itself and not

from outside. Teams should aim for internal and external

relationships that encourage constant learning and develop-

ment within the team and, as far as possible. this should be

self-guided. Of course. appropriate development efforts de-

pend on accurate diagnosis of critical problems.

Diagnosis

In the diagnostic approach. the team identifies prob-

lem areas, gathers data to aid the process, then devises strate-

gies to reduce or remove the deficiencies. By attacking the

major problems. the process is economical. Unnecessary ef-

fort is not expended on those dimensions that provide little or

no hindrance to effective performance.

As we mentioned earlier. many team development

episodes are led by expert consultants who have preferences

in terms of a teambuilding focus. There is little diagnosis.

Consequently. problems may be tackled that don't really exist

and teams end up with a narrow range of skills, usually in the

interpersonal area..

Tolle (1988, p.279) appropriately quCstions whether

the improvement of interpersonal competencies amongst man-

agement teams will really impact on the operational perfor-

Team Development A Multidimensional Approach

mance of the organisation. He goes on to note "anything fur-

ther than this is pure happenstance unless diagnosis of the

organization's ills has determined the cause to be the under-

development or use of interpersonal skills among the team

members. Otherwise, the organization with operational prob-

lems before team building will likely have many of the same

problems after team building except that the team members

will behave in a more friendly and co-operative way."

Consultants' preferences explain one reason for inac-

curate or no diagnosis. There may be other reasons. For in-

stance. conflict may be stirred up when the more searching

diagnostic questions are asked. Also, those involved in di-

recting development may not pos.sess the skills to engage in

data gathering and analysis.
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Diagnosis should be part of a regular pattern for the

team. Especially in permanently formed teams, there should

exist a 'challenge' mentality. Members should be scanning

continually both the internal and external environment in an

effort to predict and identify problems or challenges. In terms

of development, diagnosis can be seen as crossing and in-

cluding task, individual, group and organisational ditnensions

depending on the needs of the team. Constant scanning and

diaenosis allows problems to be identified in one or more

domains, thereby facilitating development planning.

Conclusion

We have attempted to demonstrate that team devel-

opment necessitates a diagnosis of problems affecting perfor-

mance in several areas or 'dimensions'. Accurate diagnosis

ensures that development interventions are economical and

productive. At the same time, development should ensure at

least adequate levels of performance in all dimensions of the

team's operation. A further consideration in any diagnostic

process must be the development or maturity level of the team.

More mature teams are likely to need development in certain

dimensions. While the diagnosis of problems frotn outsiders

may be useful on occasions, the team should take responsibil-

ity for its own development: this is the only way of providing

for long term effective development and performance.

Team development is concerned, amongst other

things, with having the right individuals with appropriate skills,

with systematic approaches to task accomplishment, with ef-
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fective interpersonal and communication processes, and with

a high degree of support from the school. In other words, it

has to be seen from a multidimensional perspective. Only by

integrating these perspectives, we would argue. can true de-

velopment take place, development that might lead over time

to worthwhile improvements in team and organisational per-

formance.
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Managing Tutors in Distance Education :

Further Issues for Consideration

Kenneth Chao Chee-kwong
The Open Learning Institute of Hong Kong

In the light of the author's pi actical esperience in monitoring tutor, in a distance-learning institution.

tieing both course mmrdinator/planner and an academic in the field of organisation and management. f urther issues

for consideration or dehinc on the hest/effective wir), to monitor or manage' tutors was highlighted dr:ming refer.

enee to ,arious theories .md concept, of management.

It is not the intention of the author to ad,ocate an particular approach for tunir monitoring or to demon-

strite the effect It eness of an) panicular management them. Rather it is the les, of the author that ,aluahle insights

can he gamed from management theories and thinking 'AMA ma help or guide the administrators of distance

education in designing enecuse strategies and policies tor distance-learning or traditional educational institutions

including monitoring of tutors.
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Introduction

In the last issue of the New Horizon Mr. James Tong.

my former colleague. published in this journal a commentar)

on Managing Tutors in Distance Education highlighting vari-

ous operational procedures or administrative measures in place

in the Open Learning Institute of Hong Kong (01,I ) for mmi-

toring performance of tutors employed by OLI (1. Tong. 1994, )

Tutors play an important role in :he OLI as they are required

to attend tutorial sessions to answer students' enquiries on the

subject matter and mark students assignments. Notable mea-

sures in tutor monitoring include inspection visits to tutorials.

monitoring of sample assignments marked by tutors and turn-

around time of marked assignments etc. amongst other less

important ones. In its pursuit for continuous improvement and

quality. assurance the. OH has now decided to adopt a more

vigorous approach to the tutor monitoring process. In the light

of the author's practical experience in monitoring tutors being

both course coordinathr/planner for four years in addiiion to

the dual role of being an academic in the field of organisation

and management. human resource management in particular,

the author wishes to highlight in this article further issues for

consideration or debate on the best ways to monitor or man-
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age tutors by examining the applicability of certain manage-

ment concepts and principles to tutor monitoring.

The author acknow ledges that management theories and

thinking is a basic "guideline" for the administrators in the

field of adult education and should have long been accepted

or adopted by most institutions of adult education. Neverthe-

less, it is still valuable to point out in what important aspects

the theories and concepts can he usefully applied .The article

should he particularly helpful to those who recently joined

the adult education profession with academic background and

training in other fields rather than management or adminis-

tration.

Contingency Approach to Tutor
Monitoring?

ln management theory. contingency approach is one

of the important perspectives which adds to our understand-

ing that "certain management technique that best contributes

to the attainment of organisational goals might vary in differ-

ent ty pes of situations on circumstances" (J. Stoner and R.
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Freeman, 1992: 480). In other words, the manager's task is to

identify or find out which method will work best "in a par-

ticular situation, circumstances and at a particular time" (J.

Stoner and R. Freeman. 1992: 47). With this perspective in

mind, it is possible to evaluate whether a particular tutor moni-

toring strategy is appropriate by careful consideration of the

background. environmental and various situational factors.

For illustrative purpose, consider increased inspection

visits to tutorials as a strategy to improve tutor monitoring.

The reles ant issues are:

* What is the main purpose of inspection visits ? To ensure

punctuality of the tutors, to make up for the class in case

of tutor's unexpected absence, to ask and obtain feedback

from students on the spot or to sit-in the tutorial class

with students toaether to evaluate the in-class tutoring

skills of the tutors? The relative priority of different ob-

jective will clearly dictate the needs/ frequency of inspec-

tion visits and whether the inspection should be carried

out by an academic staff, an administrative staff or just a

clerical/manual staff.

* The above consideration is further compounded by the

fact that measurement or assessment of tutor's perfor-

mance in :-lass is difficult, if not impossible, by mainly

observational visits to tutorials. Tutors' performance dur-

ing tutorials can be classified as 'university teaching' where

it is difficult to prescribe 'standardised operating proce-

dures' (J. Stoner and R. Freeman. 1992: 481) or measure-

ment yardstick. Tutors may themselves adopt a contin-

gent approach and fine-tune their styles/methods of in-

struction to suit the particular groups of students under

their care and it is difficult to assess them relying only on

a few visits without adequate knowledge of students' back-

ground. learning style and preferences.

* Tutors' expectation and relevant culture also can not he

ignored. As prokssional people especially tutors respon-

sible for higher-level courses, tutors may resent Mislike

undue or frequent inspection visits to tutorials (sit-in in

particular) by the administrttive staff (or even academic

staff) from the administration. Tutors may feel that there

is lack of trust in them and that their professional compe-

tence and integrity is unjustifiably challenged. The im-

portant message is that the design of tutor monitoring

mechanism must be more or less in line with tutors' ex-

pectation and take into account their accustomed culture.

Although presented mainly as academic discussions

some of the above issues were actually practical problems

confronting the author and colleagues for which decisions had

to be made on how best to monitor tutors.

Relational Approach to Tutor

Monitoring?

In close connection with the contingency theory of

management the situational leadership theory is of signifi-

cant interest (P. Hersey & K. Blanchard, 1988) which holds

that the most effective leadership stYle varies with the "matu-

rity" of subordinates. "Maturity" is defined as "desire for

achievement, willingness 4, accept responsibility, task-related

ability and experience, not "age or emotional stability" (P.

Hersey & K. Blanchard, 1988: 173) Viewed in this perspec-

tive, there should be different treatment or motivational tech-

niques for new and experienced tutors or tutors that could be

at least loosely classified/identified as Theory X or Theory Y

employees, in the design of tutor monitoring strategies. Ac-

cording to Douglas McGregor. Theory X employees are those

who must be motivated by force, money or praise other than

intrinsic nature of the work itself whereas Theory Y employ-

ees are those inherently motivated to perform. It is clear that

the matured" or Theory Y employees would require a moni-

toring strategy based on trust, support and more participative

relationship whereas the relatively "inexperienced" or Theory

X employees would require a monitoring strategy based on

more frequent inspection, regulation and more directive rela-

tionship.
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The Theory X and Theory Y concepts facilitated the

author in making use of it as an additional tool for tutor moni-

toring. The tutors were classified and the monitoring strate-

gies designed accordingly based on information obtained di-

rectly from tutors (such as recruitment interviews, tutors x-

perience/ backgroundh author's own observation and feed-

hack from students.

Apart from the obvious advantage of saving time in

reducing some unnecessary inspection visits to Theory Y tu-

tors to ensure punctua:ity etc, the author was pleased to report
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that the overall motivation and performance of all tutors (both

Theory X and Y tutors) appeared to have improved (judging

from students feedback and author's own observation on

scriptmarking and in-class performance etc) because of the

author's discrimhatory approach! It was most likely that the

positive findings were caused by the increased attention of

the author with different focus geared to the different needs

(or inadequacies) of the two types of zutors. For the X-type.

they were found to welcome more guidance and advice

whereas the Y-type revealed that they welcome more encour-

agement and participation but some of them were not very

receptive to close supervision and monitoring.

Notwithstanding what has been discussed above about

the relative emphasis on the use of different monitoring strat-

egies (or motivational technique) for monitoring different cat-

egories of tutors, the need to maintain and foster high-quality

satisfying relationship with all categories of tutors is the same

and of paramount importance. The role of relationship in suc-

cessful marketing has in the past few years become promi-

nent and recognized as "potent source of competitive advan-

tage" (D. Ballantyne, 1994: 4) which emphasized on "people

and processes to build on-going relations with customers, dis-

tributors'. suppliers etc.". It is the view of this author that qual-

ity relationship is at least as important in tutor monitoring as

in marketing. if not more significant. In a distance-learning

institutions such as the OLI. students are our customers, and

tutors can be regarded as our agents. distributors or suppliers

of knowledge. In the light of the author's experience. major

potential benefits of a high-quality relationship with tutors

include the following:-

* Good relationship and trust encourages communication.

Tutors would he more w illing to provide useful and hon-

est feedback on course materials, students' performance

and reactions and other matters related to tutorials with-

out need for defensive behaviour or lear of being seen as

offensive.

* Tutors would also be more self -disciplined (in keeping

of time, marking of assignments etc.) and motivated in

the course of carrying out their duties. The report/rela-

tionship established between the tutors and their supervi-

sors. in this case the authors, would be an effective inter-

nal driving force for the conscientious tutors to carry out

their duties in a professional manner so as not to betray

the relationship established between them.

* Tutors would also be more willing to help 2! iake up

additional work in case of emergencies. An example be-

ing the case of sudden/unexpected absence or delay of a

particular tutor in attending tutorial session other tutors

holding another class at the same venue and time would

be happy to take over the group of students of that par-

ticular tutor although without additional benefits, finan-

cial or otherwise. The satisfying relationship established

with tutors may facilitate or contribute to better relations

amongst tutors themselves. On the other hand it may also

lead to development of a culture where self-monitoring

and mutual cooperation is a norm which undoubtedly is

helpful to their supervisors in this case the author.

Strategic Approach to Tutor
Monitoring?

50

In management one of the definition of 'Strategy' is

"the pattern of the organisation's response to environment over

time" (J. Stoner and R. Freeman. 1992: 194) taken into ac-

count resources available at its disposal and the strengths and

weaknesses of the organisation. In a broad sense the contin-

gency approach and relationship approach described above

can also be classified or considered as a kind of strategic ap-

proach as both approaches would need careful scanning of

the environmental factors, consideration of appropriateness

of a tutor monitoring design and deliberation on resource is-

sues. In particular relationship approach relies heavily on the

feedback, self-control and goodwill of tutors to relieve the

administrative burden of the administrators (i.e. authors in

this article) to impose frequent check and inspection which

would not be so important if there is ample resources avail-

able for disposal by the administration.

The author would like to highlight two more impor-

tant but inter-related management concepts to demonstrate

the usefulness of taking a strategic approach in tutor monitor-

ing/control - identification of key performance area and stra-

tegic control points. In tutor monitoring key performance area

refers to aspects of their work which reflect good quality of

an ideal tutor and strategic control points refer to the critical

points in a certain key performance areas whcre monitoring

or information collecting should occur" (J. Stoner and R. Free-
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man, 1992: 607) in order to check performance and ensure

standards. For example, if one of the key performance area is

skills in leading tutorials or facilitating discussion strategic

control points may be tutors' actual performance during tuto-

rials for which checking on tutor's punctuality is clearly in-

sufficient. Observation of tutor in-class, by sitting-in may also

be insufficient by itself as the so-called Hawthorne effect may

be at play and the tutor may have rehearsed very hard before

the visit to give an exceptional performance, or the tutor may

become so nervous that the show is below average! As a brief

illustration, a comprehensive approach was adopted by the

author and OLI to monitor tutors. The general control points

would include checking on punctuality, in-class performance

and monitoring on tutors' assignment marking standards. Sta-

tistical reports for each assignments were also generated to

compare average assignment scores and score distribution of

each tutor group so that lenient or severe tutors/markers can

be identified and improvement or deterioration over the course

duration can be monitored. However the critical control points

for each tutor varies as their strengths and weAknesses (or

'competencies') differed. Having identified the s. zic and

critical control points it is possible to devote more efforts on

the part4 which would need improvements and to save efforts

on those aspects which were already good enough. For ex-

ample a tutor may be we'd( in 'in-class' performance' but nof

time-keeping or assignment marking so more efforts could be

focused on how best to help this tutor in delivering lectures or

tutorials.

It is not possible without describing at length or in-

volving minute details how strategic approach can help in tu-

tor monitoring. It is also not the intention of the author to do

so. The point is that the example shows clearly that, to be

effective in monitoring tutors, careful identification of key

performance areas and selection of appropriate checking points

Author

(or control points) is important as otherwise valuable resource

may be wasted and the result or data/information gathered

may not be reliable or reflect the whole situation.

Conclusion
The paper has highlighted some management concepts

and principles for debate or consideration by distance educa-

tion administrators in designing of tutor monitoring strate-

gies. It is not the intention of the author to advocate any par-

ticular approach for tutor monitoring or to demonstrate the

effectiveness of any particular management theory. Rather it

is the view of the author that we can gain some valuable in-

sights from management theories which may help or guide us

in the administration of distance education including tutor

monitoring, and wc should not overlook the possible contri-

butions from the wealth of management thinking and ideas

which can be applied to distance education as well.
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It has been reported in past studies that students dif-

ficulties in learning physics are associated with their miscon-

ceptions about physics. These misconceptions are categorized

as 'common sense' errors (Champagne. Gunstone & Klopfer.

1983: Ha Noun & Hestenes. 1985: Osborne, 1980: Viennot,

19791, 'Impetus' influence (('lement, 1982: McCloskey. 1983:

McCloskey. Kohl & Washburn. 1981). 'Dominance' orienta-

tion (Maloney, 1984), or Ventre-permanence' error ( AuYeung,

1989. ) These categories are not mutually exclusix c but repre-

sent what researchers focus on their studies. The importance

of these misconceptions in learning is that they have negative

effects on student learning (Novak. 1977. 1987). They exist

in students' cognitive structure in early schooling (Osborne.

1984) and they are persistent through later years, even in un-

dergraduate years. (Champagne. Klopfer & Andel-min. 1980).

How do misconceptions influence learning? Clement

(1981) explained that students transform in an active way what

they learn in class in harmony with the misconcepts the) have

possessed before class. Claxton (1987) proposed that miscon-

ceptions form minitheories s hich filter students' understand-
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ing of the concepts.

In order to assist students in counteracting their exist-

ing misconceptions and impros ing their understanding of

subject matters. instructional programs and experiments have

been designed with a certain degree of success (Champagne.

Klopfer & Gunstone. 1981. 1082: Champagne. Klopfer &

Solomon. 1980: Confrey 1980: Driver & Bell. 1986: Novak.

1987). These programs provide learning strategies to chal-

lenge the misconceptions of science held 1)) man) students.

The present study is intended to investigate further

the nature of student misconceptions in mechanics. Specifi-

cally. it aims at analyzing:

(11 To what extent students are influenced by different
misconcepts when solving mechanics problems.

(2) Whether there are differences in misconcepts between

high, merage and low scores of a mechanics test.

(3) What causes students' misconceptions when solving

mechanics problems.
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It is hoped that the findings front the study w ill con-

tribute to a better understanding of the learning difficulties

in mecha the improvement of instructional design in the

subject matter. and development of more elketive physics

curricula.

METHOD

Instrument

A 24-item. 4-choice achievement test was constructed

to measure students misconcepts in mechanics (see Appen-

dix A ). These items were derived from various sources and

they were particularly selected for assessing II misconcepts

(see Appendix B) about students' understanding of basic con-

cepts and principles in force and motion. Each item has only

one correct answer corresponding to a good understanding of

the concept involved and three incorrect answers, one of which

reveals a particular misconcept related to the item. All items

were written at a readability level for average junior second-

ary students and were provided with simple schematic dia-

grams (see Appendix C ). The student was required to indi-

cate his/her choice of answer to each item and his/her expla-

nation for making the choice in the answer book provided

(see Appendix D. The test was pilot tested beforehand and

revised according to the feedback from the test results regard-

wording and item characteristics. The content validity of

the test was rated as satisfactory by two university lecturers

who were experienced instructors of the physics method course

and experienced supers isors of practical teaching in physics.

The reliability of the test was also tOund satisfactor) (Cronbach

alphe = 0.79 ).

Subjects and Administration of

Test and Interviews

Tw o secondary 5 intact classes from an urban sec-

ondary school IA ith gus ernment subsidy and average aca-

demie standard, each has ing 35 students aged 16 plus. were

randomly selected to take the 24-item misconception test.

There were altogether 70 students in the sample. These stu-

dents had previously learned the concepts and principles con-

tained in the test. They w ere not given prior notice of the test.

They finished the test w ithin minutes. ss hich were reported

to be sufficient tOr every testee.

Prior to the administration of the misconception test,

all sampled students took the internal school examination in

physics. They IA ere ranked according to their total scores of

correct responses in the physics test. Students in th ! top 20%

of the ranking list were classified as high-ability group; those

of bottom 20% as low-ability group; and those of middle 20%

as the medium-ability group. Each ability group consisted of

14 students. Students with rankings between high-ability and

medium-ability groups and between medium-ability and low-

ability groups were discarded in order to reduce inaccurate

classification of ability groups.

Eight students were selected from the 70 testees for

individual interview. which was designed to find out how they

arrived at the solution for each item in the misconception

test. These interviewees included two from the high-ability

group. four front the medium-ability group and two from the

low-ability group. all were randomly drawn from their respec-

tive groups. Each interview took about three hours to com-

plete.
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RESULTS

Frequencies of Misconcepts

Table 1 shows the frequency counts of students who

have committed each misconcept in the test, ranging from

96.2% (the greatest) for the misconcept 'Motion implies a force'

to 21.4% (the smallest) for the misconcept 'Object falls straight

doss n when released from action'. Out of the II misconcepts

in the test, three were committed by over SO% of students and

seven were committed by over 60% of students.
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Comparison among High-Ability, Medium-

Ability and Low-Ability Groups

Table 2 shows the cln-square salues to test the differ-

ence in number of misconcepts committed in each of the 24

items in the misconception test among the three ability gmups.

Out of the ii misconcepts. group difference ss as significant

in all corresponding items (slimly one misconcept. i.e. Mti.

and part of the corresponding items of three misconcepts, i.e.

M , M2 and M9.

Further analysis using chi-square statistic to detect

differences between two groups shows that the differences in

Table 2 are attributable to the differences between high-abil-

ity and kiss ability groups (in all rise items) and between

Students' Misconceptions in Solving Mechanics Problems

high-ability and medium-ability groups (except in item 20)

but not between medium- ability and kiss-ability groups.

Table 2
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Protocol Analysis on Causes gf Misconceptions

The protmols were from two sources. vii, explana-

tions given by the 70 students in their answer books of the

misconception test and the written records submitted by the

inters kw ers after interviewing the eight selected students. A

careful analysis of the protocols reveal that the most common

explanation for committing misconcepts in the 'Force and

Motion' test was a 'common sense' belief, ss hich simply

seemed apparent to them. Although the misconcepts might

not he c(irrect explanations of physical phemmtena, they were

seemingly convincing. A second popular reason for commit-

ting misconcepts was their experiences in daily life. Since the

Inisconcepts appeared to be true in daily life, they thought

that there should not he 'good reasons' for not accepting them.

Another reason given hy them was their preconceptions ac-

quired limn pro ious experiences. When taced with the prob-

lems which required abstract thinking. their explanation tOr

committing misconcepts was their intuition or spontaneous

reasoning. which the y. were not sure of its correctness but

w Inch they could come up with al once. The abose causes of

misconceptitms were mit mutually cxchlSiye 11111 they. ss ere

offered by the students as explanations for committing the

misconcepts.

ti;
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CONCLUSION

The present study confirms the findings from many

pre% ions research investigations. Although students have

learned physics for a number or ) ears, they still live with \ani-

ons misconcepts. Despite the fact that they have learned. dis-

cussed and experimented with the errors of the misconcepts

in pre% ious classes, these misconcepts still persist throughout

their later years of schooling. A good teacher should be aware

of students' existing misconcepts. prepare ss ith patience and

ingenuity to correct their misconcepts in and outside his/her

classes, and try to change students' misconcepts. For example.

man) students believe that a object falling from a high posi-

tion would acquire a greater force when it comes closer to the

ground even though they have learned Ness ton Second Law

in class. By telling the students that they are wrong because

this misconcept will violate Newton's Second Law, a great

number of them will still make the same mistake repeatedly

over a lone period of time. If the teacher can use different

samples to counteract this misconcept over and over again.

the students %%ill have a better chance to correct their

misconcept at an earlier time.

The present study reveals that misconcepts exist not

only in low-ability students but also in students of other abili-

ties. Therefore, there is no excuse for a good teacher to con-

centrate on low-ability students for correcting their
misconcepts or. ads ersely, to give up on low-ability students

to concentrate on high-ability students. A good teacher should

always take care of all his/her students w ith different strate-

gies for different abilities.

The present study sms Out a preliimnary step to tackle

students' learning problems in terms of misconceptions in the

local context. Further research is needed to go deeper into the

understanding of the processes of Nariks misconcepts

mined by Hong Kong students and the solutions for correct-

ing t hem.
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Appendix B

Test Items, Misconcepts and Sources

Students' MisconceptIons in Solving Moochanks ProbNints

Appendix A

Illustrative Items in the 'Force and Motion' Test
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Item it Misconcept Sources

1&4 Reaction passes through
centre of mass

2&20 Lighter object reaches higher
when projected

3,7&8 Object falls straight down
when released

5&18 Pusher exerts greater force
on pushee

6&13 Greater force implies greater
speed

9&14 Greater mass exerts greater
force

10&21 Object at a lowers position
is heavier

11&19

12,15,
&24

16&22

17&23

Circulating object moves
curvilinearly whr- .leased

Motion implies force

Friction opposes centre of
gravity

Heavier object falls faster
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En% iro,-gental education ha been giken a higher pruirit tm the educational agenda in recent eat s

!tong hong This impel le% ios the studies nonmental education in seeondar schools ii nit special reference

to the contribution of secondarv school geogiaph toy, ards en% fronmenfal education. The studies shin% that onl a

iiittitd number it schools had ciflulated and discus,ed the Guidelines tin Lni ironmental I:dm:mon St.hools .

in.uflioent aftenhon ;Ix co-of dilution of cm ironmental education : and the comnbution ut geograph

urncula hi education about flie cii tronment Is substantial compared % all education in/through and tor the environ-

ment

rfijtii 1

Introduction

This paper surscy s the state of the art in ens ironmen-

tal education in Hong Kong secondary schools. The first part

outlines the general pattern of ens ironmemal education in

secondars schools. ss hilst the second part 1.t)cuses on the spe-

cific contribution of secondary school geography tow ards

ens ironmental education.

In recent y ears in Hong King/. ens ironmental prob-

lems has e become pressing issues of concern. Despite the

concerted efforts by the government to al ic . iate pollution prob-

lems. ens inmmentalism in Hong Kong can he characterised

as "demand drk en". In practice, this means that the gm ern-

ment re-examines its ens ironmentall sensitke decisions in

response to public concern and complaints Kwong. 1990).

Such a -demand drk en" orientation toss ards ens ironmental

management is exacerbated b the adoption of a "command

and co nrol" (alias bureaucratic control) stratep in hich the

en tronme aal decision-making prOcess is not open I public

scrutiny an. 1993a). Lass s aimed at deterring ens ironmen:

tal degradt. m are ofien watered doss n.

I 'titi I recetuly . the gosernment had not done much to

proMOIc ironmental education in schools. although eco-

logical and ens ironmental studies has e long been included in

both the teaching and examination syllabuses of Geography .

69

Biology. Integrated Science and Social Studies at the second-

at y les el (I Ai. 197): Fung Zs1: Lee. 1990). The year 1988 IA it-

nessed some change ss hen the Education Department (19881

announced the introd1.1c..011 of a school-based curriculum

project scheme which suggested project titles such as 'Pollu-

tion problems in Hong Kong' and 'Water pollution in River

I lo Chung'. The publication of the White Paper on "Pollution

in I long Kong: A time to act" in 1989 gave further impetus to

the promotion of environmental education. More recently. the

Curriculum Des elopment Council (CDC. 1992) issued the

'Guidelines on ens inmmental education in schools' (hereaf-

ter referred to as '(uidelines') to help strengthen the imple-

mentation of environmental education. As ens ironmental edu-

cation has been gis en a higher priorit on the educational

agenda only in recent years. there is a dearth of research stud-

ies on this topic in Hong Kong. It is against this background

that the present report a research on environmental educa-

tion in secondary schools is conducted. It must be stressed

th.it the literature under Ns iess is mit exhaustise.

Environmental Education in Sec-

ondary Schools: A general pattern

In response to the publication of the 'Guidelines'. a

questionnaire study in 1993 attempted to find out the status of

ens ironmental education in Hong Kong secondary schools
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and the kinds of assistance needed fer its development and

improvement Fung & Lee, 1993). Thtrespondents were the

principals or environmental education co-ordinators. A 50'4

quasi random sample was used, involving 233 schools. One

hundred and fifty-fise schools responded, producing a re-

sponse rate of 66.5'4. The study focused on the institutional

commitment to environmental education, the status of ens i-

ronmental education in the formal curriculum, the lezr 'ing

actis ities organised through the informal curriculum and the

assistance needed by schools.

Institutional commitment

The results showed that only 7 out of I 55 schools

( 4.5' 't ) had circulated the 'Guidelines and held discussions

about the document among the staff, W hilst the majority

(76.84 had only circulated it. It Was discouraging to find

that 29 schools (18.7'4. ) had not even circulated the docu-

ment. In addition. 65 out of 155 schools (41.9q ) assigned

one of their staff to he in charge of environmental education

and 38 schools (24.5'4 I set up a committee for planning and

co-ordinating environmental education actis ities. Twenty-one

schools (13.5'i ) indicated that they ssould appoint a co-
ordinator and 29 schools (18.7":i ) would set up a committee

to look after environmental education before 1 August 1994.

These figures suggest that about ballot' the schools still have

not given adequate attention to the co-ordination of environ-

mental education recommended by the Education Department

(CD('. 1992. p 25).

The status of environmental education in the formal

and informal curriculum

As regards the ss s of delivering environmental edu-

cation in the formal curriculum. only 7 out of 155 schools

(4.5'4 I offered a distinct programme of ens ironmental edu-

cation. As many as 107 schools (69.0'i howeS el% had at-

tempte(l to incorporate ens ironmental education into existing

moral. cis ic or religious education programmes. Fight> -four

schools (54.2'4 ) reported that ens ironmental education ss as

sy stematically and purposefully taught in school subjects such

as Social Studies. Integrated Science. (ieography and Biol-

ogy . Nonetheless. 14 schools (94)'i ) replied that they did not

teach ens ironmental education at all in their formal curricu-

lum. Finally. only 5 scb,nils (3.2q 1 reported that they had

participated in a school-based curriculum des ehipment pnijeci

which was related to environmental education.

Among the school activities organised in 1991-92 and

planned for 1992-93. four were found to be very common: (a)

visits to Island House Conservation Centre, Mai Po Marshes.

Kadoorie's Farm. etc.; (b) field-trips; tel board displays. ex-

hibitions. etc.: and (d) talks. video shows. etc. Moderately

common activities included competitions and campaigns, visits

to museums and exhibitions, and visits to country parks. The

least common activities were: visits to gardens. zoos and ur-

ban parks. sisits to factories. institutions, etc. and camping.

Reearding the total number of environmental education ac-

(is hies organised in 199! -92 and planned for 1992-93, the

modes are 4 (21 responses) and 3 (26 responses) respectively.

Assistance needed for improving and developing

environmeWal education

64

It was interesting to note that the perceived need for

teaching aids and materials was highlighted most strongly as

areas for assistance. This was followed by the recognition of

the importance of environmsrgal education amongst the staff

and then the need for expertise in environmental education

on the part of teachers. Respondents also expressed the needs

for curriculum guide's. field equipment. school management

support and community support.

Some discernible patterns

Cross-tabulation of results reveals a positive relation-

ship between the treatment of the 'Guidelines' and the status

of environmental education in the formal curriculam. The re-

sults slims that none of the schools IA hich circulated the

Cuidel ines' among the statT have totally ignored environmen-

tal education. Furthermore. the results suggest that whilst most

of the sclr.mls which offer some environmental education in

the tOrmal curriculum circulated the 'Guidelines% onl about

half of those which do not offe.r any environmental education

did so.

Flie r.:sults of the study suggest that environmental

education has not receised necessary attention in !long Kong

secondary schools. Fess schools offered a distinct programme

on ens ironmental education. The majority. imwes cr. made

eflOrts to incorporate ens minmental education into the exist-

ing moral. cis ic or religious education programmes as well as

0
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through schools subjects such as Social Studies, Integrated

Studies. Biology and Geography.

The rest If this paper discusses the contribution of a

school subject. Geography. towards environmental education.

Geography is set up as a case study because it is one of the

most involved subjects-in promoting environmental educa-

tion and also environment is its subject focus.

The Contribution of Secondary
School Geography Towards En vi-

ronmental Education

Naish (19861 holds that Geography is the environmen-

tal subject pa: excellence. whilst others. su h as Mason and

Kuhn (1971) and Smith (1978) are less convinced. lt is clear.

nonetheless, that as Stimpson (1992) and Biddle (199(t) sug

gest. environmental education is a perspzetive that can and

should he incorporated into the geography curriculum,

Lucas (1980) and other scholars (Robottom, 1987:

Stimpson. 1992: Yin'. 1992) suggest that the nature of ens i-

ronmental qucation ( both through and beyond the geogra-

phy curriculum) encompasses a definitional tripartite classi-

fication of education about, in (or through) and for the envi-

ronment. Education about the environment refers to the envi-

ronment as a subject for investigation and ins olves the provi-

sion of information on environmental issues and the teaching

of appropriate technical and intellectual skills. Education in

(or through the environment is the use of real-life situations

as a basis for inquiry learning. Education fit,: the environment

involves investigating and clarifying environmental view-

points and values, environmental problem-solving and taking

environmental action. In general. educators adopting
technocentric perspective are inclined to believe that the three

kinds of environmental education are complementar) and in-

terrelated. On the other hand, protagonists of a critical.
ecocentric perspective deny eclecticism and regard education

.for the environment as the genuine and ultimate form of envi-

ronmental education (12(tbottom. 1987; Fien. 1993. )

Environmental education through the geography cur-

riculum operates at different levels. Goixllad (in McNeil. 1990)

recognises: (a I the ideal curriculum the triad of education

about, in/through and for the environment in the case of envi-

7 I

ronmental education: (b) the formal curriculum curriculum

guides and syllabi. for example. approved by the government;

(c) the perceived curriculum what the teachers perceive the

curriculum to he; (d) the operational or instnictional curricu-

lum -- what actually happens in the classroom; and (e) the

experiential curriculum -- what students derive from, and how

they perceive the operational curriculum. The paper will dis-

cuss the results of selected studies at different levels of geog-

raphy curriculum in relation to their contributions towards

environmental education.

In Hong Kong. two centralised agencies are mainly

responsible for the identification, development and promo-

tion of new or revised educational programmes or curricula,

in Hong Kong: the Curriculum Development Council (CDC.

formeny Curriculum Development Committee) and the Hong

Kong Examinations Authority (HKEA). The former produces

the syllabuses for Geography (Forms 1-111.1V-V. Sixth Form)

and the latter produces the Hong Kong Certificate of Educa-

tion (HKCE) and f Hong Kong Ads anced 1.evel (HKAL)

Geography examinat on syllabuses.

Official syllabuses

According to the les els of curriculum suggested hy

Goodlad. these official and recommended syllabuses repre-

sent the formll curricula of school geograph.s . Yau (1992)

analysed the CDC syllabus for Certificate geography and con-

chided that all 26 themes in the syllabus are about the envi-

ronment. Lee (1993h) compared its content with the database

suggested in Hanselman et al's (1990) Essential Learnings

handbook and the results reveal that all the themes are found

to match with some of the categories that experts have agreed

to form a concrete understanding about the environment (Table

1). Furthermore. cognitive. psychomotor and affective objec-

tives pertinent to environmental education are included in the

syllabus. Amongst these objectives, environmental knowledge.

skills, and awareness are emphasised. For example, students

are expected to 'he aware of the responsibility of a citizen in

tines iating energy conservation, urban and pollution problems'

(CDC. 191(4, p.50- 53).

However, action as an integral component of envi-

ronmental education. which provides students with pportu-

nities to be actively involved at all levels (e.g. in the local

community) in working towards the resolution of education
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for the environment, seems neglected. With regard to educa-

tion in the environment, fieldwork in the geography curricu-

lum, however, is not obligatory and only encouraged to be

conducted whenever possible in the themes of landforms,

farming systems and urban land uses. It seems apparent that

the senior secondary geography curriculum is likely to con-

tribute significantly to education about, in and for the envi-

ronment. Its content, however, is predominantly conducive to

education about the environment whilst education in andfor

the environment are relAgively under-emphasised.

Table 1 Environmental education through senior secondary geography curriculum (adapted from Yau, 1992)

Theme and topic ABOUT the environment Essential learning
categories

' (Manse !man et al,
1990) for
environmental
education

Themes
recommended to be
studied IN the
environment (Field
Studies (F.S.))

Themes specially
recommended to be studied
, may possibly be
studied FOR the
environment '. (with
selected concepts)

I. Land
A. Landforms

Land & Soil
I. Mountain building
2. Rocks
3. Denudation Hong Kong (F.S.)
4. Rivers Hong Kong (F.S.)
5. Coasts Hong Kong (F.S.)
B. Weather and climate

Weather & climate
1 Elements of climate.
2. Climate of Hong Kong Hong Kong
3. Interpretation of Hong Kong weather maps Hong Kong
C. Ecosystems Ecosystems (Interaction)
II. Population

Population factors

A. Factors affecting growth and size Hong Kong
B. Composition and structure Hong Kong
C. Distribution
D. Problems and solutions " (Overpopulation)
III. Man-land Relationships
A. Agricultural activities

Agriculture
I. Farming system Hong Kong (F.S.)
2. Intensive and extensive farming
3. Overcoming constraints on farming Hong Kong (Conservation)
B. Manufacturing activities

Manufacturing &
technology

I. Factors affecting industrial location

2. Changes in industrial development Hong Kong
C. Urban settlements

Settlements

I. Urban processes

2. Urban land uses and factors affecting their
distribution

Hong Kong (F.S.)

3. Functions of urban centres
IV. Issues Arising from Man-land Interaction
A. Natural hazards Human influences

upon environment
(Environmental impact)

13. Energy mources Energy and
minerals

" (Resource management)

C. Urban problems Settlements Hong Kong " (Planning,
Conservation)

D. Pollution Pollution, Limits to
systems

Hong Kong se (Ecological damage)

E. Recreation Wildlife &
fisheries

Hong Kong (Related use of
resources)

Total: 26 14 with 5 themes
recommended for
field studies

" 5 themes
3 themes

.

r I
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Teachers' perceptions of curricuium objectives

Teachers often perceive and interpret the fiwmal cur-

riculum in many ways and with different priorities. In an-

other study, a convenience sample of 54 geography teachers

responded to a postal questionnaire that probed into their per-

ceptions of the objectives of tne CDC syllabus for Certificate

geography (Lee. 1993b). These results seem to suggest that

those geographical objectives pertinent to education about the

environment and education in/through the ens ironment are

more favoured by the Hong Kong geography teacher respon-

dents compared with those objectives relating to education

.16r the ens ironment. Each respondent selected at most five of

the more important geographical objectives from a list of nine

objectives. The results show that the understanding and ap-

plication of fundamental geographical concepts is perceived

by about 174 of the respondents as the most important objec-

tive. In addition, the objective of 'des eloping skills related to

the collection, analysis and interpretation of data ss hich may

be derived from sources such as fieldwork. maps. photos. sta-

tistics. and written materials has the second ranking in terms

of frequencies. About 13ci of the total responses reveal that

the ability of pupils to understand environmental problems

and suggest possible solutions is also an important objective.

In contrast, the three objectives which receive the lowest

rankings are 'developing a kilos% ledge of .some systematic

aspects of geography'. 'identifying not only the (. ifferences

between ens ironments but also the similarities, and being able

to explain the observed spatial patterns' and 'using data to

present information in short answers and reports. develop-

ment of argument both orally and in written form and illus-

trating by drawing maps, diagrams and graphs'.

These results are not dissimilar to an earlier study

which found that geographical educators in Hong Kong be-

lieve that understanding the environmental system. develop-

ing skills and learning to make v. ise decisions about using the

ens ironment should be emphasised in the study of geogra-

phy, whilst preparation for citiienship and v.ork are less im-

portant (Gerber. 1990. ) It appears that educotion lOr the envi-

ronment, which entails the des elopment. lf pupils' abilities to

participate in environmental decision-making. receives rela-

tis ely less attention amongst go 'graphical educators This may

he partly attributable to the pi actice of geography teachers

o tend to promote the 'safer' education about and in/through

the envirsmment which support the tntditional notion ()I' school-

ing and avoid the more radical educationfbr the environment.

Perceptions ql teaching style and teaclUng strategies

Despite the good intentions of curriculum objectives

towards environmental education, there may be a mismatch

between the intended aims and the ways teachers translate

environmental objectives into classroom teaching. A study

on teaching style confirmed the existence of this mismatch

(Wong & Stimpson, 1994). A teaching style questionnaire.

containing different teaching situations that reflect Gagne's

eight insttuctional events, was administered to 282 teachers.

The results indicate that most teachers prefer open approaches

at the beginning of lessons but become more restrictive as

lessons proceed. In addition, a guided discovery approach or

an expository approach is supported by a majority of teachers

whilst an inquiry approach is less fvoured. In another study.

54 geography teacher respondents were asked to mark the three

most desirable and effective teaching strategies in teaching

five selected topics in senior secondary geography, namely

pollution, the urban environment, energy resources, popula-

tion and the physical environment (Lee. 1993a). The results

reveal that a substantial proportion of geography teachers at-

tach higher priorities to strategies such as the use of audio-

s isual aids. explaining ss ith the aid of the textbooks). notes

or worksheets, and fieldwork in teachi'tg tne topics of pollu-

tion, the urban environment Lind the pLysical environment. In

teaching the topics of energy resources and population, most

teachers tend to value more highly teaching strategies that

involve explaining with the aid of the textbook(s). notes and

worksheet(%). discussion and the use of audio-visual aids.

Furthermore. problem-solving exercises arc preferred by a

number of respondents in teaching the topics of pollution, the

urban environment, energy resource% and population. Other

strategies such as role-playing. games and simulations, which

can help students examine environmental decision-making and

the attitudes and values influencing these decisions, receive

relatis ely low ratings from geography teachers. Values clari-

fication strategies. which are effective in helping pupils un-

derstand the relationship between their values systems and

the environment. are amongst the least preferred teaching strat-

egies ( Man. I 993b). These preferred strategies used by the

geography respondents match quite closely ss ith the types of

teaching resources, comprising textbook., notes and

worksheets and occasionally audio-visual materials. The pref.-
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erence for these 'teacher-centred' and xsource-based meth-

ods in geography teaching may arise, particularly in the case

of Hong Kong. from meeting the demands of content-laden

public examination syllabuses. However. teachers' perceptions

of traditional and resource-based strategies as effective and

desirable strategies are likely to support the implementation

of education about rather thim in/ aiming, and pr the envi-

ronment.

Extent pf environmental education

Discrepancies mas exist between perceised and op-

erational curricula: w hat teachers perceive a geographs cur-

riculum to be and w hat actually goes on in the classroom and

in the field. Part of the same study asked the teachers to rate

the extent of their teach;mg of environmental issues bs as-

signing a value from 0 (did not teach at all) to 3 (taught in

considerable detail ) to a range of issues and attitude- foci.

The results show that geography teacher respondents taught

the following areas in some detail: (a) attitudes of concern fOr

the qualits of the environment: (b) attitudes of concern for

the biosphere as a ss stein xx hich supports all life: and (c) ap-

preciation of the conflict of aloes inherent in many des clop-

ment proposals.

Judging from the results, it could be asserted that due

'attention xx as being gis en to helping students acquire social

values and concern for the environment through geography

teaching in Hong Kong. However, the stt s of hical issues

and des elopment of skills pertinent to environmental educa-

tiQn seems to be gn)ssly neglected by the respondents. The

involvement of students in local issues (e,g. taking part in

public enquiries, meetings or submitting evidensel and the

teaching of 'Country Codo' and other 'Codes of Behaviour'

deserve greater attention front geography educators to enhance

students' environmental education. Such approaches ss ould

help students des clop ass areness of ens ironmental problems

and responsibilits tOr ensuring appropriate actions to help

sok e these problems and to as Old future problems. The loss

mean scores of *the aesthetic ass areness of a range of ens i-

ronmental stimuli' imply that the des elopment of personal

geographies in association with envinmmental experiences is

relatis els neglected in existing geography curricula.

'Die same studs also found that 52'; and 47'i of the

respondents reported no fieldwork arrangement for Second-

ary years 4 and 5 respectively. The duration of each field trip

ranged from half a day to a two-day trip. In addition, about

50-60% of the respondents reported that they had spent some

time on individual or group projects. However, such 'projects'

often emphasise the product. in the tOrm of written reports.

for example. hut the procedures of enquiry receise little at-

tention. These data suggest that the contribution of geogra-

phy to education in/through the environment needs tOrther

improvement.

Student learning in environmental education

thro, ,;h geography

Assessment of student learning is essential for the

evaluation of the effectiveness of cuniculum. which provides

clues for understanding the experiential curriculum. The scope

of assessment should encompass cognitive, skills and affec-

tive components of learning objectives. Using the topic of

'I-ollution and traffic problems' in Secondary One Geogra-

phs. Yau and Kong (1959) designed the learning objectives

and teaching / learning activities based on Bloom's taxonomy

and Krathwohl et al's hierarchy of affCctive learning. The

teaching of the topic lasted three periods including one pe-

riod of fieldwork. In order to assess the learning outcomes. a

pre-test and post-test of student perlOrmance in cognitive, skills

and affective learning were carried out befOre and alter the

teaching of the topic was introduced. Statistical results reveal

that students show significant improvement in cognitive, skills

and affective learning.

Conclusion

The results of some of these studies appear to suggest

that the contribution of geography curricula to education about

the ens ironment is substantial compared with education in/

thont.elt and/Or the ens inmment. In the case of !long Kong,

the introduction of compulsory fieldwork into the senior school

ge(Traphs curricula would probabls improve the implemen-

tation of education in/through the ens ironment (Fong & I .ee.

1989). The findings of many of these studies also substantiate

the claim that education for the en vinmment is a relatis clv

neglected area, despite some teaching of values and attitudes

in senkir secondars geographs curricula. The components of

action and participation in environmental education, includ-

ing the involsement of students in local issues. should he fur-
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ther enhanced in geography teaching.

It seems apparent that the ideal curricula of environ-

mental education, namely education about, in and for the en-

vironment, may be prioritised differently by practitioners at

the level of teachers' perceived curricula. Incongruence may

also exist between teachers' perceived teaching objectives and

strategies and their actual practice in environmental educa-

tion through geography teaching. More research is needed to

explore the reasons Why and the context within which such

discrepancies occur. The results of these proposed studies

\walkt provide insights for curriculum developers and educa-

tors to implement environmental education in schools more

effectively.

Moreover, many studies cited in this paper use quan-

titative research methods such as surveys and quasi-experi-

mental design. and deserve further investigations from alter-

native research paradigms. Ethnographic and phenomenologi-

cal studies, for example. can be undertaken to explore the ideo-

logical stances of geography teachers and to understand the

real teaching situation so that the contribution of geography

teaching to environmental education can be analysed from a

different perspective (Lee, 1993a). Critical analysis of insti-

tutional and political barriers preventing the prosperity of edu-

cation for the environment may also be helpful for interpret-

ing the extent and nature of environmental education in the

school and classroom setting.
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Introduction

...lucational researchers have explored extensively the

behavior and cognition developinent of human learning to

uncover better ways for teachers to teach and students to learn.

In this research some researcher% (Chambers. 1988:Chen, J.

1989: Kenney. 1988: National Education Association. 1983:

Proctor. 1983: Valdez. 1989) suggested that the power found

in instructional technology could sell, e as a valuable
instructional tool, resource, support. supplement. and
enrichment. Hut w hat is instructional technology ?

Definition
As an emerging field. the term confuses both

professionals and lay men because ol z:ifferent understandings

ol technology . According to Gentry I 1991i, instructional

techmilogy is ol the systemic and systematic application of

strategies and techniques deri% ed from different sciences. It
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entails instructional message design. message delivery . and

evaluation of message effects with specific purpose and values.

In its most practical terms, it is the use of pro,qrammed software

and hardware to achiese specific learning objectives with

direct or indirect evaluation measures, be it educational

tele ision (ETV I. slide/sound tape program. computer-
assisted-learning (CALL computer-assisted-instruction (CAI).

interactive multimedia learning packets. or the traditional

teaching aids in various formats. Traditional teaching aids,

such as textbooks,.blackboards. bulletin boards. models.

filmstrip. j6inni films are usually regarded as old technology.

or tiaditional instructional media. They tend to he group-

oriented, instructor-centered, and textbook-based. Although

no one can deny their \ alue to learning, learners cannot acquire

sufficient know ledge front the old technology liii the
information age.

The new instructional technology. dy namic ill its

functionality and versatility ()I information presentation



platforms, offers a new tool and serves as a new source for

both teaching and learning. CD-ROM, videodisc (or laserdisc)

each stores enormous amounts of information. Word pro-

cessing programs allow teachers to prepare teaching now.s and

help students write reports. Telecommunications allow users

to communicate with other users anywhere in the world, and

can search information at a blink of time on any topic in vari-

ous formats: text, graphics. pictures, sound. and videos. Elec-

tronic mail unleashes people to communicate with someone

in real time without any geographical restriction. Database

programs guide students to research in a very structured Wray.

Spreadsheet programs ease students anxiety to do the
calculations while mastering the concept or constructs.
Distance education via satellite takes education beyond the

isolation of the classroom walls. Videocameras altos% users

to record !is e es ents. Edited materials become valuable data

for effectise and interesting presentation and visual or auisio

research archives. Instructional technologies can be both

instructor-dependent and instructor-independent. They can

be used inside and outside the classroom and there is no fixed

class time. Best of all, this enriches one's learning experi-

ences individually and collaborative!).

Technology is dynamic. yet teachers cannot he
supplanted by technology, nor should they be enslased b) it.

Using technology for technologys sake is more likely to

impede learning than enhance it (Shore. Mason. Pedersen &

Armstrong. I 99(h.

Teacher-technology-student

relationship

In a classroom where technology is available. the

linear verbal teaching and learning cycle is broken down. The

teacher does not get full attention as she/he used to get in

class . or may not get any at ail when students focus on learning

the content intiliduced thntugh some teehnologies. The
behavioral pattern of both the teacher and the learner has to

change ctirrespondingl) to adapt to tit( new element it is meant

to serse.

With proper use of instructkmal technt wit Ties. teachers

can present materials more illustratis el). denamstrate some

learning situations for emulation, guide the students to self

learn certain topics. provide scenarios for problem-.ols ing.
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drill students to achieve specific skill proficiency, and even

offer simulated learning situations. They can use technology

to tackle managerial tasks, such as writing tests, and gradintz.

Students can take charge of their own learningself-pace, self-

learn, and even self-produce some electronic reports
individually or as a team. Still, students rely on teacher's

guidance to manipulate technologies for fast and massive

information search, analysis. and synthesis in the process of

knowlethie acquisition. They need teachers to show them the

ropes to read data critically. The apprenticeship of technology

ethics and information ethics is better developed under the

stirs eillance of teachers. especially for the younger students.

New role of teacher and student
The impact of the new student-teacher-technology

relationship thus requires the adjustment of both teachers and

students co their new roles. The emerging roles of teachers as

collaborator, mentor/mentee. planner. researcher, and seeker

are identified by the Christa McAuliffe Institute for
Educational Pioneering (Chan. Fortunato. Hobe. Morse &

November. I988 1. This concept implies that the nature of

operating a classroom changes from the centralized authority

to decentralized facilitator as technology becomes a part of

the students' daily learning activities.
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Teacher is no longer the only inform...ion
disseminator, and the student the passive information receiver.

Instead of lecturing from beginning to end, teachers can free

themselves to facilitate individual students learning needs

respectively. The personal sources of information, knowledge.

and skill then become the teachers real asset to the learner

rather than the amount of information of a given topic solely.

Students and teachers can collaborate on researching

a specific topic. Students learn from the teacher to think more

critically and the teacher may learn more about the topic

through students research findings reciprocally. This new

learning process exemplifies the traditional Chinese adage

"teaching-learning reciprocity ".

Indis idual attention to the learner helps to increase

the interaction between the teacher and the student. With the

nes% mode of teaching and learning. students has e
opportunities to interact and establish better personal
relationships with their teachers. which it is ital to the growth

of )oung students.
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Teacher competency
Ohs iously . being a competent teacher in the

information age is no easy job. Apart from the daily teaching.

classroom management and other duties, teachers are gradually

expected by the principal, the saidents and/or self to have

updated knowledge and skill to access new information

concerning their teaching subjects. teaching methods, other

duties, and perhaps some new instructional technologies.

Technology advances So fast that teachers who have received

formal technology application training in college may not tel

adequate to meet current needs in the classroom. The situation

gets worse for teachers who v. ere never trained in college nor

received any inserv ice training at the work place.

Educational pitfalls
In the traditional linear and spoon-feed teaching

ens ironmem as Hong Kong. teachers recognition of their new

role becomes crucial. The reason can he easily understood.

Adhering to the Chigese tradition, students are raised by

teachers and parents to be tame. submissive and quiet. Ideas.

expressions or actions that do not follow the norm would be

immediately laughed at. criticized or even punished openly .

Hence, ti: teachers do not initiate a different way of teaching.

almost certainly. their students v ill not, and dare not. think ol

taking any initialise to learn differently .

I I 1 Hong Kong. most teachers. except priinary and

kindergarten teachers, do not use any instructional media other

than the blackboard and/or worksheets to make their teaching

concrete. comprehensible. Students have to use their

intelligence. imagination (ability to (lm ide those ftl//) dOdes,

not imaginatise abilit y. per se). and memory to pass tests.

Students are trained to be good at reciting what \\ as taught

and what vas written in the textbook on test papers. Whether

they can think critically or creatisely is another issue.

The greatest irony to Hong Kong education is that

teachers follow the tradition to teach (they too has e a set or

teaching codes to follow ) v kiting for better open-exam results

for their students. while the students themsleves lime to fight

for sm.\ is al since graduation day. The schools dis .ialnection

foint the larger society c(mtributes to the complaints by em-

ployers about the quality of the graduates: being incapable of

reading. vs riting. speaking bilingual fluently. lacking simple

arithmetic skills, or not able to sol \ e problems or make correct
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decisions. Technology is by Ito means the solution to those

educational problems. but it can be a useful tool to help

Unpnov the abilities students need before graduation.

Knox\ ledge is power and information is the
commodity of currency in the information age. If Hong Kong

educators can perceive the value of information, they can better

appreciate the \yarning Jonassen (1984). and Koontz, Jr. (1992)

cautioned. Teachers w ho adapt with the newer technology

will prosper and those who cannot adapt. will not only fall

behind and become information deprived, but will also deprive

their students.

Instructional technology:

to use or not use

No one single factor dominates the reasons why

teachers use or do not use technology in aiding their teaching

(Chin & Hortin. 1993. ) According to Chin & Horton (1993).

decisions to use or not to use technology to facilitate teaching

can be categorized into four major factors. They are: (a)

teacher's perception of instructional technology. ( hi) teachers

perception of self knowledge and skills. (c) teachers

perceptions of the administrative leadership. and (d) teachers

perceptions of the administrative support. Research findings

in these four areas indicate that positive perceptions of the

use of media greatly affect teachers' use (Sinatra. Beaudry.

Picco & Geisert. 1994). the school principal is able to affect

attitudes of teachers (Felt. 1985). teachers tend to learn more

about the effective use of computer technology Ns hen that it is

made as ailable and teachers who had received specialized

training were more familiar ss ith and confident using the

computer system (Barker, 1994. )

Level of use and causes
According to the Congress of the United States Office

of Technology Assessment's (OTA ) (Congress of United

States. Office of Technology Assessment. 1988) report, almost

all teachers v ant to use technology . Some of the reasons cited

are rekited to personal growth. some to concern for students.

aud some are re flectis e of external pressures. Some

conscientions teachers not only engage in learning to use and/

or develop courses\ are to enrich their students learning process

but assist their peer teachers to acquire the needed knowledge

and skill to use some instructional technologies. Some wait



by watching how the educational poli':y and trend evolves.

while still others have a more resistant attitude in dealing with

the atmosphere of change. In the study of the les el of

technology use. Seidman (1986) reported that "Schoolteachers

do not use much of the media equipment and materials at their

disposal. When they do employ media, the simplest and most

accessible are usually selected : Os erhead transparencies. book

and magazine illustrations. games and simulations.
phonograph records, and models. More complex technologies

-- computer and s ideo equipment -- are avoided" (p. 20). This

finding coincides with Morlan and I.u's (1991) findings.

Although some technologies have been quite visible

and accessible in the school. it is still left up to a teacher's

personal discretion to use then). Bellamy . Whitaker & White

(1978) and Dodge. Bogdan. Brogden & Lewis ( 1974)

concluded the reasons of under-use and no use of technology

were: ( teacher's sense of discomfort or fear of technology .

(2)a lack of familiarity with non-print learning resources. (3)

unaware of resources available. (4) unwilling to expend extra

effort required to locate media resources, (5) unwilling to plan

for the use of such resources in a presentation. (6) unwilling

to make arrangements for set-up. (7) unw illing to operate

necessary equipment. (8) have problems with classroom man-

agement. and (9) personal teaching styles. Seidman (1985)

found bunt-out. characterized by :I- lack of enthusiasm and

physical energy by workers (Cherniss. 1980) was also a factor

as to IA hy teachers do not use technology. Cherniss indicated

that burned out teachers used technology less frequently than

did teachers who were not burned out.

Whose decision?
Teachers' use, under-use or no use of instructional

technology is a both subjectise and objectise decision. Sub-

jectively, indk idual additional effort is required to use tech-

nology in teaching from overcoming the fear of technologies

to know how to integrate instructional technolttgies into the

curriculum. Objective situations such as shortage of flinc-

tional technology . under-funding or no funding to purchase

software and hardw are. difficult to schedule or share the lim-

ited equipment. administrators discouragement (considering

teachers who %sant to use technology as a nuisance). inad-

equate physical ens ironment in terms of space and condition.

or lack of technical support pers(nmel can make teachers shy

awa y. from the time-wasting. trouble-making ellOtt. Teach-

ers efforts in making teaching versatile may not he credited
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under the examination-dominated education system. Over-

loaded teaching responsibilities. a common practice in Hong

Kong. is also a critical deterrent attributed to the under-use

and no use of instructional technology.

How to promote instructional

technology to teachers?

To make people think differently. it is essential to help

them perceive a need for such a change. In promoting the

integration of technological innos ation into curriculum.

Brunner reached the same conclusion (Brunner. 1992). To

recognize the need for integrating instructional technology

into the curriculum depends on (1) a shared view of the

indispensable need and power of technology in education by

the principal and the teaching start-. and (2) the principal's

leadership to encourage and support teachers' use of instruc-

tional technology throughout the curriculum (Congress of

United States. Office of Technology Assessment. 1988).
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Time, resources and support
The three most important keys to promoting

instructional technolog) use are time. resources. and support

(Fulton. 1993). Teachers need time (Fulton. 1993. National

Education Association. 1988) to des clop a sense of t"amiliarity

ss ith new knowledge. skills and concepts of technologies.

They need time to overcome fear of using technologies.

Although this is a real challenge to schools in Hong Kong.

school principals must be willing to seek was s to give teachers

enough time, at least alternatively . to process and digest new

skills and knowledge belOre they can actually use technologies

in the classroom.

Due to limited resources and Innds aailable in Hong

Kong schools. it is more realistic to assist teachers to start

using technologies that are already available. Resources in

the library or media center should be promoted for regular

use in the classroom as they are by nature less complicated as

that of computers. Resources should be pro t. ided to allow

teachers to experiment . They should be encouraged to ex-

plore [mire softw are applications. and to integrate technology

into the curriculum (National Education Association. 1988k

Non-computer teachers should not be excluded film( access-

ing computers in the computer lab fin. other subjects. While

ongoing communication and collaboration among teachers

St 0
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play a critical role in promoting stic,.essful teclmology inte-

gration. administrators need to establish ss ays to facilitate

collaborative effort (Zorfass & Remz. 1992).

What can administrators do?
Bailey and Bailey (1994) advocate that admiMstrators

need to get ready for change. understand technology. create a

comprehensise technology staff des elopment program.

implement it. institutionalize it and evaluate it.

The follow ing guidelines can be a start for the

administrators. though ohs ious harriers do exist:

1. Demonstrate commitment to adopt technology in teaching

and make it known to both teaching staff and
administratise staff.

Seek funding to support the purchase of softss are for

diserse subjects -- As the demand of obsers ing the

intellectual property rights is increasing internationally .

schools has e to allocate funds to sok e the nrohlems of

softy% are shortage. Making the best use of available

hardware is more realistic than waiting for the promised

new harsh\ are yet to be installed.

Des elop a climate of support and encouragement in

instructional technology use in school At the initial

stage, top-down initiatise could he more effective. As an

atmosphere cimdlicisc to technology adoption is built.

bottom-up methods can consolidate teachers use and en-

courage inure input frinn the whole teaching body.

4. Initiate a dialogue among teachers to build the awareness

of technology and the change in teaching -- Provide time

and senue for teachers to discuss their concerns and

feelings f(ir the adoption cif techmukigy. Teachers' visiee

slunild be heard and treated ss ith respect and support.

5 Assign mic designated office coukl be library . media

ccnter ms the center ss here teachers mas access the

s.ollw..te easily .

6 Organize instructional technology insets ice training

prop ams Ins tils e the persons lesponsible for the

curriculum. budget. teachet representatk e, and training

program technical coin.dinator in the program planning
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and implementation from the beginning. The principal

needs to give inspiration and support. Note that training

programs may be exhausting for the conveners. Relieve

those cons eners to dedicate their time and effort to the

training programs. Thorough planning is demanded for

any successful inservice training programs. A successful

prototype inservice training may encourage more teachers

to participate in the later sessions.

7. Find substitute teachers to relieve teachers who are

ins ols ed in the insers ice training program accordingly.

Do not have atten-dees take user the workload fi-om the

cons ener as this decision may discourage the attendees

from participation.
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The researcher is not imply ing that all these call he

easily achieved, nor should the administrator he discouraued

by the current condition and what effort it may. demand.

In-house training
Training gives teachers the necessary skills to use

technology. The tear of embarrassing themselves will reduce

substantially once they master the skills and have confidence

to control the technology (Metcalf. 1989). Ins estments in

technology cannot be fully effectisc unless teachers receive

training and support (Congress of United States Office of

Technology Assessment. 198)t). Studies show computer

technology training leads to cognitive gains. more positive

attitudes toward computers. increased ins olvement in

integrating CAI into the classroom, increases in student

exposure to CAI experiences, decreased technophohia and

computerphobia. and increased effective utilization of

computers ( Brennan. 1991; Ernest & Lightfoot. 1986; Gressard

& Loyd. 1985: Masden & Sehastiani. 1987: Mechling. Dunlop,

Kerrigan & fleeter. 1987; Rosen. Sers & Weil. 1993: Thomp-

son. 1985 ).

School-based in-house insers ice training is of more

direct need of the teachers. Often teachers attend sessions

held out of school and find them unadaptable to their situations

due to different hardy+, are systems. different software. or

different teaching topics. They may base problems modify ing

concepts to suit their ow n needs. !long Kong teachers are

generally reluctant to espress specific needs or pr(Mleins itt

unfamiliar envinmments than ss ith their colleagues. Attend-

ing tailor-made in.house insers ice training programs may help



teachers develop rapport and allow for more communication

and collaborzition among themselves. Instantaneous assistance

to peer's problems may be of direct benefit.
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5. Availability of technology - Prioritize topics of the most

available media so teachers do not have to wait for a long

time to use them in class. This list should try to match

teachers pressing needs.

The other ads antage of school-based in-house training

workshops is to students. When teachers work together. they 6.

may jointly assign certain projects that require students to study

from more than one perspectise. The training or multiple

perspective observation may cultis ate students the zt!-ility. to

think more critically and more maturely across subjects.

Accessibility of technology -- Can we has e a qualified

technician to maintain the condition of hardware and be

accessible for setting-up ihe media?

7. Budget to buy software -- How much budget can we have

In-house training personnel are best draw n from the

school. As the goal of promoting the proper use of instructional st

technology in class is to improse teaching effectiseness. peer

coaching not only allow. teachers to share the know ledge.

skill of sonic specific technology but more importantly , to

share the personal esperience of using some technologies in

class that is conditioned to the school situation. Should there

be a need to has e some field e'spert t"rom outside, a colleague

ho is more k MINS ledgeable of the field may be in charge of

the organization for the training workshop.

In-house inservice training should he des eloped in

three stages: start from planning stage. iinplementatitm stage.

and cimiplete in the final es aluation stage. Persons ins ols ed

in the pktnning should reach consensus on the 1011oss ing items.

Planigitg_stagt,

Organize a mentor group -- Gis e a ss orkshop eclusisely

for those evperienced teachers in computer- and
instructional technology use to sers e as mentors to
inesperienced teachers in the school. Preferably one

mentor one subject at least. Do rest. ard those mentors

openly .

2. Solicit teachers' pressing needs as training topics, not lim-

ited to any subject.

3. Student need reit.. s alley Is the content ot any training

program pertinent to student needs '

4. Release time I low much time is allowed for teachers to

participate in the prognim. including training and esercise

time. ss i0tout Its erloading them ss ith new know ledge and

old duties'?

9.

10.

to buy- the most needed and not quite costly software?

Use as ailable on-site software If funding is short, what

as ailable software is needed most?

Technical support -- Can we afford a full-time technical

coordinator to conduct in-house training workshops and

at times offer Milk idual assistance to teachers? If not.

can w e find enough teachers to offer ssorkshops
collaboratisely ?

One-shot deal or long term I low long should the trainit g

program be? Is one ss orkshop enough to covtr
es ay thing? How many meetings are enough fin. each

topic?

Duration and place -- !IONA long should each ss orkshop

last? Where is the \entre? How is the cns ironment? I lt ss

many people can it hold each time')

12. A feast is only good ss hen guests stuns up -- To market

training workshops, posters. flyers and personal ins na-

tions are crucial.

13. Ass ard participants to encourage more to come -- What

is the best ss ay to award the participants to motis ate other

teachers to join?

After y ou has e designed the ss orkshop. be sure to

prepare y tnirsel I well for the ss hole operation. Only ss hen

you take the workshop sedt ohs 1 y can y ou make it meaningful

tor those participants. including y ourself.

Impkmentation stage
I. BetOre the workshop begins. check the Critic. environ-

ment control, seating comfort. handouts, be erage t a.
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ter. tea. coffee). attendance sheet and et aluation sheet.

2. I3egin the workshop punctually and end on time.

:1. Be sure to welconie the participants and make them feel

comfortable.

4. Be specific of the learning objectit es at the beginning of

each xxorkshop. A check list may help teachers stay on

target.

Instructions in each w orkshop should he brief. Prot ide

handouts tt ith lists of specific procedures, should it be a

must to go through a particular topic/program.

6. Be nitorinal and supportive to the participants.

7. Always allots plenty of time for hands-on activities during

tt,orkshop. Do not rush to the next topic and leave your

participants suspended with their problems.

8. Design some exercises that are achievable w ithout much

difficulty.

9. Pair up principal. committee members IA ith teachers in

the workshop to increase mutual understanding and

support.

10. Group workshops w ork better than intik idual
consultation. After teachers feel more comfortable.

indit idual consultation can h: tailor-made.

11. Ask participants problems encountered openly at the last

.en minutes and pros ide solutions immediately . If this is

not possible. be sure to make them know n soon.

As on should rex ise xx hal you taught yesterday for

the next time, check the responses from the attendees 11(ir

et aluat ion and ret isioti. Et en if .,ou do not conduct the next

uorkshop. the et aluation 'nay he , aliiahlc for the next

conductor.

Evaluation stage

I. Collect ex aluation sheets at the end of caell session

Tabulate the data for future reference.

2 Meet w ith technical coordinator, curriculum coordin". r,

S3 7'

and subject head teacher to discuss the feedback and com-

pare with the attended objectives. Go through every nega-

tive response carefully and seek ways to improve. Share

posit it e points concerning the operation of the workshop

for other conductors to emulate. Follow-up may be nec-

essary to solve specific problems some teachers raised

on the evaluation sheet.

3. Prepare for the next workshop with revision.

The considerations for in-house training program are

not covered fully in the abot e suggestions . Each school may

have unique situations to deal with. Whatever problems there

are, when there is a will, there is a way.

Conclusions

Instructional technology can empower teachers to

better facilitate students to learn, to solve problems and make

intelligent decisions in the complicated, if not chaotic.

information era. Both teachers and administrators must realim

that the use of instructional technology is no longer an option.

it is a must. To make teaching and learning productive and

excellent, capital investments in the tools to make instruc-

tional technology work is essential. The adoption of te...hnol-

ogy may force us to restructure our teaching and learning pat-

tern and we must have the right attitude to allow this to hap-

pen.

Research on teacher's use of instructional technology

in class at all levels is an untapped area in Hong Kong educa-

tion. Rarely can (me find any ofl icial. academic or practitio-

ners reports concerning the situation of technology utiliza-

tion, problems mountered. new teaching methods of tech-

nology integration projects or the effects on student learning.

The government's focus of technology use (mainly computer

networking) in primary, secondary and college level is geared

tow ards administrative efficiency (Hong Kong Education

('ommission. 1992: Hong Kong University and Polytechnic

Grants Committee, 1991) rather than teaching and learning.

The Curriculum Development Department reported their work.

made suggestions hut no research studies reported (Hong Kong

Education Commission. 19901. To promote the common use

of technology in the school. more action plans from both the

government and the principals are needed. More research and

-V



practitioner reports should be publisb,..d to arouse the aware-

ness and participation of more educators to make technology

a feasible tool in classroom teaching.
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FIELDWORK IN GEOGRAPHY:

A REVIEW OF PURPOSE AND PRACTICE

Philip Stimpson
The University of Hong Kong

This paper outlines the present status of fieldwork within school geography and fes leY its purpose and practice. The

rhetoric of acceptance is frequently greater than actual practice both in Hong Kong and elsewhere as teacher% worry about issues

of timetabling. cost, staffing and safety. . On the other hand, few geography teachers doubt its s alue

The first part of the paper discusses reasons for undertaking fieldwork. These centre on its value in enhancing concep-

tual understanding and problem sok ing skills within geography, pronuiting social skills and encouraging environmental aware-

ness. Specific geographical objectis es include : ( I ) the deselopment of meaningful personal experiences of the landscape : (2)

building rich and true image% of the world 13) deepening understanding 4 increasing pupil interest, curiosity and pleasure

in their surnnindings (5) pros idmg opportunities to practice obsers anon and inquiry skills and (h) consolidating learning.

The second part discusses how field esperience can he optimised A distinction is draw n between traditional, teacher-

centred field teaching and pupil centred field research of either a more closed field testing kind or a more open field discos ery

kind. Fields+ ork is just as feasible as a learning actis ity oser a double lev:on near to the school as it is as thetraditional field-camp

in more distant locations os er a longer period The paper stresses the need for careful organisation and clarity in setting objectis es

in both conducting fieldwork and in tnllow -up. The paper concludes si ith a checklist of points to consider ss hen planning field-

ork
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Introduction The Present Situation

"Real geography depends on guod fieldwork. It is

learned through the 'soles of one's boots." (Laws. 1986). Field-

work is generally felt to he an essential part of learning in

Geography. It is often justified as the sine qua non of the sub-

ject and indeed has a long tradition going hack nearly 100

years ( Bnmsden. 1987). Its importance can perhaps be gauged

from the recommendations of Graves (1980) who suggested

that pupils within the Secondary 1 to 3 range should receive

up to 3 days of field work per year, those at the Secondary 4/

5 stage, up to 5 days and those studying geography in the

Sixth Form. 10-14 days. The purpose of this paper is to bring

together some of thc existing literature on fieldwork that can

help practising teachers in their planning.
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Typically it is felt that fieldwork should be an indis-

pensable part of geography courses but in practice it is often

insufficiently represented. A recent survey in Hong Kong

showed that only in about 1/4 of Secondary 1-3 students were

exposed to fieldwork experiences, and even then, usually to

only one session per year (Wu. 1992). The situation was some-

what better for Secondary 4 pupils with 2/3 of schools pro-

viding fieldwork and in Secondary 6 with about 1/2 of schools.

This is not dissimilar to that found by Naish (1984) in the UK

among sixth-form students. However, similar to conclusions

of McPartland and Harvey (1987) in the UK. few pupils in

Hong Kong enrich their answers in public examinations with
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reference to fieldwork; class work and fieldwork often seem

to be separate experiences. However, this is not to say that

pupils class work does not improve with field work even if

links arc not readily apparent or no attempt is made to link the

two as suggested by Adams and Croft in linking role play

with field work (Adams and Croft, 1984).

Fieldwork involves much time and eiThrt on the part

of the geography teacher. In 50% of the 132 schools surveyed

by Wu. teachers commented on concerns about pupil safety.

availability of sufficient teachers, the training of teachers in

fieldwork techniques. time, disruption of normal school ac-

tivities. availability of suitable field work sites and access to

Hong Kong Government Field Study Centres. These finding

parallel results in the UK where Cooper and Latham (1988;

found teachers were most worried about constraints of

timetabling, finance, staff and safety regulations. The prob-

ferns of cost, cost effectiveness and assessment of fieldwork

are general concerns among teachers (see Ward. 1987. for a

discussion of some aspects of this question).

Despite these concerns, the trend is for more field

work. Increasingly, particularly with senior forms, fieldwork

is becoming less of a luxury and more of a requirement. Why

is it, then. that fieldwork is seen as making such a valuable

contribution to geographical education and how can it best be

organised to achieve the desired ends?

Why do fieldwork?

Fieldwork must be undertaken as a means to ati end

and not as an end in itself. It is but one strategy for learning.

Geography is about making sense of the world we inhabit and

having an 'eye for the country'. But what does this mean in

practice? What are the specific reasons for undertaking field-

work with pupils? McPartland and Harvey (1987). in an analy-

sis of the views of 25 practising sixth form geography teach-

ers toward aims for fieldwork set out by the Geographical

Association of the UK (1984). differentiated between subject

specific purposes. student specific purposes and student envi-

ronment purposes (Table I ).

Table 1
Strand A -Subject Specific Purposes

Illustrate theory through real examples and situations

Describe and evaluate geographical form and process

Increase awareness of the functioning of environmental systems

Develop interdisciplinary understanding

Introduce a sy stematic and scientific investigation method through

hypothesis testing

Introduce quantitatis c and qualitatise data collection and analysis techniques

Strand B - Student Specific Purposes

Provision of a residential experience away front home

Des clop skills in problem soh ing

Promote social skills through team and group work

Strand C StwierOinvironment Purposes
Promote a conservation ethic

Des clop an awareness 01 ens ironmental issues

Encourage ens ironmental empathy

hdde Some purpmes of fieldtmtk u.s emphasi.sed by %iv/I-form teachen

(Source: McPartland and Ham.). 1987;

At the heart of these subject specific and environmen-

tal purposes is the desire that pupils should be involved in

activities which provide first hand experience. Without this,

geography would rather be like knowing how a car engine

works without ever seeing an engine.

:trey is all theory

green grows the golden tree of life'

One component of field work is for pupils to move

away from the cramping confinement of the classroom., into

the permissive and unexpected resource of the open environ-

ment. For them, surprise is a romantic experience....To an-

swer the question 'Why fieldwork?' in terms of planning and

design. that is to answer it within a limited definition of ratio-

nality, is to introduce grey into green and to reduce the con-

trast upon which motivation from romance stems." (Hall, 1976.

p. 249)

Fieldwork brings to geography students meaningful

personal experiences. Learners learn in a context of personal

significance. The key words here arc 'meaningful' and 'per-

sonal'. We may. for example, show our class photographs of

old and new industrial areas in a city to make the point that

different sorts and scales of industrial enterprise are differ-

ently located in the urban area. We might in the case of' Hong

Kong provide photographs of small metal workshops in an

old urban district such as Wan Chai and photographs of a

recent industrial estate in a new town such as Tai Po. Yet

8" 92
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photographs cannot convey the sound- and smells of 'cheek-

by-jowl !ix ing in Wan Chai in comparison with the space and

relative quiet of Tai Po. The problems of Wan Chai and the

need for relocation become more vivid through the personal

experience of walking the streets.

Fieldwork. because of its first hand contact with our

surroundings has a vital role to play in the process of build-

ing rich and true images of the world. Fieldwork brings into

play all the learning senses whether sight. hearine, smell or

touch. Abstract concepts such as interaction come alive and

have meaning through concrete experience. Pupils. it is hoped.

will gain not just know ledge of the landscape hut a feeling for

the landscape be it urban or rural.

Personal experience heightens awareness and deep-

ens understanding of places, distinctise ideas and concepts.

It is all too easy to assume pupils have x isited places which

may only be a few kilometres away . Research shows children

in fact do not frequently travel large distances from the home

and when they do they are often deficient in the sort of obser-

vation hoped for. Personal experience, rich images and height-

ened awareness all help pupils to gise meaning to geographi-

cal events and patterns. The 'filling cards' which are written

within the brain become more vivid and ordered. Consequently

ideas are more easily remembered. It is from observing the

local area that pupils create points of reference, or models, so

that they can understand more distant and unfamiliar places

(Birrell. )(18).

Fieldwork offers a basis to arouse pupils' interest

and curiosity and pleasure in their environment, and to pro-

soke pupils to ask questions and identify problems. For this

reason, fieldwork can be a useful way of starting a teaching

unit. It provides opportunity for participation in the learning

proce.ss at the outset: learning starts with their findings. Its

motivational value can enhance the engagement of pupils with

the learning task. Alternatively, fieldwork can offer the pupil

the chance to illustrate and apply what has already been taught

in the classroom thus consolidating learning.

As important (and some might say more importantly )

is geography's role as a school subject in helping pupils to

"learn luny to leant about making sense ol the twrht . Field-

work pros ides opportunities for pupils to look, think, record

and analyse and ill particular to:
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* practice the difficult skills of observation ins olving nam-

ing. desci thing. sorting the relevant and necessary from

the irrelevant and extraneous:

* practice map work skills such as orienting the map. de-

fining position, etc.

* des elop skills in using measuring instruments to collect

data, and in data recording. analysing and presentation;

* develop skills in applying concepts to interpret the world

around.

* develop skills in generalisation and model building.

Finally the social value of fieldwork should not be

forgotten. Fieldwork is generally a co-operative endeavour.

This is not unique to fieldwork but in fieldwork the need for

children to help each other either in collecting information or

just organising life in general seems to come to the fore. (See

Smith. 1987, for a further discussion of this.) We sometimes

see an altogether different side of children out in the field.

87

What different forms does

fieldwork take?

The answer is many and varied. Everson ( 1973) made

a usetnl distinction between traditional field teaching (obser-

vation) approach and a field research (investigation) approach.

Tradithmal fiehl teaching often takes the form of an

outing in which the teacher directs attention towards and ex-

plains features in the landscape. Pupils may take notes. an-

swer oral questions. sketch or complete a work-sheet hut in

essence the event is teacher dominated with little opportunity

tor input from the pupils.

For example. we might take our class on a tram ride

front the Kennedy Town Depot to North Point. Travelling out

of the depot and into Queens Road past all the shops selling

dried fish products we might talk about the land use of this

area as reclamation has seen the loss of the fish docks but that

many of the old enterprises which were set up when the docks

were functioning still remain. Coming into the Western market.
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we ask our children xx hat sort of land use is now found looking

to emphasise the changes taking place as central business

district expands. In central we point out the major shops, banks

and offices that are to be seen and the old colonial core. We

explain how this area started out. Etc....

Sometimes such field-trips take the form of a general

'tour around an area with limited focus and a pot-pori of new

knowledge. The example above contains element, of histori-

cal geography and contemporary variation in functions. Field

work often becomes in effect field demonstration in which

the teacher reinforces previous class-xsork. Alternatively the

pupils make records that will be taken up in subsequent clas,-

work: this may involve more pupil work but the tasks tend to

be highly circumscribed by directives and what is discovered

is by teacher intention. The organisational structure tends to

be tight. Many examples abound and can be illustrated by

Keung (1986) in his suggestions for field study in ('hem! Chau

which involves pupils completing a work-sheet at set points

along the route focusing on the varied features illustrated by

the area. A similar approach is in Duffield and Hardcastle's

(1983) account of their field trip to Tunisia. This largely 'Look

and See type of field work came under criticism in the 1970s

but can have value particularly where the experience of the

pupils is very limited and the main aim is to foster a
geogranher's curiosity. Indeed Martinez and Patterson (1988).

working in a Malaysian context, have made a plea for a reap-

praisal of the value of such traditional fieldwork. The prob-

lem one suspects is more to do with how such fieldwork is

conducted rather than the approach itself.

Field reseaolt. a term coined by Board (1965). is gen-

erally problem orientated and may be issue oriented. At the

centre of this is often the setting of hypotheses or potential

solutions/explanations. The work in the field then proceeds

towards collecting data which can be used to ,upport or re-

ject propositiom. The fieldwork is structured towards a con-

clusion and techniques such as survey and statistical analysis

fall into their proper place as tools to handle data within the

confines of a geographical question. An hypothesis testing

approach can he illustrated by a piece recently shown to me.

The teacher was concerned with sixth-form urban geography

and. specifically. the location and clustering of particular ac-

tivities (in this case antique shops) within the city. The es-

sence of the structure which is shown in Figure 1 comprises:

(it deduction of the likely spatial pattern of antique shops and

factors which may have determined it. (ii ) the collection of

data that might support such contentions. and (iii) analysis of

hos% far the data in reality does support suggestions and what

alternative propositions may be appropriate.

Today there is a broader perspective to research ap-

Figure 1
Factors influencing the location of antique shops on Hong Kong Island

Proposition A function such as antiques shops is highly specialised and

therefore requires a retails el central location. Howes cr. at the

sante lone. the scale of operation and profits mean that arca. 01

er.0 htgh rent tn thc city centre su ill often he inaccessible to

mu tiers. Further. shops such as int iques shops are likely to cluster

to gam ads ertising ads antage of a %sell established centre suith a

high reputation.

Method I Using data front the telephone business directory . locate the

position of antique shops on a base map. Comment on the

distribution and note the clustering.

2. lisamine the location of clusters with reference to distance from

the urban core at the Pedder Street-Queens Road intersection in

the light of a hid rent curse model for \mous land uses.

3. Go to the minn cluster in !folly 0.0od Road and find out from

shop ou tiers: u hat advantages are offered hy a location in

Holt!, us ood Road; lb, nh they do not locate elsess here. e.g.

Pacific Place: and f ci ri hat are the ads antage of being located

near fc),,thet antique shops.

4. Discuss findings in 2. and 3. us ith relerence to the proposit1011

abuse. floss tar do the findings pros ide eu 'deuce in support of

the suggestions made

helve 1 etample of ImparlteSi5 testins; lie/Ana in an urban area
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proaches than Everson envisaged twenty years ago. The Geo-

graphical Association Sixth Form-University Working Group

in the UK drew attention to humanistic approaches (Geo-

graphical Association, 1984) and noted a need for field work

which gives greater attention to values and attitudes. Pocock

(1983) earlier had written of an experiential perspective in

which the richness of ens ironmental engagement and the role

of different senses are highlighted. "It is to talk of expert !m-

ing and feeling as well as thinking as forms of knowing" (Hall.

1986. p.153). Such an approach uses more interpretative rather

than scientific positivistic strategies. Goodness of fit with

knmx n models is not an aim. The difference is well drawn out

in Maher's paper on alternative fieldwork approaches with

three different emphases. namely about'.. through' and for

the environment (Maher. 1984).

Examples of this approach with an emphasis on gen-

der differences in attitudes to urban %pace provided by

Madge ( I 994 ) using adjectix e list and more g,..herally by 11111

(1986) whit anumg a number of techniques used rating scales.

0 4
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Pocock urged the reintroduction of sketching because it
teaches pupils how to see and the subjectivity of seeing for

which the camera is no substitute. A sketch is the geographer's

interpretation. Extending a similar idea into Hong Kong. Fig-

ure 2 sets out a piece of fieldwork design to help pupils ap-

preciate that different places evoke feelings and different

people look on places in different ways reflecting a myriad

of awarenesses of environmental quality. A word list is used

in the example but it will be recognised that opposites are

included in the descriptor and a Likert type rating scale could

also be used.

Hall (1976) further distinguished two categories in

Figure 2
Environmental quality around Aberdeen

The purpose of this work is to assess the ens ironmental quality in 4 parts of

Aberdeen. There lre no -ong answers: each person sstll haxe his or

her own answer,.

I. Visit the follow ing.

6) the Wong Chuk Hang Industrial area (GR 550122:

(ii) Aberdeen Centre (GR 340121):

(nil the Shek Pai Wan Estate (GE 343125):

(is) the Aberdeen Resersoir (GR 3451301

2. (.) Atsach place, select words from the list below (and other, that you

can think of) which best &sc.*. the ens ironment IOR YOU.

abused: beautiful: cared tor; concrete: congested; cosmopolitan: crowded;

clean: depressing: dirty . empty: ins igurating: friendly : futurism, green: grey :

healthy: historical: hostile: lively ; misused: modern: muddled: monotonous:

natural: noisy: ordered: ordinary: oppressis c: peaceful: polluted: prosperous:

poor: quiet: rural: scenic: shabby: streirt. smell); stimulating: tiring: traditional:

tranquil: ugly; urban: saried.

(to Lot feature, in the landscape at each place w Welt contribute to your

. slew.

Figure 2 An c-Jtmpic o (field work with a subtemve interpret:re base mint; a

humanictic approach

field research differentiating between field testing and field

discovery. In the former, the teacher sets the problem, directs

pupils towards specific hypotheses and control is generally

tight. In contrast, inquiry is open in field discovery, and the

theme, hypotheses and mode of working are left to the choice

of the pupils. In field testing, pupils act as a researcher and

the teacher as a laboratory supervisor standing on one side

watching to ensure problems do not ensue. This is perhaps

the more common; an example of this is provided in
Barraclough's exercise for A Level in which students meg

sure and compare particle shape, size, sorting and coenposi-

tion to deduce the glacial-periglacial history of an area
(Barraclough. 1992); see also Bowden (1990) on beach pro-

files. In field discovery, the role of the teacher is one of a

consultant encouraging and facilitating pupil endeavour; as

this is largely, or totally, in the hands of the pupils outcomes

are often divergent and unpredictable.

How can fieldwork be arranged?

There is often a tendency to think about tield-u..:k as

"a week's field camp" perhaps at a field study centre. To be

true many of these centres are excellent but they can be ex-

pensive and difficult to book. Table 2 below, which is based

on an original idea from Bartlett and Cox (1982), sets out

some of the fieldwork options of much shorter duration and

hearer the school.

Table 2
The important point is to recognise just how much

1_ Time

Type of Fieldwork_ .

INDEPENDENT PUPIL THE SCH(X)L or LOCAL AREA

FIELDWORK PROJECTS Mainly in the form of a geographical

OVER A FEW WEEKS enquiry.

SINGLE LESSON

IIdeas for activities
im the Odd . . .

So-% ice pros ision; sphere, of influence:

land use change: riser profiles.

. _
CLASSR(X.)M Patterns of mos ement: transport & distance:

Data supplied by pupils from their own . lobs; shopping pattern,.

, experience or homework exercise.

SINGLE LESSON or TWO THE SCH(X)I.
LESSONS END ON

TWO LESSONS

. HALF or FULL DAY

Weather perception & measurement:

nucrochmate: map reading: obsers anon

from the school

L(X'AL AREA Urban hinterland, land use. pollution

Urban fieldwork studies: shopping habits; slopes and slope

Orienteering protection: map reading

l'rban trails

USUALLY 2 or MORE FIELD CAMP. EXPEDITION

DAYS

Industrial area studies, rural studies:

ecosystems:

coastal studies

Typical questions

What is the son of sex% ices offered by

small town X in comparison is ith city

What different ty pe, of transport are

used & when? How do we define a

neighbourhood?

What differences in temperature are

found around the building, and w h) do

they occur?

Where do people shop'? Is there a

. hierarchy of shopping centres.' How do

less], differ.'

What sort ot industnes me found ' What :

are the important factors?

I able 2 lipes with, tim based an arrangement I Et/hauled (mont ii tabh iii /haiku and Cot, 1452. p./281
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can be done in short periods of time around the school. If this

direction is taken then many of the teacher worries highlighted

by Wu in her survey start to disappear. For example:

* Pupils bring into classes experiences of their surround-

iiws which if drawn out and ordered can provide the ba-

sis for concept development. Moreover, pupils are a po-

tential source of information about sorts of jobs, shop-

ping patterns and transport and recreation habits. The

problem. of course, is variation in experience particularly

with family background, some of the difficulties here can

be got around by setting observation tasks for homework.

* Many schools afford stupendous views over their sur-

roundings from balconies. etc which can be used for tasks

such as landscape sketching. The play-ground offers po-

tential as a laboratory for microclimatic investigations or

practice in using maps to follow a route through
orienteering where pupils navigate themselves as quickly

as possible from one point to another with the help of a

map and compass. Recording of ueographical features

along the route can be added to the map reading exercise.

Fenoughty and Collins (1992) provide a good example

of how the school grounds can he used in the study of

weather with children aged II to 14 years in which pu-

pils make a weather map of the school illustrating how

wind direction, speed and temperature varies with aspect

and exposure.

Murgatroyd (1985). working in the area around the

school, provides an example at sixth form level how rates

of weathering can be examined by pupils rating the dc .

gree of weathering on gravestones (0 -unweathered: I -

Slightly weathered with faint rounding of letters:.. to 4 -

very badly weathered with letters barely distinguishable)

in relation to the dates shown on the stone. Obviously

any construction that can be dated could be used.

Urban or rural trails around the immediate vicinity of the

school to record land use change is another form of field

ssork that can he done from the school with minimal dis-

ruption. For example. a trail might be constructed in a

loop across major land use changes (a transect) in the

urban area perhaps with reference to distance from the

city centre or transport routes or sariation in relief. The

key to success with such trails is to base a clear focus and

a Ihnited number of stops. Avoid the tendenc) to add

points because they are of "general interest": the focus

needs to he maintained.

*

Independent Pupil Fieldwork Projects are now re-

quired or encouraged by a number of examination authori-

ties and in many curricula. An interesting example from a

pupil's view is given by Jones (1989). Dove's survey (1987)

of pupil attitudes to project work showed that most pupils

found it was valuable, a good use of time and, particularly

amongst girls. enjoyable. Staff also thought it valuable but

some worried about the language ability of pupils and the

capability of weaker pupils with regard to propositional

thinking.

Such work involves pupils carrying out geographical

investigations on their own. This is a reflection on an empha-

sis in the teaching of geography on process (knowing how)

and learning how to find out about one's surroundings rather

than a sole emphasis on knowledge (knowing about). To be

successful, experience suggests that the fieldwork needs to

be well structured although not so tightly as to restrict pupil

initiative and thinking. Laws (1986) outlines a problem based

framework (Table 3) for independent pupil fieldwork which

many curricula have promoted as useful. In essence, it uses a

field research approach. One of its values is that it helps to

focus the attention of the pupil and so prevent the masses of

unwanted or marginally relevant data that often result from

descriptive studies. Selecting an appropriate topic is critical

and thus often pupils will be invited to select a project from a

list provided by the teacher which are considered feasible and

manageable.

How is fieldwork organised?
Table 3

Example for Lower Scndii
. Topic Selection

pn 'Nem pollution. !ratite
congestion. urban redo clopment; niral

lamt use change.

Them, resting urban or rural land use

model: sphere of influence

2 Problem Definition its clear cons Ise

question ishich is feasible and manageable

lot a child 1,1 that age to insestigate

.1 Data C'ollection and Recording
including the planning of the method to be

used and realising its Imutations

4 Data Analysis to simplits .md order the
data so thm pattern and relatumships uur

ompai 'sons become apparent Part Kolar

emphasis us gui en *1 graphical techniques

c g dims mug of inv.. bat grams. eli
5 Conclusions regarding the problem in
the loAii ol the es ulence colleoed

ifilde 3 1 /Hunch ork lot nulepende

hi is au pollution gicater in
distnci A than in distrkt '

Collect data On nuMber ut %chicks

per minute in the tsso area,
Resord t)pe ot %chicle (lolly. tail.

. minibus. hums. cat and 1:..pe or Mel

used (diesel. Nitol
Draii a hargram ol %chicle
trequurnc h, type and bi luel on
base map shins mg the tom ,neas.

Pollution lei el, are higher in the
alea with the target monhei ol

diesel burning iehicles nu
particular 11111Tles and Ininihnses

nt /mini fieldivork al wr tans (IMO/
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I. Be clear about objectives. Exactly what do you want the

pupils to gain? Illustration of clits work 'or the practice

in problem solving skills or the ability to set up and test

hypotheses or a feeling for an area and its people or what?

How will it fit into the whole year's work of the pupils.

What contribution will it make ni their geographical un-

derstanding? Prepare a check list of things to take care

of: Lloyd (1985) offers a common sense suggestion as

does Fung (1992).

2. When you have decided on the field study task and the

area in which the study will be carried out, read up about

the arca and visit area to assess feasibility. Know what

the pupils may expect to observe even if a field discovery

approach is adopted. The use of fieldwork guides is a

definite second best. Think carefully about the objectives

in the context of the ability of the pupils and the time and

resources available. Plan what you will do. the points to

visit and the activities in each. What method will be used

to collect data': Mapping exercise? Transect? Field sketch?

Rating scale? Questionnaire? Assess what prerequisite

knowledge will he needed. Vtitlk any routes to be taken

by pupils and double the time that you took! What supple-

mentary information will you need 'to set up the tasks?

Think what you will do if the weather turns bad? (Pupils

cannot field sketch in thick fog!)

3. Cost the fieldwork and make the initial arrangements. The

particular problems of organising overseas field expedi-

tions 'tre reviewed in Fenoughty (1992) and Barker (1984)

who recount their actual experiences and by Duffield and

Hardeastle (1983) who used a commercial tourist pack-

age to visit Tunisia from the UK.

4. Check with the school. the Education Department and

other authorities concerning field work and safety codes.

How many supervisors will he needed? What qualifica-

tions do they need? Discussions of fieldwork safety are

to be found in Horsfield and Richardson (1986 ) and by

Iloward (1986) as well as Authority Handbooks to which

final reference on regulations should always be made (see

in Hong Kong. Ads, isory Inspectorate. 1992).

5. Advise parents. The letter should request their permis-

sion. note that all possible care will be taken hut teachers
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will not be liable for injury. elc and ask for information

on any present illness.

6. Prepare necessary pupit materials e.g. data recording

sheets. What implications for resources are made by the

field methods selected. e.g. what base maps are needed?

What transect diagrams? Make up a first aid kit.

7. Prepare pupils for the work. In the briefing consider what

concepts, background knowledge, skills, equipment and

rules of behaviour are needed. What pre-reading do they

need to 'do? Set work'so that you can be certain that they

have mastered the knowledge and. skills needed. Ensure

pupils realise the need for accurate and careful record-

ing.

8. Outline to the pupils the purpose of the work and pattern

of work. Establish any working groups that will be needed

and ensure each pupil knows his or her role. Inform pu-

pils what they need to bring (tbotwear, clothing. food.

etc.>.

9. During the field exerciscs the teacher's role very much

depends on whether a field teaching or field inquiry ap-

proach is adopted. If the latter provide assistance as nec-

essary and help pupils by raising key questions which

will help to keep them on track. Avoid telling. Take note

of changing conditions. e.g. weather, and take appropri-

ate action.

fo. Follow-up is vital to consolidate what has been learned

and to put it in the context of class work. What questions

have been left unanswered and thus what additional in-

formation is needed?

Conclusion

A final point is perhaps best summed up in the fol-

lowing comment from Laws:

Despite...warning about the problems and constraints

associated with fieldwork it should never he forgotten that

perhaps the most meaningful and lasting learning takes place

when students are actively participating in exploring the great

variety of environments around them. In addition the field-
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work experience provides opportunities for teachers and stu-

dents to get to know each other and interact outside the struc-

tures (And strictures -author) of the classroom and the school

yard. (Laws. 1986. p.I 16)
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Preparing "Small" Environmentalists Through
Activity-based and Interdisciplinary Environmental Teaching

Tammy Kwan
Queensland University of Technology

Using the intentions and guiding principles of the Belgrade Charter and Tbilisi Declaration as framework of reference,

an activity-based interdisciplinary approach is reinforced to teachers teaching erironmental education. It is beliesrd that such

teaching approaches are more appropriateb used to prepare all students to become "small" environmentalists in their own living

environmental setting. Students learning from such an approach would benefit from developing into an all-round person to exercis.:

their concerns. responsibility. commitment, love and care of thc environment and hence can help to fulfil the intentions of preset.), ing

the em ironment for future generations.
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Introduction

Discussion about environmental education started

roughly in early 1960s when most of the industrialized

countries began to feel the threat and destniction done to nature

by the escalating human-made activities such as pollution and

deforestation. Worldwide attention was drawn to these issues

and political leaders were Urged to take action to conserve the

environment for future generations.

Despite the diversity of opinion about who should do

what over these environmental issues, it is generally agreed

that one of the prime ways of taking care of the environment

is through education to learners of all ages. in particular the

youngsters, to promote positive attitudes and actions to

appreciate the importance of nature and to safeguard the

environment from further deterioration.

Environmental education first appeared as attached

programme in other subjects such as biology and geography

in the form of the study of environmental sciences and

problems. Learning outcomes were found to be discrete.

unrelated to real situations and teaching tended to be content-

based, emphasizing the acquisition of environmental facts and

knowledge. Skills were hardly touched upon and attitude

development was not mentioned. Despite the educational

importance of environmental studies written about in many

national curriculum documents and syllabuses. surveys

showed (Eulefeld, 1991 ; Ramsey, 1992 ; Shipstone an4

McCord, 1991) that most of the claimed environmental

education programmes were still seen as an extension of a

kw popular and related subjects and were dealt with by

conventional teaching emphasising mainly knowledge. This

means that students in schools are normally confronted with

issues of emiromnental science or protection in the context

of individual subjects but not in any inter-related form across

subjects. Therefore they do not see the interrelationship

between acting in one subject perspective with that of another

one.

Eulefeld (1991 : 302) proposes two aims to
environmental education. They are to "enhance pupils'

environmental awareness and to motivate them to behave in a

more environmental friendly way". How far these aims can

be achieved is still a matter for debate but it is almost

universally admitted that people's environmental awareness

is directly related to their willingness to act. Yet this does not

mean that greater awareness automatically leads to more

' This is a revised version; oldie paper presented hy the Mternathmal Conte:twee on Environmental Education. Envimnmental Education in the

21st C'emury. Guangzhou. Decemher 29-31, 1994.
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environmental friendly behaviour. The mere accumulation of

knowledge about the natural environment does not correlate

with appropriate environmental behaviour. It is the education

of the young pupils in the environment through developing

all kinds of hands-on skills and experiences that promotes the

notion of educating youngsters to act forthe environment as

well. Tilbury (1994) stresses that the teaching of
environmental education has got to involve both heart and

hands hut cannel just rely on the head if one wants to really

promote an all-round environmental education.

It is reported by recent research done in Germany

( Eulefeld. 1991) that students' awareness of environmental

issues is normally described as average rather than outstanding.

It was found that students were more aware of and showed

greater concern to national and global problems than to their

own local and regional problems. This was due to the fact

that the mass media tended to cover major themes which had

little direct bearing on students' personal experience. Hence.

it may be ambitious to expect all students to become "big"

environmentalists who seek to solse large-scale environmental

problems. It is.-however, very practical to train every youngster

to become "small" environmental participant to at least care

for his/her own backyard.

Therefore, the aims of this paper are to :

t I) echo with other renowned environmental educators
(SEEC, 1987; Shipstone and McCord, 1991; UNESCO.

1985) on what can be expected in schools with respect to

the goals and principles of teaching environmental

e(Iucation:

(2) draw attention to teachers that we are able to train students

to become "small" environmentalists who love their own

"back ard" environment and can acquire the appropriate

skills to take relevant action to work for their "backyard"

environment:

(3) reinforce the central idea of adopting an activity-based

and interdisciplinary approach to deal with local

environments and the related issues: and

(4) provide an illustratise work-programme example using

activity-based and interdisciplinary approaches to design

a curriculum unit for primary students.

What are teachers expected to
achieve through the teaching of

environmental education?

Long before the term environmental education came

into popular use, there were subjects like nature study and

rural science to deal with environmental issues and studies.

Nevertheless, the methodology of teaching these subjects was

mainly limited to the transmission offactual knowledge about

the environment. But then. wotldwide interest in
environmental issues emerged in the IL-te 1960s leading into

1970s and the Belgrade Charter and the Tbilisi Declaration

which gave a framework and a direction to what and how

environmental education should develop. It was a time referred

to as the decade of environmental education (UNESCO.

1985) . It was during this period that countries began to

incorporate elements of environmental education into existing

education programmes which were dominated by tmitional

subjects such as general science, biology and geography. At

the same time. the United Nations focused attention on

environmental education at an international level by hosting

the first L Inited Nations conference on Human Environment

in Stockholm of Sweden in 1972. This conference highlighted

the need to develop a sound environMental education at an

international level. One of the recommendations of the

Stockholm conference led to the formation of the United

Nations Environmental Programme (LINEP) . UNESCO-

UNEP organised the 1975 International Workshopon
Environmental Education in Belgrade. The most notable

outcome of the Workshop was the Belgrade Charter. a

statement which provided guidelines and a framework for

global environmental education (UNESCO.1985) .

The UNESCO goals for environmental education,

drafted at the Belgrade conference (1975) were to :

des clop a world population that is aware of. and concerned

about the environment and its associated problems;

2. ensure the opportunity that every person has the

knowledge. skills, attitudes. motivations and commitment

to v. ork individually and collectively towards solutions

of current problems and the prevention of new ones; and
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3. create new patterns of behaviours of individuals, groups

and society as a whole towards environment.

With these goals in mind, five interrelated categories

of objectives were developed. These objectives (UNESCO-

UNEP. 1978 : 3) are to raise awareness, provide knowledge.

acquire attitudes, enhance skills and encourage full
participation from the learners in protecting the environment

from further deterioration.

In 1977. ,at the Intec-government Conference on

Environmental Education held in Tbilisi of U.S.S.R..
recommendations were made for action which may be
undertaken at a national, regional and international level. "The

declaration and recommendation of the Conference.
considered to he the most important single document on

pnvironmental education, outlined a substantive structure,

policies and strategies for environmental education."
(UNESCO. 1985) . The Tbilisi conference (1977) produced

twelve guiding principles for teaching environmental
education. They are to :

consider the environment in its totality - natural and built,

technological and social (economic. political, cultural-

historical.,moral. aesthetic);
* be a continuous lifelong process. beginning at the pre-

school level and continuing through all formal and non-

formal stages:

be interdisciplinary in its approach, drawing on the

specific content of each discipline in making possible a

holistic and balanced perspective:

examine major environmental issues from local, national.

regional and international points of view so that students

receive insights into environmental conditions in difkrent

geographical locations;

* focus on current and potential environmental situations

while taking into account the historical perspective:

promote the value and necessity of local, national and

international cooperation in the prevention and solution

of environmental problems;

explicitly consider environmental aspects in plans for

development and growth;

enable learners to have a role in planning their learning

experiences and provide an opportunity for making

decisions and accepting their consequences;

* relate environmental sensitivity. know ledge. problem-

*

*

solving skins and values clarification to every age but

with spe.:ial emphasis on environmental sensitivity to the

learner's own community in early years:

help learners discover the symptoms and real causes of

environmental problems;

* . emphasize the complexity of environmental problems and

thus the need to develop critical thinking and problem-

solving skills; and

utilize diverse learning environments and a broad array

of educational approaches to teaching/learning about and

from the environment with due stress on .practical

activities and first-hand experience (UNESCO-UNEP.

1978:3).

This set of guidelines or principles exerted a prominent

influence upon the environmental educators to translate these

ideologies into the practical environmental education

curriculum highlighting tb.e critical approach which
materializes the Belgrade and Tbilisi intentions.

"The Belgrade Charter on environmental education

stressed the need to consider the environment in its entirety

by looking at natural and man-made aspects of the
environment, along with political, economic, technological.

social, cultural, aesthetic and legislative dimensions of the

problems." (Park. 1984 : 6) . Environmental education does

not seek to make life tidy but to study the interaction of a host

of functions and participation. Holism is best to achieve from

interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary orientations in
environmental education. Environmental education has long

been confined to existing subject compartment for ease of

timetabling purpose. No one discipline, however, can possibly

embrace all the necessary concepts and techniques relevant

for effective environmental education. A range of allied

disciplines need to be fused, for holism. Yet most disciplines

are reluctant to do this because they do not wish to jeopardise

their academic respectability and acceptance. Park (1984)

proposed a coherent approach to environmental education

which requires teachers to provide a mixture of the established

disciplines and relies on the active participation by students

in the learning process to provide the necessary coherence of

holism.

To achieve such a holistic view, the philosophical

foundation for environmental education rests on problem

solving and decision making which involves students with
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regular hands-on experience throughout their learning process

in school. Students need to be presented with real problems.

issues, queries in their immediate localities in order to prepare

them to deal with broader environmental problems which

affect not only individual but the broader community at
uational regional and international level. The search for a

suitable environmental ethic has proven to be difficult. Yet

such an ethic should embrace plants, animals and humans.

The long-term task of teachers in environmental education is

therefore to foster and reinforce students' attitudes and
behaviours which are all compatible with such ethic which

truly enhanced the spirit of the Belgrade Charter and Tbilisi

Declaration.

What are we after - "big" or
"small" environmentalists?

If teacher educators and teachers were to take seriously

the goals. objectives and guiding principles set by the Belgrade

Charter and the Tbilisi Declaration, one should realize that

the target of offering an environmental education programme

is to provide the best opportunity to each child to become a

sensible, well informed and responsible "small"
environmentalist or practitioner. Looking around to most of

the existing programmes, as indicated in the surveys done by

Eulefeld (1991) . Ramsey (1992) . Shipstone and McCord

(1991) . most of the environmental education programmes

were seen as taught conventionally in an academic factual

acquisition manner. The purpose of such programmes seemed

to have been geared toward the preparation of students to

become "big" environmentalists, That all will become
academic experts in a particular field in the environmental

science area. for example, ozone depletion. acid rain, wildlife

preservation etc. Yet, what about those who do not want to

become "big" names in the environmental education setting?

Does it mean that their chance of being environmental
educated will be taken away or that they don't deserve the

opportunity to become a practitioner to work for their own

environment?

Similar to Eulefeld (1991) Hogben and Wasley

(1989) also highlighted the practical importance of
environmental education in helping children develop into

adults who will be caring about people and the environment.

socially responsible. inventive and adaptable to stress and

change. Hence the common and long term goal of
environmental education should prepare every child to become

a "small" environmentalist in his/her own local setting so that

each of them would exercise his/her responsibility in caring

for the environment. Some of these "small" environmentalists.

if capable and motivated, could become "big"
environmentalists to take up special training in their selected

area.

So what are "small" environmentalists'? This concept

has two meanings. "Small" means that children can be trained

from their young ace to become responsible and informed

environmentalists who care for their-environment. In terms

of functions, every body in the community can become a

practising environmentalist. Everybody in the community

plays a vital role in enhancing the day-to-day protection and

nurturing of the environment. Everybody functions like a piece

of small part of a big machine. We need to be careful to make

sure that every small part in the machine, every small member

in the community, receives the best attention to enable each

to perform his/her role accordingly and appropriately. In

summary. "small" is fundamental. important and of utmost

relevance in preparing -every youngster to perform his/her

critical role in their own environmental setting.

Young children are inherently very practical and

curious _about their own immediate surroundings and the

resultant experiences. Their "backyard" environment is
somewhere they visit every day. Virtually anything that goes

wrong in their backyard will immediately attract their attention

to query what has happened, why it happened that way. what

can and should they do to bring the "backyard" back to a

normal and healthy condition. So essentially, the preparation

of young children to become "small" environmentalists is

basically to motivate them to treasure, love and care for their

own "backyard" first. Their "backyard" is the immediate area

where everybody can start practising their care and concern

for the environment. It is real to them and they can easily

appreciate their own effort devoted to maintain, save and

protect their immediate "backyard" environment. By so doing.

all "small" envimnmentalists. be they young children or adults.

can see how their own valuable contribution can impact upon

nature in their own "backyard" to make it prettier. healthier.

and sustain it for a longer time.
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How do teachers prepare "small"

environmentalists in schools?

As mentioned earlier, young children are inherently

curious about their own surroundings and their experiences

in these areas. They like to ask lots of questions about their

environment. They can produce with incredible wonderful

imaginative solutions to problems that they encounter. Yet

these suggestions are often beyond the expectation of the

adUlts. Children can think constructively, imaginatively and

productively in many ways about the questions. challenges

and problems concerning the environment that they identify.

create or encounter.

Environmental eddcation is education about, in and

for the total environment. Environmental education is about

the involvement of head, hands and heart (after Tilbury.
1994) . Ramsey, Hungerford and Volk (1992 : 36) echo the

Tbilisi Declaration and make a case for the environmental

education be designed to prepare individuals to be responsive

to a rapidly changing technological world, to understand con-

temporary world problems. and to provide the skills needed

to play an effective role in the improvement and maintenance

of the environMent. They stress the significant needs to in-

corporate environmental education into the many aspects of

the environment such as natural and man-made, technologi-

cal, social, economic, political, cultural and aesthetic. They

see the environmental education curriculum must emphasize

and bridge from the personal. local and national to the global

in linking the actions of today with the consequences of to-

morrow. Preparation of such a curriculum programme on en-

vironment education should encourage young children to de-

velop the following attributes using the 3Hs as advocated by

Tilbury :

* Awareness:

Children acquire an awareness ot' and sensitivity to the total

environment.

* Knowledge:

Children, through a variety of learning experiences, acquire a

basic understanding of the environment.

* Attitudes and values:

Children acquire a set of values an feelings of concern for the

environment and the motivation for actively participating in

environmental improvement and protection.

Skills:

Children acquire the ski!ls to identify and understand

enyironmental issues and to participate in environmental

improvement and protection.

Acton:

Chik...en are provided with opportunities to be actively

involved at an appropriate level in environmental improvement

and protection, in particular. their own backyard environment.

98

To achieve these goals. Engelson (1986) asserts that

environmental education programs are seen to move towards

a number of orientations, namely action-oriented, continuous

articulation, experiential, future-oriented, globally-oriented.

holistic, interdisciplinary, issue-oriented and neutral. With

these characteristics coming together, there is no one particular

subject that can claim to deal with the environment thoroughly

and provide adequate training to prepare:children to become

"small" environmentalists.

Teachers, school administrators and curricula planners of

environmental education must faee with the dilemma of

fulfilling all these needs. Ramsey. Hungerford and Volk

(1992 : 37) raised four good questions for us to consider. They

are :

1. How-can environmental education curricula be reasonably

frames?

2. Can appropriate new courses be inserted into the existing

congested curriculum?

3. Can appropriate environmental education strategies be

infused into existing curricula?

4. Can existing curricula be appropriately modified to

become "environmentalized"?

The quick answers to the four questions is yes and

that interdisciplinary approaches through both integration.

insertion and infusion is the direction to go for a comprehensive
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and systematic curricular package.

An integrated interdisciplinary apr.roach to environ-

mental education emphasizes the drawing of content from all

disciplines. To state simply. Ramsey. Hungerford and Volk

(1992 : 40) refer to the integration of content and skills into

existing courses in a manner as to focus on that content and

skills without jeopardizing the integrity of the individual dis-

ciplines themselves. Such integrated inteniisciplinary approach

has the following advantages :

* the opportunity for children to be involved all the time

and at all stages of their schooling:

* the opportunity for children to pose. raise and identify

questions themselves in all related subject areas and work

Table Interdisciplinary links with environmental education

toward answering these questions;

* the opportunity for children to imitate and engage in ac-

tivities; and

* the opportunity for children to be involved in the evalua-

tion of their own learning.

In everyday life, we do things in a holistic way. In a

curriculum context, particularly in the early childhood and

primary setting, learning is an experience or set of experiences

that cuts across subject boundaries. Any starting point can

structure the learning experience, so long as it makes sense to

the learners themselves. Pike and Selby (1990 : 41-42) and

Kick (1993 : 29) suggest how environmental education is

linked up with key learning areas across the curriculum to

enhance holistic realization (See Table I ) .
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How do teachers prepare for the

activity-based interdisciplinary

approach of teaching environmental

education?

To make an interdisciplinary and activity-based

approach work well in school to facilitate teachers to teach

environmental education successfully to children. Ramsey.

Hungerford and Volk (1992 : 40) and Kick (1993 : 26-29)

suggests a number of features need to present to support such
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an active integrated based learning environment for the up--

bringing ot' "small" environmentalists. They are the good

cooperation and relationship. important element in the class.

the skills of inquiry, the play activities, and the balanced con-

tent.

Any comprehensive integration demands a great deal

of co-operation amongst teachers who are going to be

responsible for the programme. The school must be

sympathetic towards the integration across subjects and the

teachers must be willing to work cooperatively to construct

an integrated programme and try it out. A major ingredient of
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such programme must be to respect the integrity of the scope

and sequence in a manner that guarantees the teachinWlearn-

ing involved proceed logically across all disciplinary areas.

Often, this can be accomplished by teachers working inde-

pendently of others but often it necessitates "cooperated team

teaching" through out most part of the programme.

There should be good relationship between the teacher

and the students in the classroom. Genuine care and

understanding intluence positively the attitudes and feelings

for everyone involved in the classroom. The students should

he encouraged to talk about their opinions and they are likely

to feel valued if their articulation is well received, respected

and accepted by others. This is likely to foster a trustful

relationship between teacher and students, and amongst

students as well. The more they articulate their ideas and

feeling, the better it is for them to conceptualize and draw

relationship between the environmental ideas.

If the opinion is valued by their peers and the teacher.

the child feels himself/herself to be an important element in

the class. The child is no longer a passive recipient. He/She is

an important part in the process of environmental contribution

and that gives a strong sense of achievement. Even if there is

a 'mistake' made in the decision, it will be taken positively by

the whole class that everyone virtually learn something useful

from the 'mistake'. Such a supportive atmosphere will certainly

encourage the children in the class to be willing to take up

more and better environmental responsibility for their learning

and subsequently even to participate in the planning of the

related environmental activities as well.

To enhance such responsibility and acti% ities. the

children have to grasp fully the skills of inquiry which means

generating questions, researching for information, working

together. interpreting the information collected, predicting the

possible outeonies. drawing conclusions and making decisions

etc. This will be achieved through group work instead of

individualised learning. The purpose is to make sure there is

true communication and discussion for application of the

environmental knowledge to related environmental issues and

problems among the students and the teacher.

In a truly supportive learning en% ironment. children

hme the opportunity to experience, explore. experiment and

play freely with a % ariety of materials. equipment and

activities. Children need time to practise new skills in order

to achieve competence. But when play is integral to the

learning programme, they become so much involved and can

gradually master the various kinds of skills that we want them

to develop.

The environmental education curriculum has got to

ofter comprehensive and balanced content and quality

interactions to children so that they can fully acquire the

necessary knowledge. skills and attitudes to learn about, in

and for the environment. Through an inquiry -based learning

process and integrated units of work across all learning areas,

children become involved in inquiring, discovering and

questioning which prepare the all-round development of each

child in the class. Such programme. should offer stability but

also should accommodate flexibility to allow spontaneous

opportunity or 'spur of the moment for learning. Children are

expected to enjoy the programme in an enlightening way and

should be able to see the linkage between theory and practice.

All in all the teachers are encouraged to design an

interdisciplinary activity-based programme of environmental

education that it stimulates curiosity and inquiry. The
supportive learning environment is in a safe, secure and warm

atmosphere that children truly enjoy the programme of learning

to acquire the objectives of awareness. knowledge. skills,

attitudes and actions to enable them to become "small"

environmentalists in their own setting. It sounds a bit abstract

of just talking what should be done in the classroom using the

activity-based interdisciplinary approach to teach
environmental education. The following is an example of a

curriculum tmit used to illustrate the ideas and intentions more

explicit to teachers.

A unit example of "TREES" using

the activity-based interdisciplinary

approach

There are different scales to plan for an environmental

education curriculum programme. One can work out an annual

programme with all the environmental concerns and elements

intUsed into all subjects and learning areas throughout the

school. Or one can work on a special theme across the school

curriculum to enable students to see the links and development.
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Whatever the scale that the teachers choose to work on, it

certainly needs full support from the school authority and the

collaboration among all staff members of the different teaching

areas to facilitate and to enhance the inter-relatedness that we

want to advocate. Based on a thematic programme prepared

by one of my graduate diploma teachers doing environmental

education at Q.U.T.. it is modified .and strengthened to
illustrate the effectiveness of doing a common environmental

theme in lower primary which hopefully can demonstrate the

essential features of an activity-based interdisciplinary
approach in teaching environmental education.

The theme of this unit is - Have you hugged a tree

today? This unit is prepared for a period of one term (there

are two terms in a semester and two semesters in a year) which

is approximately ten weeks in duration. The unit is designed

for a Grade three class (age 7 to 8) with an average class size

of twenty-five students.

Tree destruction is always a current and r ,alar
environmental issue for people of all nes. Trees pia, a vital

role in all of our society. Trees provide us with shelter, food.

fuel, tools, fibre, medicine and of course natural beauty. Nearly

all backyards of the Australian homes contain a few trees in

the landscaping around the houses. Trees also help to break

down the-carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and protect the

soil from erosion and saltation. It is of vital importance that

every child in- Australia should learn about trees and hence

commit him/herself to protecting them as far as possible.

The objectives of this unit programme are in line with

those advocated by UNESCO-UNEP and the Queensland P-

12 Environmental Education Curriculum Guide (1993 : 15-

18) where skills, attitudes and values, knowledge. and
processes are emphasized. Opportunities for its inclusion with

current subject programmes are explored. The whole
programme has been designed in a way where "trees in
envi,mmiental education" is not treated as a separate subject

but intertwined into all the major curriculum areas of the
primary school. Each curriculum area will have a part to play

to help students to learn about trees from different perspectives.

They include Mathematics. Language, Science, Social Studies,

Health. Cooking. Physical Education. Art. Music. Dance and

Drama. There is the strong belief that teaching environmental

education through a number of subjects allows the students to

understand the issue in greater depth and they are able to

appreciate the environment for its worth. The "TREES"
programme is designed in such a way that students can enjoy

all they learn about trees and they can realize that trees are

important to the earth's ecosystems which people need to look

after them very carefully. Figure 2 shows the emphasis of

each curriculum area in dealing with the various topics of trees.

You will notice that students have to plant a seed and watch it

grow in Science and at the same time, they are learning about

the tree growth in Health. They sing a song about
"decomposition" in Music and at the same time, they make

up actions and movements to correspond with the words in

the song when they are doing Dance and Drama. The combined

effect of learning trees through different subject areas is to

reinforce what the teacher is teaching the students and that it

is a positive way of assisting them to learn about and care for

the environment with a variety of activities and techniques in

a variety of subjects.

It is with this hope that the unit programme can help

the children in a little way to learn and be aware that trees are

important and need our daily hug to keep them healthy. which

in turn also helps the ecosystem to maintain its health status

quo

Conclasioi I

The activity-based interdisciplinary approach of
teaching environmental education across the school curriculum

certainly provides good effective learning opportunity to
students to realize the importance of being inter-connected

among all subject areas. This also enables them to adopt a

holistic view of environmental education. The activity-based

learning provides the opportunity tOr children to engage in

stewardship in caring and protecting the environment.
However, such an approach requires a strong supporting and

collaborating environment from school. teachers, students and

even parents to make it work. The conventional way of
teaching in suhject compartment simply cannot help to fulfil

the goals as advocated by the Belgrade Charter and Tbilisi

Declaration. Teachers in particular need to realize that their

role should be changed from an authoritative instructor to a

friendly facilitator if genuine outcome is to he observed.

Everybody is talking about "thinking global hut acting local".

I believe the same should apply to educational school setting

that we hope to prepare as many "small" environmentalists as

possible so that each of them play their small hut vital part in
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enhancing, sustaining and preserving the environment which

is now very much at risk.

Though this paper was written with kindergarten and

primary curriculum in mind, it is also very much encouraged

to see teachers in the secondary school setting make an effort

to incorporate the heads sad heart together in their subj&t

teaching. The modules in environmental studies in Liberal

Studies of the 6th form education in Hong Kong provide an

excellent opportunity to exercise the activity-based and

interdisciplinary approach, though obviously at a more
adVanced and critical level of treatment teachers involved

in the important mission of preparing 'sm.... environmentalists,

we need to find the best and most effective ways to 6thance

such vision.
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Papers Are Invited

New Horizons receive papers and have them reviewed throughout thc year. Teachers, school administrators, student counsellors. educationists

and researchers are invited to submit papers about discoveries and new insights from their systematic inquiries and professional practices. For

submissions received before June. if accepted will normally be published in November of the same year.

Please send papers to : Editor.New Horizons. Hong Kong Teachers' Association.

24'h Nathan Road. National Court 7/F. Kowloon, Hong Kong

Notes for Contributors:
1 Paper submitted should be on a virus-free floppy disk in standard ASCII(text) format and in the format of a current software(such as

Word. Amipro). accompanied by three hard copies showing printing styles such as boldface, italics and tables(if any). The disk should

be labelled with the name of author and the kind of software used.

2 Paper should be 20(X)-50(X) words in length and should include an abstract of no more than 250 words. Those written in English should

also include a Chinese version of the abstract together with a Chinese title. Tables and illustrations are counted as word-equivalents

(As a general guide, a 8 cm x16 cm table is counted as 400 words).

3 The author's name, position, affiliation, contact telephone number(s) and address(es) should be given in both English and Chinese.

4 Submissions should be presented in accordance with APA style. Please consult The Publication Manual of the American Psychologi-

cal Associat ion( 1983-1994 ) it' necessary.

5 All tables and illustrations should be camera-ready.

6 Papers previously published or under consideration for publication elsewhere will not be accepted.

7 All submissions will be reviewed anonymously. Authors are advised to include not more than two of their own publications in the

reference section of the manuscript.

8 Contributors will be contacted if substantial revision is recommended.

9 The journal reserves the copyright of all published papers.

1 0 The views expressed in the publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the position of the Journal.

1 1 Please enclose 3 self-addressed envelopes with enough stamps.
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